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S:yne>p:s::i.:s 
The natural untion oe a ship at sea produces undesirable eeeects on 
sonar displays. To overcoue this problem soue eorm oe stsbilisstion U8Y 
be used to ensure that the sonar iu8ge is derived erom a eixed area, 
whatever ship untion is present. Where the expense can be Justieied a 
uechsnicslly stabilised plsteorm is eu~loyed to cou~nsste eor the 
unwanted cou~nents oe the rotational ship unveuent. Previous research 
into electronic stsbilisstion eor sector scanning sonars has 
concentrated U8inly on electronic besursteering techniques but ss yet 
no practical system has resulted. 
The uethod oe stsbilisstion impleuented ss a result oe the present 
research uses digital iu8ge processing techniques. The eeeects oe 
rotational ship untion are reunved erom the displayed sonar image by 
integrating the incoudng sonar data into a stabilised iu8ge store at the 
correct position ss calculated erom the ship untion values. The 
stabilised iu8ge is stored and displayed using a greater sector width 
than that actively scanned by the sonar. This ensures eull 
utilisation oe any additional sonar iu8ge data U8de available either 
erom ship untion or the u8nusl rotation oe the transducer array. As the 
stsbilisstion technique is soe~#sre based the integration process can be 
adapted to pereorm additional iu8ge enhsnceuent ie required. 
Traditionally, sector scanning sonar iu8ges have been displayed in 
rectangular (bearing versus range) eoru8t. The geouetric distortion 
inherent with this type oe display ueans that it is necessary to convert 
the display to polar eoru8t, and this is achieved by applying a scan 
conversion algorithm to the already stabilised sonar iu8ge data. This 
is displayed ss a spatially correct sector oe 6li!l" :.>hen 
cou~nsating eor ship untion only or up to 36li!l" ie required :.>hen 
U8nuslly rotating the transducer array. The processing speed ensures 
that all incoudng sonar iu8ge ineoru8tion is utilised and that the 
stabilised display is updated at a siudlar rate to that oe the sonar 
receiver display. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Sonars today are used in many and varied underwater applications. They 
have come a long way from the first echo-sounder but still use the same 
fundamental concepts and are subJect to similar operational problems. 
Sonar is a term encompassing 
images or information from 
an underwater system used for obtaining 
acoustic signals (Refs. 1,2,3). Most 
usefu~ are systems providing two dimensional images using movement of 
the transmitting and/or receiving beams. This may be achieved by 
movement of the vessel on which the transducers are mounted, by movement 
of the transducer array, or by electronic beam shifting. Scanning 
Sonars use rotational movement of the receiver beam to obtain displays 
of range versus bearing or elevation. These images are invaluable 
for the detection of both natural and man-made targets. By sui table 
choice of beam direction and rotation axis the sonar can be used for a 
variety of applications. With the beam direction verticallY 
downwards and the scanned-sector across the beam of the ship a narrow 
strip of seabed can be surveyed during each sweep. By repeating this as 
the ship moves forward a band of seabed can be surveyed in a relatively 
short time. For obstacle detection the beam may be horizontal in the 
forward direction. 
may be chosen with 
horizontal domain. 
For other specialised purposes the beam direction 
the scanned sector in either the vertical or 
Mechanically scanned sonars have limitations imposed on them by the 
inherent capabilities of the mechanical scanning apparatus (Ref. ~). 
The first iteration of scanned sonar design required that rotation was 
slow enough so that return echoes could be received from maximum range 
before the receive beam moved from the transmit direction. This gave a 
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very slow update rate unless the maximum range was very small. The 
maximum scanning rate was governed by the beamwidthl the narrower the 
beamwidth, the greater the 
scanning process. 
bearing resolution but the slower the 
This slow update rate is overcome by using a within-pulse scanning 
technique. This requires that the bearing sweep is performed within the 
duration of the transmit pulse, otherwise it is possible to miss a 
target echo. Therefore the pulse-length and hence the range resolution 
of the sonar are determined by the response of the scanning system. If 
mechanical scanning is used the range resolution is poor as the speed 
ot rotation in the scanned domain is relatively slow. Therefore, for 
sonars requiring high range resolution, within-pulse scanning 
techniques cannot be implemented using mechanical scanning. 
A modulation scanning technique providing electronic beamsteering was 
first developed about 40 years ago (Ref. 5) and has been incorporated 
sonar systems at various institutions (Refs. into 1 practical 
6,7,8,9,10). This technique provides a highly responsive sector scan 
enabling a much shorter transmit pulse length and therefore an improved 
range resolution. Furthermore the beamwidth of the modulation scanned 
array is very narrow as its multiple elements form a wide transducer 
window, and this provides excellent bearing resolution. In recent years 
development of a digital scan converter to replace the traditional sonar 
display using a long persistence cathode ray tube has been accomplished 
at Loughborough University (Refs. 11,12). This means that the sonar 
image is stored as an array of digital data in this most recent 
generation of within-pulse, electronic sector-scanning sonars. Image 
enhancement of this data using digital image processing techniques has 
been previously demonstrated (Ref. 11,13,14,15). The sonar image data 
is also utilised tor the stabilisation system described in this thesis. 
Sonar systems are used in a variety of applications (Refs 
16,17,18,19,20). These applications include fisheries research, the 
fisheries industry, underwater exploration and hydrographic sea-bed 
mapping. Sonars are also used for military purposes and tor underwater 
construction and subsequent surveying for damage. For all applications 
- 2 -
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a stable and unambiguous image is desirable, In some cases it is 
imperative that the exact geographic position of the imaged area is 
known, e.g. for hydrographic surveying. For this reason it is essential 
to alleviate the effects of a ships natural motion while at sea, The 
most obvious ship motions and those which cause the most degradation to 
the sonar display are the three rotational motions, roll, pitch and yaw 
(Refs. 21,22,23). 
For shipborne applications of sonar a mechanically stabilised platform 
is often used to compensate for the ships motion (Refs. 24,25). The 
transmitting and receiving transducer arrays are mounted on a system of 
rotating planes. The rotation is performed by electrical/hydraulic means 
in opposition to inputs from the ships gyroscopes. The correction 
performed by stabilised platforms gives the desired results with minimal 
error, (mainly due to the difference between the ships rotational 
epicentre and the centre of rotation of the stabilised platform). 
Because of this, stabilised platforms have become an integral part of 
sonar systems. The disadvantages of stabilised platforms are two-fold. 
The reliability of the mechanical and hydraulic components has been 
shown to be much less than that of the electronic components. This 
causes not only great expense but also considerable inconvenience when 
valuable sea trial time is wasted, Another disadvantage is the initial 
cost of the stabilised platform, which is continually rising and is at 
present many times the cost of the sonar itself, 
Stabilisation of sector scanning sonars by electronic means has been 
contemplated for many years (Refs. 26,27,28), A number of theoretical 
analyses have been performed, the most elaborate proposal being by 
Phillips (Ref. 26). His method was based on electronic beamshifting but 
utilised mechanical rotation, beamforming and overscanning to achieve a 
possible solution. Due to the computational complexity in the then 
current technology, and the !act that array movement (rotation) was 
still necessary, the proposal 
proposition. 
was 
- 3 -
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1.2 OBJECTIVES 
The initial aim of this proJect was to perform a feasibility study of 
electronic stabilisation methods for sector scanninc sonars taking into 
consideration the technolocical advances of recent years. After this 
investication it was necessary to decide which stabilisation technique 
would be the most suitable to develop into a practical system and if 
possible, desicn, develop and build a working electronic stabilisation 
system. To enable a thorough analysis of the theoretical aspects of 
stabilisation a series of simulations were carried out using the 
University central computing facility. 
of problems which would have to be 
This gave insight into a number 
taken into consideration when 
designing a stabilisation system. The simulation work also introduced 
further concepts which could be utilised in the system development. 
These included novel methods of achieving stabilisation as well as 
refinements which it incorporated into the 
increase its overall capabilities. 
stabilisation system 
This simulation 
would 
study 
demonstrated that stabilisation could be implemented practically using 
electronic means. 
1.3 THE STABILISATION SYSTEM 
The proposed stabilisation method compensates for the effects of 
rotational ship motion on the incominc sonar data, using digital image 
processing techniques. The system has been designed to interface to 
SeaVision. a within-pulse electronically scanned sonar which was 
developed at Loughborough University. This provides the required sonar 
image data as it incorporates a dicital scan-converter display memory. 
It will be described in more detail in Chapter 5. 
The stabilisation system has the capability of displaying the sonar 
image in a ceometrically correct, polar format with a wider displayed 
sector width than the actively scanned sector of the sonar. Two optional 
di8play formats are provided 1 a 60" sector with 512 range cells and a 
360" image with 243 range cells. These are available to enable tull 
- 4 -
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utilisation of the incoming sonar data and so gain maximum information 
to improve image interpretation. The 60" display uses sonar data made 
available by ship movement only, whereas the 360" display will in 
addition make use of the array training apparatus to rotate the array in 
the scanned domain, hence surveying a wider area. The larger image means 
a more complete picture is available to the sonar user, aiding 
target recognition. The image processing capabilities of the system 
also increase the quality of the displayed images. 
The initial conception of the display format which might be used for 
displaying the stabilised images was based on that of the sonar used to 
obtain the image data. This displays a 30" scanned sector stored in 
rectangular format but convertible to polar format using a triangular 
approximation method. The development of a polar display conversion 
stage in the stabilisation system was a step that was not envisaged 
initially but its development became a major part of the project. The 
hardware development of the system involved the design of a large 
digital memory tor storing processed sonar data as well as the design 
of a number of interfaces between the various system components. 
Software development was mainly devoted to TMS32010 digital signal 
processors using TMS32010 assembly language. There are three intensive 
processing stages in the system which are each implemented on a separate 
TMS32010 processor. These are Ship Motion Analysis, Image 
Integration and Polar Display Conversion. Microcomputer control 
programs were written in BASIC and 6502 assembly language. 
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1.4 SUMMARY - CHAPTER BY CHAPTER 
The following is a summary of the remainder of the thesis. This will be 
of use to anyone wishing to do selective reading. Figure 1.1 shows an 
outline of the work carried out during the research period and it will 
be seen that the thesis follows a similar pattern. 
Chapter Two - STABILISATION 
This is an introductory chapter dedicated to the stabilisation problem. 
It defines the natural motion of a ship at sea and discusses 
possible stabilisation techniques. These include both practical methods 
that are currently used, as well as theoretical techniques which pose 
too many practical problems for implementation. Previous reseach into 
th~ problem of stabilisation is also discussed. Finally the proposed 
solution which has been implemented as a result of the project is 
described. 
Chapter Three - SIMULATION 
This chapter describes the simulation work which was carried out in the 
first year of research using the University central computing facility. 
This includes simulation of the received signal from a sector scanning 
sonar which was subsequently used for experimentation with stabilisation 
methods using image processing techniques. The simulation work 
progressed further than required for the practical implementation of a 
stabilisation system, experimenting with stabilisation and display in 
the unscanned domain with attempts at three dimensional displays. 
Chapter Four - MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS FOR STABILISATION 
This chapter brings together the ship motion defined in Chapter 2 and 
the simulation from Chapter 3 to provide a mathematical analysis for the 
solution of the stabilisation problem. It defines the coordinate 
systems to describe ship motion as well as including the possibility of 
manual ,array movement. The overall geometrical analysis involves a 
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series of matrix transformations which are applied in .the rectancular 
coordinate domain. The way the results of the matrix transformations 
are used by the stabilisation system are described in section 4.5. 
Inherent 
discussed 
advantages 
along with 
and disadvantages of the stabilisation method are 
the problems or extending the stabilisation 
analysis to cater tor translational motion. 
Chapter Five - SYSTEM HARDWARE COMPONENTS 
A description of hardware components which were available tor use in the 
stabilisation system is given here as they are often referred to in 
subsequent chapters. They consist of a Framestore, the TMS32010 DSP 
card, and the Sonar (SeaVision). A full description of each ot these 
system components may be found in the respective documentation as only 
details relevant to implementation in the system are described here. 
Chapter Six - IMAGE INTEGRATION 
This chapter gives a detailed description of the image integration 
process. This process is fundamental , to the stabilisation technique as 
it carries out the initial processing ot the incoming sonar image data 
to provide a stored array of stabilised image data. The development of 
the process is described, using the initial one dimensional image 
integration as an example. This uses the bearing of the incoming image 
to map the entire image frame into the integrated image store. A number 
of integration techniques are described, which were used in 
experimentation with image enhancement. 
Chapter Seven - POLAR DISPLAY CONVERSION 
Coordinate conversion tor polar display is not an inherent part of the 
stabilisation process but is necessary tor the acceptable display of the 
stabilised images. The theory involved in the conversion of polar image 
data into rectangular coordinates tor display as a geometrically correct 
image is briefly described. A description of the initial practical 
implementation of display conversion tor 30" sectors is given, outlining 
a possible enhancement to the technique. A comparison is made with an 
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advanced coordinate conversion algorithm. Implementation of this 
coordinate conversion method on a TMS32010 and its subsequent 
utilisation in the stabilisation system for a 360' display is described. 
Finally a description of a completely different coordinate conversion 
method which is used to provide a 60' image is given. 
Chapter Eight - SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Chapter 8 discusses the system design concepts. 
for processing and display are described and the 
number or system design decisions is given. 
The options provided 
justification for a 
The use of multiple 
processors and the requirement for synchronisation between the sonar and 
the image integration process is discussed. A number of system hardware 
concepts are described. These include image data storage, data 
transfer between the various system components, and display 
implementation. 
Chapter Nine - PROCESSING SOFTWARE 
Details or the programs used to implement the processes described in 
chapters 4, 6 and 7 are given here. The"three processes_ are ship 
motion analysis, image integration and coordinate conversion for polar 
display. This chapter is intended mainly for users of the stabilisation 
system or to aid in further development of the system. 
Chapter Ten - HARDWARE DETAILS 
This chapter again provides a detailed description, but this time of the 
system hardware. 
of the system is 
It is also intended as an aid if further development 
undertaken. The practical details required for 
utilisation of each of the system components in the stabilisation system 
are described. This includes modifications to the system components 
described in chapter 5 as well as the interface circuitry dedicated to 
each of these. Also described are the memory boards which were designed 
tor the stabilisation system and the multiplexing interface tor the 
access of these boards by two TMS32010 cards. 
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Chapter Eleven - RESULTS 
The results obtained using the stabilisation system consist of numerous 
sonar images in the different display formats. The first images were 
obtained using non-continuous processing and movement in the scanned 
domain only. A description of the system control software for the 
simulation or two dimensional ship motion is given. Stabilised images 
obtained while the sonar array was subject to this simulated ship motion 
are presented, in both. 60•, full range resolution, display format and 
360• display format. 
Chapter Twelve - CONCLUSION 
This chapter describes the current stabilisation system and its two 
display modes. The results of trials using simulated oscillatory ship 
motion are summarised, by considering the effects on the three 
orthogonal axes of the image. The overall system capabilities are 
compared with those of a mechanically stabilised platform and the 
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 
suggestions for further research are outlined. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The natural motion of a ship at sea is a 
sector scanning sonars. The action of 
changing of the illuminated area and 
persistent problem when using 
the sea causes a continual 
hence causes movement of target 
images on the sonar display. This visual movement is detrimental to 
image interpretation and may also increase operator fatigue. Some form 
of stabilisation is necessary for most shipborne sonar applications to 
ensure satisfactory images. Except in calm sea conditions most of the 
advantages of modern sector scanning sonars with very high resolution 
are lost without some form of stabilisation. 
2.2 SHIP MOTION· 
Figure 2.1 illustates the six components of natural ship motion. There 
are three rotational components and three 
All six components are oscillatory in 
translational components. 
nature. Their typical 
characteristics for a fisheries research trawler are used as a guide to 
determine the required stabilisation system specification. The three 
rotational components, roll, pitch and yaw occur around three 
perpendicular axes of the ship. Roll occurs around the horizontal axis 
which runs longitudinally through the ship. Pitch occurs around the 
horizontal axis perpendicular to this. Yaw is around the vertical axis. 
Roll and pitch have similar magnitudes, periods and velocities whereas 
yaw has a much slower rate of change and therefore a less dramatic 
effect on the displayed sonar image. For most sonar applications the 
three translational components may be ignored when compared with the 
rotational components. Their rate of change is relatively slow and their 
effects become reduced with increased range. 
- 11 -
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Fig. 2.1 The Six Components of Ship Motion 
2.3 STABILISATION TECHNIQUES 
2.3.1 The Stabilised Platform 
There is only one method of stabilisation commonly used in practice for 
sector scanning sonars. This deals with the need for stabilisation 
by mounting the transmitting and receiving arrays on a highly 
responsive stabilised platform. It physically compensates for the 
effects or rotational ship motion. It uses the ships gyro-compass and 
vertical gyroscopes to measure yaw, pitch and roll and provides an equal 
but opposite rotation to correct for each or these. A typical example of 
a stabilised platform is installed on the R.V. Clione (MAFF) and uses a 
combination of electro-mechanical and hydraulic equipment to provide a 
feedback system to compensate for the gyro readings (Figure 2.2) 
(Ref. 24). However,. these three-dimensional rotating systems are 
becoming increasingly more expensive when compared with the sonar 
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system itself. Due to the decreasing size and cost ot electronic 
equipment the cost ot the stabilised platform may now be many times that 
of the sonar receiver and display electronics. Seaborne operating 
conditions mean that maintenance is required regularly to ensure 
reliable operation. Sea-time tor trials is limited and costly, and it 
repairs become necessary at sea, valuable time is wasted. However for 
some specific sector scanning sonar applications, stabilisation is 
imperative whatever the cost. 
2.3.2 Electronic Beam-Steering 
This technique may be used most simply for the stabilisation of 
narrow-beam echo-sounders in one rotational domain. It has also been 
theoretically examined a number ot times as a possible stabilisation 
method for sector scanning sonars. To enable electronic beam-steering 
an array of transducer elements must be available each of which may be 
separately excited. The amplitude and phase of the signal to each 
transducer determines the direction and beam-width of the array 
beam-pattern. To stabilise a pencil-beam in two dimensions the array 
must necessarily be two dimensional or more commonly, two perpendicular 
line arrays are used, one for the transmitter and one for the receiver. 
To achieve stabilisation of the wide scanned-beam ot a sector scanning 
sonar using this technique, there are further limiting conditions which 
must be considered causing a marked increase in the complexity ot the 
problem. Further details of this method are given in section 2.4. 
2.3.3 Discontinuous Transmission 
This is a possible method of stabilisation using the periodicity of ship 
motion. As the training direction ot the array will return to the 
desired direction twice every period ot ship motion the display could be 
correctly refreshed at these times. However it is impractical for a 
number ot reasons. The three rotational ship motions would all have to 
return to their original positions, within given error margins, tor a 
correct update but because ot the incoherence ot the three periods ot 
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motion it would provide an unacceptably infrequent image update rate. As 
the motion is continuous there will also be a limited time during which 
the direction is correct to within the error limits. This would 
drastically limit the maximum ranee as the pulse must complete its 
outward and return journey within this time. 
2.4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Phillips (Ref. 26) has proposed a detailed method involving 
beamshiftinc, beamforminc and rotation of the array axis to perform 
stabilisation. Separate transducer arrays are required for transmission 
and reception and overscanninc is necessary, which introduces beam 
pattern distortion. A suggested method of performing the rotation is by 
complex switching of a matrix of elements in an attempt to eliminate the 
requirement for any mechanical rotation in the system. Calculations of 
beamshifts, beam-formation equations and matrix switching sequences for 
axial rotation were extremely complex and time consuming using the then 
current technology. Phillips concluded that this technique was not 
practical, except in certain simple cases, compared with the traditional 
stabilised platform. 
a theoretical analysis of the Ma (Ref. 28) 
stabilisation 
also carried out 
problem and his simulated results were promising. The 
expressions derived were based on the assumption that a two-dimensional 
planar array could be decomposed into two perpendicular line 
arrays. However no consideration was made with regard to the practical 
implementation of these theoretical results. 
2.5 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Before tryinc to implement a solution to the stabilisation problem a 
period of time was spent simulating the sector scanning sonar and 
developing the stabilisation analysis on the University central computer 
facility. Initially, images were simulated assuming only one dimensional 
ship motion along the scanned axis. When these were plotted above one 
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another at their correct angular positions an idea or how these might be 
combined tor stabilisation purposes was perceived. The basis of this 
principle is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.3. It a suitable 
process could be developed 
together, then assuming the 
to integrate corresponding bearing cells 
ship motion was known an image could be 
continually updated with relevant information rrom each incoming scan. 
The incoming information would cover a wider sector than the original 
30" scanned sector, due to the ship motion, which has a maximum 
deviation or +/-15" in each dimension. The selected mode of the 
sonar (i.e. array axis trained horizontally or vertically) and array 
training direction determine the overall effect of the rotational 
motions in the scanned domain, however the total angular effect is 
unlikely to be greater than +/- 15". Obvious advantages would be 
achieved by displaying a total bearing width of up to 60". All the 
incoming information would then be utilised with areas of the display 
showing a null state until they had been updated at least once. It is 
only when overlapping areas are updated more than once that an 
integration operation is required. 
This method or displaying a wider sector than that 
the sonar will pose a number of problems Which will 
into consideration during the implementation or 
actively scanned by 
have to be taken 
the stabilisation 
system. A fundamental difference to the display will be the chance in 
overall update rate. The wider image cannot be completely updated every 
sonar frame and therefore the displayed image may contain image 
information rrom previous frames. The image integration technique may 
also cause a persistence effect by averaging current image data with the 
old stabilised image data. If the image data which is incorporated into 
the current display is the result of reception over a significant period 
or time then the errects of translational ship motion may become 
significant. However for practical reasons the scope or this research 
has been limited to stabilisation for purely rotational ship motion. 
Therefore this electronic display stabilisation system is comparable to 
a stabilised platrorm which also only corrects tor rotational ship 
motion. It has the advantage of image processing capabilities but the 
disadvantage of the greater significance of translational ship motion. 
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The correspondence between locations in the updatable image store and 
the bearing coordinates of an incoming scan are determined by a series 
of matrix calculations. These use the three components or ship motion; 
roll, pitch and yaw as well as any array rotation introduced by the 
operator. The angular ship motion values and the results from the ship 
motion analysis calculations are most valid at the time that target 
echoes are received. There will be little effect caused by differing 
transmit and subsequent receive directions, due to ship motion, as the 
wide transmit beam allows targets to be insonified over a wide area. The 
reception time of reflected pulses by the sector scanning sonar 
determines the angular position in which the image data is stored (and 
displayed). Therefore the angular direction of the array at the time of 
reception must be used in the ship motion analysis process. The array 
training angles of pan (azimuth) and tilt (elevation), used for 
the stabilisation analysis, are divided into two sets : original values 
and subsequent position during the image integration process. 
The result or the ship motion analysis calculations is a transformation 
matrix relating the polar coordinates of the incoming 30' scanned 
sector to the stabilised display coordinates (defined tor zero 
yaw, pitch and roll). This is used to map the incoming sonar image data 
into the stabilised image store. The transformation caters for rotation 
in all three domains of the image, i.e. scanned, unscanned and in the 
plane of the array race. However only the scanned domain is displayed 
and so the effects must all be transferred into this domain. The 
problem of image movement in the unscanned domain is considered in 
depth, later in the thesis. 
The inclusion of manual array movement introduces another extension for 
which the system may be used. Often an area is surveyed by manual array 
rotation of up to 360' and if the viewed sectors could be combined on a 
suitable display an image of the complete area could be built up. Ship 
motion can be included in the calculations but this application could 
also be used with sonars which are not subject to ship motion. 
Display of these 60' or 360' images must be considered carefully. The 
built-up image is stored as a data array of bearing versus range which 
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can be simply displayed in the commonly used rectangular format. 
Although 30" rectangular images are satisfactory, it becomes 
increasingly more difficult to interpret images of greater than 30" 
displayed in rectangular format. Without doubt, a polar format is 
necessary for the display of images from the stabilisation system. 
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SIMULATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An initial 
aspects of 
involved 
research period was devoted 
the stabilisation problem. 
various experimental 
to familiarisation with all 
A major part of this time 
computing facility. It becan as 
simulations on the University central 
two separate simulations which were 
eventually combined to produce a satisfactory simulated solution to the 
stabilisation problem. 
One of the simulations concentrated on the mathematical simulation of 
the sector scanninc sonar characteristics into which simulated ship 
motion rotations could then be introduced, in the bearinc and elevation 
domains. 
The other simulation concentrated on the problem of rotational ship 
motion. It attempted to show pictorially, usinc craphical techniques, 
the effects of ship motion. Initially rotations were introduced usinc 
the GINO three dimensional craphics packace resident on the computer. 
Ficure 3.1 is a typical result showinc a ship, the sonar beam, and a 
set of tarcets. The tarcets which are insonified, after the effects of 
ship motion have been included, are shown as larcer points than the 
uninsonified tarcets. However the processinc time of such complex 
craphic subroutines made it a limited tool for the visualisation of the 
stabilisation problem, It became obvious that a mathematical analysis 
of the rotational ship motion was required which could be converted 
into movement in the bearinc and elevation domains as required .for 
stabilisation. 
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3.2 BACKGROUND 
3.2.1 Principles of a Sector Scanning Sonar 
A brief explanation of modulation scanning as required for the 
understanding of the simulation or an electronic sector scanning sonar 
is given below. A more complete treatment of this theory is given by 
Voglis (Ref. 6). 
The sector scanning sonar has a wide-beam transmitting transducer, which 
insonities the required sector with a pulse of acoustic radiation. The 
receiving array consists of a number of transducer elements arranged 
linearly, providing a narrow beam which allows reception from only a 
small traction of the insonified sector. The directional discrimination 
ot the receiver is controlled by the number of elements and their 
aperture. The receiver electronics are such that the narrow beam can 
be swept across the illuminated sector. This beam-steering or scanning 
is done by successively phase-shifting the receiving elements with 
respect to one another. The phase difference between adJacent elements 
(~) determines the beam direction. In practice this is achieved using 
modulation scanning. Modulation scanning relies on the tact that a 
frequency change is equivalent to a phase change with respect to time. 
The width of the receiver beam is a measure of the angular resolution of 
the sonar. Target reflections of the transmitted pulse will arrive back 
at the receiving array at varying times, dependent on target range, and 
at differing incident angles, depending on the bearing of the target. 
The scanning receiver beam must be capable of detecting all possible 
reflections. Therefore two reflections arriving simultaneously but at 
different incident angles must have a life-time (pulse length) of 
greater than the scan-time of the sonar i.e. the time taken to move the 
receiver beam across the viewed sector, must not exceed the reflected 
pulse length. 
As the range resolution is determined by the transmit pulse length, if 
the scan-rate can be increased, then the pulse length may be reduced and 
hence the range resolution improved. 
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The scanning process for each frame must continue until all possible 
echoes from targets at maximum range have returned. After this time the 
next transmit pulse will be sent. The information obtained during this 
frame-time is made available in a bearing versus range format. 
3.2.2 Theory for Computer Simulation 
Computer modelling of sector scanning sonars has been performed 
previously by Griffiths and Chan {Ref. 29) and Ma {Ref. 30). The 
treatment below has a similar basis. 
It is assumed that any target can be decomposed into n point targets for 
analysis. For the ith point target the voltage detected at the 
receiver for any bearing {9) and range {R) is given by : 
where Ai is an amplitude factor determined by square-law spreading, 
attenuation due to the transmission medium, receiver sensitivity 
and target strength. 
O('>"i-~1 = sin(H['>"i-~1;2 )­
sin{ l'>"i-~1;2 ) 
is the beam pattern or directional response due to scanning and 
is dependent on target direction {9i) as well as being a 
function of receiver 
3.2 is an example of 
beam direction or bearing {9). Figure 
I 
the sector scanning sonars beam pattern. 
H • the number of elements in the receiver array {15 for 
the sonar under simulation). 
= is the phase difference of the 
incoming signal between 
is the 
adjacent 
phase shift 
each element to obtain directivity. 
d = 2A for the sonar,in question. 
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1'31 lbi I = sin I lbi/2 1 
lb1j2 
is the shading facto~ in the scanned domain (Figu~e 3.3a). 
is the beam shape in the unscanned domain (Figu~ 3.3b). 
Yi is the ta~get di~ection in the unscanned 
dimension. 
k is a constant; 
X( (R+91-Ri) = 1-cos(21r( (R+9)-Ril/-r) 
2 
is the t~ansmission pulse shape (Figu~e 3.3c). 
-r is the pulse length in ~ange units. 
exp(-iw0 t) is the ca~~ie~ f~equency within the t~ansmitted 
pulse. 
3.3 SIMULATION DETAILS 
The simulation was based on a 15 element, 300kHz secto~ scanning sona~ 
with a 10kHz 
(Ref. 33) 
scan ~ate, which was developed at Loughbo~ough Unive~sity 
and was available fo~ use late~ in the p~oject. It 
inco~porates a digital scan-converte~ and the~efo~e image data is 
available in a bearing-~ange a~~ay of disc~ete digital samples. The 
simulation used the same number of samples (64) in the bea~ing domain 
which was mo~e than adequate to ensu~e that the maximum possible 
~esolution was obtained. It is impo~tant to note that ~ange is not 
affected by ~otational ship motion and so the simulation concent~ates on 
facto~s that affect the image in the bea~ing domain. 
A1 is dependent on a numbe~ of facto~s. The sp~eading loss of the signal 
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is a majo~ facto~. This ~educes the signal powe~ density by 1/R2 fo~ 
' sphe~ical sp~eadinc and 1/R fo~ cylind~ical sp~eading. The p~actical 
situation is usually some combination of the two. Time-va~ying gain 
compensates somewhat fo~ the dive~gence. The~ is also an attenuation 
o~ abso~ption effect with ~ance being p~po~tional to the loga~ithm of 
intensity. So the ~lationship between ~ange and the ~flected signal is 
complicated and dependent on the va~iable conditions p~esent. As the~e 
is no inte~action between diffe~ent ta~get ~anges due to motion caused 
by the th~ee ~tational ship motion components, the facto~s dependent on 
~ange may Justifiably be simplified. The~fo~e a simple inve~se-linea~ 
~elationship between ~ange and amplitude was used. As it is possible to 
combine point ta~gets to ~p~sent any ta~get shape and st~ength, point 
t~gets of unity t~cet st~ngth we~e modelled, 
The beam patte~n D(~i-~1 has th~most ~elevance to the simulation 
as it dete~ines the sample amplitudes ac~ss the scanned domain. This 
beam patte~n dete~ines the visual cha~acte~istics of a ta~get image, 
Fo~ pu~ly ~tational ship motion the movement of images on the 
display will only be one-dimensional in the scanned, be~ing (9} 
domain. An example of the beam patte~n fo~ a 15 element system as used 
in the simulation, is shown in Jl'igu~e. 3· 2 •. The patte~n . is ~.epeating 
with a pe~iod of 2~ in ~· To avoid ambiguity the scanning secto~ 
is limited to one pe~iod. Substitution in equation 3.4 gives a scanning 
secto~ of app~ximately +/-15• in bea~ing (9}. A d~awback of the 
continuous, ~epeating beam patte~n is the way the beam patte~n of a 
ta~get nea~ the secto~ edge is displayed in the next ~ange cell and on 
the opposite edge of the secto~. Unless this effect is ~ecognised 
the a~tifacts it.p~duces can cive misleading image inte~p~etations. 
Ta~get position in the scanned domain will also int~oduce a shading 
effect due to Sl~i)• The shading facto~ ~duces the amplitude of 
each ta~gets beam patte~n by a constant amount dependent on the angle 
between the cent~e of the scanned secto~ and the point ta~get 
position. The shading facto~ has the effect of ~ducing the amplitudes 
of ta~gets nea~ the scan edges. Howeve~ this effect does have the 
advantage that it ~duces the amplitude of unwanted a~tifacts which 
occu~ nea~ the scan edges. These ~tifacts a~e p~oduced by an accepted 
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drawback which is due to the fundamental principles governing the 
operation of the scanning system. The effect of the shading factor 
across the 30' scanned sector is to reduce the amplitude at the scan 
edges to 0.61 times the centre amplitude as shown in Figure 3.3a. 
Target movement perpendicular to the scanned direction, i.e. in the 
unscanned domain, can 
effect of the beam-shape 
increase or reduce the 
cause no visual movement on the display but the 
S(yi) will introduce a factor which will 
overall target amplitude in a similar way to 
that of the shading factor. For the simulation a 8' beamwidth at the 
half amplitude points, was used. The unscanned beam-shape is shown in 
Figure 3. 3b. 
The transmit pulse shape has a significant effect on the target image 
amplitude and form. For any display range cell the precise target range 
determines which portion of the pulse is convolved with the scanning 
beam pattern. The pulse length (~) used for simulation purposes is two 
range units. Therefore the target image may be displayed in a 
maximum of two range cells with amplitudes varying from, one at maximum 
and one at minimum, to both at 0.3 of the maximum centre amplitude. The 
image fo:rm is controlled by the exact position of the reflected pulse at 
the time of sampling by the receiver. This is determined by the target 
range and bearing. A :reflected pulse from two targets at the same range 
but different bearings will be sampled at different times because of the 
scanning characteristic of the sonar. During this time difference the 
pulse will travel a distance which will be less than half the 
pulse-length so that the two samples will be of different pulse 
amplitudes. The main effect of the variation to the image caused by the 
pulse shape is the amplitude difference between images of targets of 
the same strength and from the same range. The transmit pulse shape is 
shown in Figure 3.3c. 
The factor due to pulse shape is multiplied with the amplitude factor, 
the shading factor and the factor due to the unscanned beam-shape to 
attenuate the amplitude of the displayed beam-pattern. The combination 
of all these factors can have a significant effect on target amplitude. 
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3.4 RESULTS FROM THE SONAR SIMULATION 
Figure 3.4 shows examples of single point target images obtained from 
the simulation. Figure 3.4b shows the problem of ambiguities due to the 
scanning beam pattern, which occur for tarcet images near the edges or 
the scanned sector. Later chapters will discuss this problem in more 
depth. 
3.4.1 Simulated Image Display 
One of the main problems associated with the simulation was deciding how 
to display the simulated images. The relationship between the three 
variables : bearing, range and amplitude was required as the displayed 
output. A number of methods were tried and the results of this 
experimentation are given below. 
The three dimensional graph plotting routines resident on the Prime 
computer appeared to be ideal for the purpose. They gave excellent 
visual discrimination in. each of. the three dimensions •. An example ,of 
this is shown in Figure 3.5a. The only drawback was the excessive 
processing time or the graphics packages which limited the interactive 
capabilities of the simulation. 
Another method used is the hidden~line, graphical technique. This method 
produces a pseudo three dimensional display by superimposing the 
amplitude data into the range domain. The graph is a series of parallel 
profiles representing amplitude information plotted at successive range 
increments. This method required some extra processing of the 
bearing-range data array to ensure that lines "shadowed" by previous 
ones were suppressed. This display format is shown in Figure 3.5b. 
The third graphical display technique simulated an intensity modulated 
display. It consisted of a two dimensional display of bearing versus 
range with amplitude represented as variable sized "dots" plotted at 
their respective bearing-range coordinates. This method is shown in 
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Figure 3.5c. The last two methods were also limited in speed due to 
their graphical nature, but were significantly faster than the three 
dimensional graphical display. They both provided an acceptable image 
from which it was possible to interpret the targets characteristics. 
All three methods were utilised in the simulation and for the subsequent 
incorporation of one dimensional motion. 
A transformation was required to convert all possible combinations of 
rotational ship motion into rotational movement in the scanned (bearing) 
and unscanned domains. As the unscanned domain is not resolved by the 
sonar it is not displayed. Therefore any component of the ship motion in 
this domain will have no direct visual effect unless. of course, a 
target subsequently appears to move outside the unscanned beamwidth of 
the receiver and disappears. Therefore, the almost exclusive effect of 
ship motion is movement in the scanned (bearing) domain. It was 
simple, initially, to simulate this one dimensional, rotational 
movement without any requirement for the conversion from real ship 
motion data. 
3.4.2 One Dimensional Rotation fn the Scanned Domain 
A number of simulated 30• sonar images were produced using identical 
point target coordinates in bearing and range, but each one having a 
different array training angle in the scanned domain. Figure 2.3 showed 
a simplified diagram of this effect whereas Figure 3.6a shows the 
resultant output from the computer. This representation showed clearly 
that it should be possible to use all of the information contained in 
each of the sonar images as long as they were combined correctly. This 
developed into a proposal to display a wider sector than was actively 
scanned and displayed and would thus use all the possible information 
introduced by the ship motion. 
A typical example of the first technique used for integrating images 
together used five sets of simulated i~~~&ge data as shown in Figure 3.6a. 
Note that the range domain will be ignored in this explanation as the 
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method of integration is simply repeated for each range cell. The arrays 
of image data had each been calculated previously for the same set of 
targets, but with a 5• difference between the array training angle for 
each simulated image, in the bearing domain. The overall information 
contained in these scans covered bearings from -25' to 25'. Because the 
5' bearing interval does not give an integral number of bearing samples 
the integration technique uses the central sector as a reference and 
correlates the others with respect to it. Each bearing sample from the 
four scans with an offset angle in the scanned domain is mapped to the 
closest sample of the wider reference image. All the correlating samples 
are then averaged together to give a sample value for the resultant, 
pseudo 'stabilised image displayed over a wider bearing than the original 
scanned sector. The outcome of this type of image integration is shown 
in Figure 3.6b and was a promising initial attempt at sonar image 
stabilisation. Note that these images are simulating a 75-element sonar. 
The most obvious problem resulting from the simulated stabilisation of 
the sonar images is caused by the artifacts which are due to beam 
pattern repetition. In a single 30' sonar image these target 
ambiguities always appear near the edges of the display, opposite a 
real target image. However, when data from scans at different bearings ·· 
are integrated together it is possible for the edges of 30' sector 
images to appear away from the edges of the resultant display. The 
result is shown in Figure 3.7a Where the arrowed images are "false" 
target images and may be indistinguishable from real target images. 
3.A.3 Image Enhancement 
In the "noiseless" simulation environment a simple technique of biased 
averaging was used in an attempt to reduce the problem caused by these 
artifacts. It was based on the assumption that in corresponding 
bearing cells of separate sonar images the sample amplitude should 
be similar, i.e. there should be some correlation between images. If 
there were a significant difference it could be assumed that the image 
sample with the larger amplitude contained a "false" target image. The 
biased average distorted the resultant sample amplitude so that it 
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tended toward the lower sample value. The formula used for this 
biased averaging is ((~~)/n)2. It has the desired effect on 
the resultant image (Figure 3.7b) where the "false" target images have a 
reduced amplitude when compared with Fi~re 3.7a. When the effects of 
noise and sample mapping error are included it is possible that this 
simple technique could cause sample amplitudes of real targets to be 
attenuated. However, little overall information is likely to be lost as 
the spatial characteristics of target images allow the eye to perform 
its own averaging process. 
Another method that can be used to reduce the artifacts uses the bearing 
information of the scan itself. As the artifacts only appear near the 
scan edges, the information in the outer most bearing samples of each 
scan may be disregarded if there are samples of the same bearing cell 
available from another scan. A less severe utilisation of this method 
could bias the sample values with respect to the sample bearings for the 
averaging process rather than discarding them. This method was not 
attempted during simulation but was utilised with real sonar data, later 
in the proJect. 
Proper correlation· techniques could also be·used to lessen this problem. 
Correlation would be carried out between corresponding samples of a 
number of images which would minimise any effect caused by samples with 
significantly different amplitude. This would have a similar effect to 
the biased averaging method outlined above. It would also be possible to 
use the correlation between adjacent bearing samples in the same image 
to increase the reliability of the resultant image. The major drawback 
of these more complex correlation techniques is the excessive processing 
time they require. 
Due to the nature of digital processing techniques, possible errors may 
occur due to the discrete sampling used in the scanned domain. Any 
inaccuracy occuring in the process which calculates the bearing 
coordinates, e.g. due to round-off When obtaining the closest bearing 
cell value, may cause errors when the integration process is carried 
out. Again however, due to the spatial characteristics of the target 
images produced by the scanning beam pattern, any small errors occuring 
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across the scanned dimension will cause little visual ima~e degradation. 
The effect of the combination of all the attenuating factors present in 
the simulation model can vary immensely depending on the targets 
position with respect 
- I 
to the arrays three dimensional polar coordinate 
system. The shadin~ factor tor example will reduce the beam pattern 
amplitude by 0.61 it the target is at the sector edge, This is the only 
factor with an effect in the scanned dimension and it would be ideal it 
it could be counteracted prior to integration. The shading factor is 
dependent on point target bearing but in practice the bearings ot 
displayed targets are not known. An attempt was made to introduce some 
inverse compensation dependent on scan bearin~. This alleviated the 
ettect ot target attenuation at the sector edges but the 
advantages gained were outweighed by the introduction of possible errors 
due to the approximation. The elimination of the shading factor was also 
in direct conflict with the attempts to minimise the artifacts. Because 
of the shading factor the unwanted artifacts near the sector edges were 
slightly attenuated by the normal operation ot the sonar. 
3.5 MULTI-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE INTEGRATION 
At this stage the simulated images ot the sector scanning sonar were 
combined with the mathematical analysis ot rotational ship motion. 
Values ot roll, pitch and yaw were converted by a number ot matrix 
transformations into an~les in the scanned and unscanned domains tor use 
by the image integration procedure. The method ot combining simulated 
sonar images up to this point had been to produce all the required 
data tor the simulated images and average all the separate images at 
once. In the real situation each sonar image is produced sequentially 
and the image integration should continue in parallel with this. 
Therefore the ima~e inte~ration technique was altered at this point to 
perform an average ot only two values : the previously averaged, stored 
image data and the incoming sonar image data. 
A completely different method of displaying the images was also adopted 
at this stage, The processing was still performed on the University 
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compute~ but the data fo~ display was t~ansfe~~d to a BBC 
amplitudes we~ conve~ted to a c~se microcompute~. The sample 
intensity scale and the BBC 
display. This eliminated 
monito~ used as an intensity modulated 
the need fo~ g~aphical type displays and so 
sped-up the p~duction of ~esultant displays making expe~imentation mo~e 
efficient. A flow diag~am of the inte~active simulation programs 
written on the University central computer and the BBC mic~computer is 
given in Figu~ 3.8. 
3.5.1 Three Dimensional Image Display 
The inclusion of the three dimensional rotations meant that there was 
movement in the unscanned domain as well as in the scanned domain. 
Ta~gets that would otherwise have been outside the unscanned beamwidth 
could now appear in some of the scans. 
information posed an inte~sting p~blem. One 
disregard any information that was outside the 
the o~iginal t~aining angle. This posed 
The inclusion of this 
possible solution was to 
unscanned beamwidth at 
two further p~oblems 
firstly, if the limit imposed in the unscanned domain was too na~row the 
effect would be a d~astic reduction in the utilisation of the incoming 
sona~ data. It would ~educe the update rate of the image, in some cases 
making it impractical. It would be a simila~ effect to that described 
in Chapter 2, of stabilisation using discontinuous t~ansmission. 
Secondly, if the ship motion caused a t• movement in unscanned domain, 
then only half of the unscanned sector would be deemed ~levant. This is 
assuming an s· unscanned beamwidth, and an s• limit to the ~equi~ed 
viewing area in the unscanned domain. Howeve~. as there is no 
~esolution in this domain, it would be impossible to dete~ine which 
image information was ~levant and Which was information from the 
unwanted half. Whateve~ unscanned angle was allowed, there would 
always be an area of uncertainty equal to half the beamwidth at each 
edge. A limit of s• would restrict the utilisation of incoming 
information if there had been any movement in the unscanned domain. If 
the unscanned secto~ size was g~eater than 30•, it would contain all the 
information ~ceived, du~ing the maximum expected movement due to ship 
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motion. This would eliminate the problem or decidin~ which !mace 
information was relevant but an unscanned sector or this size would 
reduce the precision or the sector scannin~ sonar. 
The second alternative with regard to the extra information in the 
unscanned domain, was to include it as a third display dimension. The 
scan data at different elevations was displayed in discrete intervals in 
an attempt at a pseudo four dimensional image i.e. a three dimensional 
intensity modulated display. To maintain clarity of the image the 
unscanned domain was divided into separate planes of bearing-range 
information. The width which each of these planes encompasses in the 
elevation domain must be determined by a trade off between resolution 
and processing/storage capabilities. A 
bearing domain (0.5•) would be a waste 
resolution is 8'. A plane width of 
similar cell size to that of the 
of resources as the maximum 
8/3' i.e. less than half the 
resolution, would ensure correct sampling. The discontinuous method of 
displaying the planes will give multiple target images i.e. the same 
target on a number of separate planes. On a continuously displayed 
dimension this would not be confusing but on separate planes it could 
easily be misinterpreted as more than one target. The result of 
experimentation with three dimensional imagine for . the .display. or.· sonar. 
information is exhibited in Figure 3.9. Three dimensional ship motion 
has been applied to the simulation to obtain information in the 
unscanned domain. Processing of the three dimensional scan data, even 
for a limited number of intervals in each domain was becominc a time 
consuming process. A more efficient method of experimentation was now 
implemented. 
3.5.2 Display in the Scanned and Unscanned Domains 
Calculations were limited to one ranee cell at this stage to reduce the 
processing time required for each experimentation cycle. This was 
possible because of the independence or the range domain from the 
rotational ship motion. The resultant images were displayed in two 
dimensions or scanned versus unscanned angle. The image cells in the 
unscanned domain were kept separate to aid in the interpretation of 
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Figure 3.9 Three Dimensional Simulated Sonar Display 
after Image Integration 
SIMULATION 
Figure 3.10 2-D Image in the Scanned and Unscanned Domains 
(Obtained using Integration after Yaw, Pitch and Roll) 
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these experimental results. The displayed resolution in the unscanned 
domain is selectable and will be an inte~ral number or displayed cells 
for each unscanned beamwidth of 8". To ensure adequate sampling in this 
domain a factor or three displayed cells to each 8" beamwidth was most 
commonly used. 
3.10 to 3.12. 
Three images displayed in this form are shown in Figures 
Each square dot {of various intensity) in these 
images represents a point tar~et. For an unscanned resolution factor of 
three, each point tar~et will appear in a minimum of three display 
cells. The full effect of all three rotational ship motions is still 
apparent when using only the two rotational domains of the images polar 
coordinate system. 
The biased averagin~ technique discussed in section 3.4.3. was used in 
this display mode in an attempt to provide image enhancement using a 
correlation technique. In the unscanned domain each displayed sample 
was produced by averaging all the image data that could have originated 
from that cell. The biased averaging technique reduces the amplitude of 
the result if the data used tor integration has widely differing 
amplitudes. Some results of using this method are shown in Figure 3.11 
and the desired effect is apparent, i.e. reduction of some erroneous 
. target images. 
A problem inherent in the use of a wider displayed sector became 
apparent with the use of the intensity modulated display. Areas which 
had not been insonified, yet were part of the 
distinguished from relevant display areas 
display had to be clearly 
in order to verify the 
presence or absence ot tar~ets. A method was devised to indicate those 
areas which had not been insonitied. It used the capability of the BBC 
to display flashin~ colours. The uninsonified areas were flashing 
black/white whereas the insonified display with no targets was white and 
target images a varyin~ intensity of black. When the uninsonified 
background was periodically black the difference between insonified and 
uninsonified areas became apparent. When the uninsonified area was white 
there was no way to distinguish between the two areas. However targets 
near the edges of the insonified area could be much more easily 
reco~nised than when the uninsonified area was black. The same image in 
its two states is shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.12a could give the 
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Figure 3.11a Simple Average Integration after Yaw and Pitch 
Figure 3.11b Biased Average Integration to Reduce 
Effective Beamwidth in Unscanned Domain 
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- . ~ . .;· -_ _, ' : . ' :' . . - :: -
Figure 3.12a Image with no Distinction between Insonified 
and Uninsonified Background 
Figure 3.12b Image with Different Intensity Backgrounds 
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impression that there were no tareets in the uninsonitied area whereas 
this may not necessarily be true. The flashine did prove to be an 
annoyance and so a border was subsequently used to indicate the extent 
of the insonified area. 
3.6 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SIMULATION RESULTS 
The experimentation carried out using a computer simulated model of the 
output from a sector scanning sonar 
conception and development ot a 
was 
novel 
extremely 
method of 
valuable for the 
sonar image 
stabilisation. The concept of usine imaee processing techniques to solve 
the stabilisation problem presented itself in the early staees of the 
simulation. The underlying principle behind this stabilisation technique 
relies on the tact that rotational ship motion could be converted, using 
matrix transforations, to movement in the polar coordinate system used 
to display the sonar images. Standard sonar images which display a 
bearing-ranee array ot intensity-modulated data, are only affected by 
this ship motion in the bearing domain, as all rotational movement is 
independent of range. Therefore the successive combination of incoming 
images is reduced to one dimensional data integration. Experimentation 
was carried out to ascertain the resultant image quality after a variety 
ot integration techniques. This was done by directly introducing 
movement to the array training angle, to approximate ship motion. The 
resulting images were not without imperfections, due to the processing, 
but overall they were acceptable reconstructions of the insonified 
areas. The basic principles behind this stabilisation method appeared to 
be sound and the scope for improving image quality by the incorporation 
ot more complex processes was immense, limited mainly by processing 
power (speed). The tact that separate point targets were mainly used in 
the simulation accentuated processing inadequacies. For realistic 
targets consisting of a conglomerate of point tareets, integration 
processing errors would tend to be •smoothed out' and the reconstructed 
images, visually more continuous. 
The introduction of the three dimensional ship motion into the 
simulation was quite straight forward. It added an extra dimension to 
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the available sonar information which was utilised tor 
experimentation with three dimensional imaging. This experimentation 
was not without promise, but it was subsequently disregarded because ot 
the limitations ot processing power, image data requirements and display 
capabilities. Both in terms ot development time and cost, the three 
dimensional ·aspects were considered to be outside the scope ot the 
research. Thus, the proposed project aim was to develop a stabilisation 
system, utilising and displaying sonar image information in the bearing 
and range domains only. 
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STABILISATION ANALYSIS 
4.1 .DEFINITION OF SHIP MOTION 
Natural motion inherent in a ship at sea is due to a combination of 
three rotational and three translational components as illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. The translational movements, heave, surce and sway are alon~ 
each of the perpendicular axes of the.•hip. The rotations, roll, pitch 
and yaw are around these same axes. 
For the purposes of the geometrical analysis of ship motion, two 
rectangular coordinate systems with orthogonal axes must be defined. 
The ~eographical coordinate system is defined as follows (Figure 4.1a) : 
ship 
The X axis is horizontal, parallel to the required headin~ of ·the 
positive - heading direction. 
TheY axis is vertical : positive - downwards. 
The z axis is horizontal, perpendicular to the ships heading 
positive - starboard. 
The ships coordinate system which is related to the ~eographic 
coordinate system is defined as follows (Figure 4.1b) : 
The X axis corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the ship 
parallel to the deck 1 positive - toward the ships bow. 
The Y axis is perpendicular to the ships deck : positive -
towards the ships hull. 
The Z axis is parallel to the ships deck, perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of the ship 1 positive - starboard. 
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For the purposes ot stabilisation using mechanically stabilised 
platforms, only the rotational components are taken into account. There 
are three reasons tor this 1 
1. The translational components of motion have 
of chance than the rotational components.. Also 
translational motion reduce with increasing 
negligible when compared to the effects caused 
much slower rates 
the effects of 
range and become 
by rotational ship 
motion. Therefore they can be disregarded in most cases. 
2. Measurement of the translational movements would be 
complicated and the precision to which it could be achieved would be 
inadequate tor this application. 
3. The problems involved in devising any form 
compensation for the translational motions would in all 
outweigh the improvements attained. 
of mechanical 
probability tar 
The translational components are also ignored for the main ship motion 
analysis of this research. Their effects will be considered however with 
regard to the length of the image integration processing cycle. The 
definitions of the rotational ship motions are as follows : 
Roll 
(starboard up). 
rotation about the X axis positive from Y to Z 
Pi~ch - rotation about the Z axis 1 positive from X to Y (bow 
down). 
Yaw - rotation about the Y axis 
star board) • 
positive from X to Z (bow to 
Each rotational component has an oscillatory nature. Typical values of 
the rotational characteristics tor a fisheries research trawler have 
been measured (Ref. 2t). These are summarised below. 
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Roll Pitch Yaw 
Maximum Amplitude +/-15' +/-111J' 
Maximum Period 6 seconds 6 seconds 
Maximum Velocity 18'/second 111l'/second 6'/minute 
Reference Device Vertical Gyro Vertical Gyro Gyro Compass 
Reference Accuracy +/-0.25' +/-lll.25' +/-fll.75' 
Table 4.1. Rotational Ship Motion Characteristics 
The translational ship motions are alon~ the following axes : 
Heave - X axis 
surge - Y axis 
sway - z axis 
Two other coordinate systems are used, both of which define polar image 
positions in the ,rectangular coordinate domain. The first is the 
coordinate system of the incoming sonar image after ship motion and 
array movement have been included using the ship motion analysis 
process. This image position coordinate system is synonomous with that 
tor transducer array orientation and receiver beam direction. The 
second coordinate Bystem is derived from the initial i~e position 
after the array has been trained by the operator and prior to the image 
integration processing cycle. This is the coordinate system of the 
stabilised ima~e store defined assuming zero yaw, pitch and roll. 
4.2 GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS 
The relationship between the ships coordinate system and the geographic 
coordinate system is controlled by roll, pitch and yaw. It is important 
that the order in which these a..e defined and included in the system is 
kept consistent throughout the analysis. The way each component is 
measured determines the order in which they are included into the 
analysis. Yaw is measured using a gyro-compass which is always 
maintained in a horizontal position. Therefore yaw must be included 
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Figure 4.2a Yaw on the Geographic Axes 
Figure 4.2b Pitch on the Yawed Axes 
Figure 4.2c Roll on the Yawed, Pitched Axes 
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first in the analysis as ita readinc is with respect to the ceocraphic 
axes with no effects of ship motion. The -yaw value is used in a 
tranlormation matrix which converts the ceocraphical axes to a yawed 
axes system (Ficurs l.2a). The vertical gyroscope obtains both the pitch 
and roll readincs with respect to a vertical reference. The vertical 
cyroscope rotates in the horizontal domain i.e. with yaw, so its 
readincs are with respect to a yawed coordinate system. Which of these 
two components is used next is a matter of choice but once decided upon 
it must be consistently adhered to. Pitch is included next into the 
analysis and as its reading is with respect to the yawed ceocraphic 
coordinate system it is directly suitable for use in the transformation 
matrix (Ficure l.2b). This transformation is from the yawed axes system 
to the yawed-pitched axes system. Lastly roll must be included to 
transform from the yawed-pitched axes system to a yawed-pitched-rolled 
axes system, or the ships coordinate system (Ficure l.2c). The value of 
roll used in the transformation matrix must be with respect to the 
yawed,pitched axes. Unfortunately the roll readinc obtained from the 
vertical gyroscope is with respect to the yawed-only axes. However 
there is a simple ceometrical relationship between the required roll 
value and the measured roll from the gyroscope. Referring to Figure l.3 
the two alternative roll definitions are shown. er is the roll ancle 
required for the transformation matrix. ere is the gyroscope-measured 
roll. ep is the pitch ancle. 
z 
Figure 4.3 Gyro-Measured versus Actual Roll Angle 
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between ana 
To arrive at the transformation matrix, to convert between geographic 
ana ship coor<linate systems the following sequence must be followea. 
The original geographic coorainate system is relatea to the yawea axes 
system, after inclusion of the yaw, ay by 
••• (4a) 
where. [-: .. 0 
·':J My = 1 
si nay 0 cos ay 
is the yaw transformation matrix. 
Subsequently after the inclusion of pitch, ep, the relationship between 
the yawea axes system ana the yawed-pitched axes system is : 
••• (tb) 
whe:re, 
is the pitch transformation matrix. 
Finally the inclusion of roll, er on the yawed-pitchea axes system 
gives the relationship to the coordinate system which specifies the 
ships orientation. 
• •• (4c) 
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where. 
is the roll transformation matrix. 
By the substitution of equation le into equation lb into equation la, 
the transformation matrix relating the geographic coordinate system to 
the ships coordinate system is obtained. 
• •• (ld} 
where. ••• (te} 
This matrix defines the natural ship motion and is used in the 
stabilisation process to map the incoming sonar image information into 
the stabilised image store. 
l.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF STABILISATION 
t.3.1 Source and Display Coordinate Systems 
The ship motion definition provides a transformation matrix to relate 
the geographic coordinate system to the ships coordinate system. Two 
further coordinate systems must be defined to eater for the reception 
and display of the sonar images. Firstly the sonar image coordinate 
system whieh specifies the incoming scanned sector position and is 
defined as follows (Figure t.t.a} : 
The X axis is perpendicular to the faee of the receiving 
transducer array 1 positive - increasing range. 
The Y axis corresponds to the unseanned axis of the receiver 
array and is not used. 
The Z axis corresponds to the scanned (bearing} axis of the 
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Fig. 4.4b 
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Scanned 
Domain 
Sonar Image Coordinate System 
Stabilised Display Coordinate System 
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receiver array 1 positive - to the right (assuming horizontal mode). 
Secondly the stabilised image coordinate system is defined as follows : 
The X axis corresponds to ranee (for bearing • 0" and 180") 
The Y axis corresponds to the domain which is unresolved by the 
sonar and is therefore not displayed. 
The Z axis corresponds to the second domain of the sonar image 
when displayed in polar format (ranee for bearing= +/-90") 
Simple geometric formulae relate these rectangular coordinates to the 
polar coordinates of the incoming sonar information. 
4.3.2 Manual Array Movement 
The aspect of both these coordinate systems is dependent on the manual 
movement of the transducer array. The two array rotation variables, Pan 
and Tilt are defined as follows 1 
Pan (or azimuth) is rotation about the vertical axis of the ship. 
' A pan angle value of 0" is in the direction of the ships bow; Sta_ndard 
limits : +/- 180"; Positive- toward starboard. 
Tilt (or elevation) is rotation about the Z-axis. It causes the 
beam direction to change from horizontal at tilt= 0', to vertically 
downwards at tilt= 90", or to be positioned at any angle between. 
There is also the possibility or a chance ot array 1mode1 which involves 
chancing the scanned axis of the array from horizontal (standard) to 
vertical, i.e. a 90" rotation about the X axis. This is a two state 
option, partial rotation is not used. 
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4.3.3 Stabilised Display Initialisation 
The simplest case ror the initialisation of the stabilised display 
coordinate system is when the array is in horizontal 'mode', pan angle= 
0' and tilt angle = 0'. For initialisation, roll, pitch and yaw are 
• 
also assumed to be zero. This will mean that all of the coordinate 
systems will coincide and that there will be a direct mapping of image 
coordinates to display coordinates through the ship and geographic 
coordinate systems, requiring no coordinate transformations. With the 
subsequent inclusion of ship motion a transformation is required between 
the ship and geographic coordinate systems only as the image coordinates 
still correspond to the ships coordinates and the display coordinates 
still correspond to the geographic coordinates. 
For practical use of the sonar the operator will often be required to 
train the array on a particular target or area using pan and tilt 
movement. This may be carried out at two distinct times: 
1) before initialisation or the image integration process and, 
2) subsequent to the initialisation 
integration process. Consideration or 
i.e. during the image 
1) is required for the 
initialisation or the display coordinate system. For initialisation, 
roll, pitch and yaw are assumed to be 0' and therefore the ships 
coordinates and the geographic coordinates correspond. The display 
coordinate system can be related directly to the geographic coordinate 
system by including a transformation due to the initial array rotation, 
Mdg· This is done as follows : 
where, Mdg = M M M 
•• 1:1' pi 
M• is the array "mode" transformation matrix where 9u, = 0' or 90', 
0 
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"t:l is the initial tilt tl'ansformation matl'ix whel'e eu is the 
tilt angle. 
r·•u sin9u ~ t11: I = si:9u coseu 111 
"pi is the initial pan tl'ansfol'mation matl'ix whel'e epi is the pan 
angle, 
The pul'pose of this tl'ansfol'mation is to enable the usel' to select the 
viewing area that will be displayed as a stabilised image, setting both 
the bearing Ol'igin and the displayed tilt plane. If the l'esults of ship 
motion only al'e supel'imposed on the image the maximum deviation in the 
displayed, scanned dimension will be +/-15". Thel'efol'e a 61!1" sectol' 
will be ideal to ensure utilisation of all the incoming sonar image data 
due to the effects of ship motion. 
11.3.11 Array Rotation During Image Integration 
The option of being able_ to manually rotate the arl'ay during the image 
integration process has also been included. Howevel' as this rotation 
may be of a greater angle than natural ship motion a display of up to 
360" may be used. The range resolution is reduced by half for this 
display 
cells is 
measured 
type 
2113. 
with 
and due to memory limitations the number of stored range 
The 'subsequent' pan and tilt angles, 9ps and ets are 
respect to e• and are not the additional angles with 
respect to the initial pan and tilt angles. These are included into a 
transformation matrix relating the current image coordinates to the 
ships cool'dinates by : 
... (lg) 
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where, Msl = Mps·"t:s 
r~ Ill -"':1 and. Mps = 1 
s1n9ps Ill coseps 
r~· .. -stnets ] and, Mt:s = !nets cosets Ill Ill 
ll.ll OVERALL GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Finally all the transformation matrices must be combined to provide a 
relationship between the array or reception coordinate system vector and 
the stabilised display coordinate system vector. This will provide a 
display stabilised for the effects of ship motion and for any changes in 
the array training direction occurring during the stabilisation or image 
integration process. 
obtained as follows : 
The overall 
V 9 (geo~:raphic) = Mgs• V11 (sh1p) 
V d (display) = Md9 .V9 (geo~:raphic) 
v .. (ship) = M111 . V 1 (image) 
These have been produced in such 
transformation matrix Mdl is 
••• (lld) from section 4.2 
••• ( /lf) from above 
••• (llst) from above 
a way as to provide the required 
relationship by the substitution as follows : 
Equation Ad into equation llf, 
Equation llst into equation Ah, 
Vd = Mdg•Mgs•Msi"VI 
= Md I • V I 
••• (llh) 
•• • (U) 
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where. 
Mdl = M M M dg· gs• si 
= Ma.Mbi•Mpi•My.Mp.Mr.Mps•Mbs 
4.5 RECTANGULAR AND POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
The sonar image data is received in polar coordinate format, (bearing 
versus range) due to the scanning method used by the sonar. The 
stabilised image is also stored using polar coordinates and displayed as 
a geometrically correct polar image. The coordinate transformations 
however must be carried out using rectangular coordinates because of 
mathematical necessity. Therefore a polar to rectangular conversion is 
required for the received image data before the coordinate 
transformation and a rectangular to polar conversion of the display 
coordinates Vd after the coordinate transformation. If 81 is the 
bearing and R1 the range of an image data sample received at the array 
then these are converted into the image rectangular coordinate vector 
(V 1 ) as follows : 
xi = Rt cose1 
Yt = 0 
zi = Ri sine1 
and 
vi = [Xi• y i• zi I 
The resultant display coordinate vector following the 
coordinate transformations, is converted back into polar coordinates 
9d and Rd using : 
9d = arctan(Zd/Xd) 
and as there is no change in range due 
to purely rotational movement. 
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A.6 IMAGE MAPPING CALCULATIONS 
The image integration process would be achieved most accurately by 
carrying out a coordinate transformation tor every incoming sonar image 
sample. This would require 32k calculations per sonar frame and due to 
the complexity of each calculation would be impossible in the processing 
time available. It is possible to perform the coordinate 
transformations tor one range cell only, because there is no 
change in the range value of any !maze sample due to the purely 
rotational motion. However further reduction in processing time may be 
achieved by using interpolation across the bearing domain and therefore 
only requiring coordinate transformations tor the two extremes of 
bearing !.e. bearing cell, 1 and 6A. When compared with the maximum 
rates· of ship motion, i.e. 18"/sec, a set of calculations must be 
performed at least twice the 36 times per second needed to maintain the 
0.5· accuracy of the image integration (i.e. every 1lms). In practice 
the ship· motion analysis when performed on a dedicated TMS32010 
processor requires approximately 10ms to provide the mapping information 
necessary for the !maze integration processor. 
The subsequent discussion assumes a horizontally trained array in the 
horizontal 'mode' to maintain simplicity of explanation but applies to 
all array positions, The three rotational ship motions each have a 
different effect on the image position for the purposes of the image 
integration process. 
Yaw is the simplest, applying only in the scanned domain and not 
changing the one to one correspondence between incoming image samples 
and the stabilised display bearing cells. There will be a quantisat!on 
error of up to halt a bearing interval, but this will remain constant 
for the 6A bearing samples, if rotation is in the scanned domain only 
(Figure A.5a). A variable containing the bearing of the start of the 
incoming scan line is used by the image integration process tor mapping 
in the scanned domain. 
Pitch causes rotation in the unscanned domain of the receiver beam, tor 
which correction is impossible using image processing methods. 
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Figure 4.5a Mapping of Bearing Samples for the Image 
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Figure 4.5b Mapping of Bearing Samples for the Image 
Integration Process - Rotation about the 
Axis Perpendicular to the Array Face 
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However, the operator may decide upon angular limits in the unscanned 
domain, outside which the sonar image data will be disregarded tor 
display. This limit is determined by application as there will be a 
trade-oft between display update rate and image precision/resolution in 
the unscanned domain. 
Roll causes a varia~ion in the mapping relationship across the bearing 
domain. For 
samples will 
(Figure ~.5b). 
laree roll values the 6~ incoming sonar image bearing 
map to less than 6~ stabilised display intervals 
For the maximum expected roll, +/-15", the number ot 
bearing intervals used in the integrated image store will be, 
64 cos(15) = 62 
This corresponds to less than a 4% compression and as will be shown in 
the results, is not visually significant. The image integration process 
will carry out a simple interpolation to ensure the incoming image 
samples map to this narrower sector. For natural ship motion of less 
than 7'' maximum deviation, which accounts for the majority of normal 
sonar operating time, the mapping of bearing cells between the image 
source and the display store has a one to one correspondence. This 
means that the image integration process is usually a one dimensional 
problem. However as the two extremes of bearing are transformed during 
each calculation cycle it will be possible to detect when the one to one 
mapping becomes invalid. 
4.7 FURTHER STABILISATION POSSIBILITIES 
The stabilisation system implemented as a result of this research 
compensates only for rotational ship motion and rotational manual array 
movement. The initial display concept which evolved from the stabilised 
platform was a continually updated sector image limited to 30' on which 
the effects of rotational ship motion would be eliminated. Using this 
size of displayed sector the complete display would be updated at sonar 
frame rate and translational ship motion, including forward movement of 
the ship due to its engines, would have no effect because of its slow 
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changing nature. However the implemented system incorporates successive 
image integration and a larger sector than that actively scanned by the 
sonar, with the possibility ot image data still being displayed after a 
long time period compared with the rate ot translational ship motion. 
Furthermore continuous forward movement ot the ship will also have a 
significant ettect over longer time periods. To overcome these problems 
the movements could be monitored and when the image ottset becomes 
significant the incoming sonar image data c~uld be disregarded, or in 
the case ot continuous forward ship movement, the stabilised display 
should be reinitialised. 
Another source ot error which must be considered but which has not been 
accounted tor in the stabilisation system is the problem ot ottset 
centres ot rotation. Because the transducer array cannot be mounted at 
the ships centre ot rotation there may be significant errors due to the 
tact that the calculations assume that the receive beam apex is 
coincident with the ships centre ot rotation. 
These errors and the significant translational motions could be 
accounted tor mathematically by the stabilisation analysis 
calculations but implementation on the present hardware system would be 
unrealistic due to the tact that the image integration is carried out on 
image data stored in rectangular format, i.e. not geometrically correct. 
A coordinate transformation would be required tor each sonar image 
sample as the range domain would now contain an element ot the ship 
motion. This would make the processing requirements prohibitive tor 
real-time stabilisation. It would be possible to perform a correct 
mapping ot blocks ot image data trom one transformation calculation it 
the image integration process was carried out on a geometrically correct 
store ot sonar image data. This would also have a number ot 
disadvantages including : 
Loss ot bearing resolution at close ranges. 
A more complicated integration process between incoming 
rectangular format and stored/displayed polar format. 
A reduction in the image processing capabilities ot the system. 
The requirement tor system recontiguration. 
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4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Stabilisation tor purely rotational motion about a common centre ot 
rotation has been thorouchly analysed 
produced tor implementation on the 
problems of array offset from the ships 
and a transformation process 
stabilisation system. The 
centre of rotation, and the 
increased 
icnored for 
significance of 
the implementation 
translational motion, have been 
of the present system. A solution to 
these is not feasible using the current system configuration and due to 
the limited processing power of the system. 
The image stabilisation produced by this system will be comparable 
to that of a stabilised platform because it also only corrects for 
HoWever rotational ship motion. 
inherent in the present 
processing capabilities, 
displayed images. The use 
there are a number of advantages 
stabilisation system, due to the image 
which improve the interpretation of the 
of a wider displayed sector for the image 
gives more information about the viewed area. The image integration 
process, besides providing a persistence effect on the displayed image, 
produces more conticuous images by averacing uncorrelated sets of image 
data. The major disadvantage compared to a stabilised platform is the 
inability to resolve image information in the unscanned domain which 
leads to a significant reduction in precision/resolution in this domain. 
To maintain this precision it is possible to limit the displayed width 
in the unscanned domain but this results in loss.of received image data. 
This conflicts with the advantage of utilising all incoming image 
information by displaying a wider sector. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Simulation usin~ the University central computer facility provided a 
stimulatin~ and worthwhile introduction to the research. The 
stabilisation method, which developed from the simulation work, was 
capable of producinc stabilised displays which could contain more 
information than the ori~inal 30" scanned sector image. The next phase 
of research involved implementation of this stabilisation technique as 
a practical system which could become an integral part of the sonar 
system. 
A BBC microcomputer was already in use as a peripheral to SeaVision, tor 
the saving ot sonar images to disk, and tor providing alphanumeric and 
graphical information tor the sonar display. Therefore it was used as·· 
the processor for the next stace of research because sonar image data 
would be readily available for processing. The BBC microcomputer was 
used for the initial experimentation with coordinate conversion 
techniques for the geometrically correct, polar display of scanned 
sector images. For the display of these polar imaces at the required 
resolution it was necessary to use a video tramestore. This was capable 
ot storin~ and displayinc a number of frames and was used during the 
development of polar display conversion al~orithms • 
. The second major item to be introduced into the developin~ system was a 
TMS32010 slave processing card. Both the frsmestore and the TMS32011 
processin~ card were interfaced directly to the BBC microcomputer. They 
were both already in use in the department and so there was negligible 
effort and expense involved in settin~ up this initial experimental 
system. 
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5.2 THE FRAMESTORE 
The framestore used for the storage and display of sonar image data was 
designed and developed by British Telecom (Ref. 31). Figure 5.1 is a 
block diagram of the framestore. It consists of a 256k 
dynamic RAM which can be optionally configured in 
word memory of 
three different 
formats. It can store four frames with a resolution of 256 pixels by 256 
lines, two frames with a resolution or 512 pixels by 256 lines, or one 
frame of 512 by 512 resolution. Each pixel word is 6 bits giving a 
maximum of 6t grey scales. The data memory is controlled and refreshed 
by a cathode-ray tube controller (CRTC) which also produces video 
synchronisation waveforms and controls the data output to the analogue 
video stage or the framestore. The rramestore was designed to 
interface to the Motorola 6800 microprocessor bus but a simple interface 
meant it could be used with the BBC microcomputer attached to the lMHz 
bus. 
The structure of the 1MHz bus means that it can support a large number 
or peripheral devices provided they respond to a different address or 
set of addresses. The bus has an 8-bit address bus and an 8-bit data 
bus. The 8-bit address bus gives it ready access to 256 peripheral 
locations although that is by no means its limit. The framestore uses a 
block of sixteen 1MHz bus addresses to enable the BBC to maintain full 
control of it. A number of these addresses access CRTC registers to 
control display characteristics, e.g. initialising framestore, displayed 
frame number, frame number enabled for memory read/write. The remainder 
of the addresses are used for data transfer to the framestore memory. 
Depending on the framestore resolution in the X and Y domains there 
will be one or two address registers required for each of X and Y. A 256 
pixel resolution only requires one 8-bit address whereas a resolution of 
512 pixel requires one 8-bit address register and a one bit address 
register. Therefore two 1MHz bus addresses will be used for each of the 
X and Y addresses tor a frame resolution of 512 by 512. Another 1MHz bus 
address is used to send a status bit to the relevant framestore 
register to determine whether the memory is being read or written to. A 
final 1MHz bus address accesses the 6-bit data bus or the framestore 
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memo~ to~ the reading o~ writing of pixel data. An example of a 
t~amestore ~ead or write cycle by the BBC involves sending up to tou~ X 
and Y address wo~s to the relevant ~egiste~s; then eithe~, sending a 
data byte and the write status bit, o~ sending the read status bit and 
reading the data byte. This can thereto~e become a time consuming 
process to~ a l~ge numbe~ of pixels. Howeve~. if · either the X or Y 
address does not change, the cycle time is reduced, as the unchanged 
add~ess ~egiste~ does not have to be updated. 
When the f~amestore was used to~ the initial expe~imentation with pole~ 
display conve~sion p~cesses it was configu~ed in the 256 by 256 pixel 
format. Subsequently when the system was being adapted to enable both 
image integ~ation and display conve~sion to be perfo~ed, the 
configu~ation was changed to a f~ame resolution of 512 pixels by 256 
lines. The reason for adopting this format was to allow the maximum 
possible display resolution tor the pol~ image while maintaining 
sufficient f~amestore memo~ fo~ the storage of the integrated sona~ 
image data. The t~amesto~e memo~ was the only available memo~ sto~e of 
a sufficient size to~ the storage of sonar data cove~ing the inc~eased 
be~ing width. The only othe~ immediate possibility was the 6lk bytes 
resident in the BBC second processo~. This capacity would still have 
limited the expected requi~ent for secto~ width. Also, use of the 
second p~ocessor would then be necessa~ for the cont~l of pe~iphe~als 
on the 1MHz bus, and it was known that access of the 1MHz bus via the 
BBC microcomputer 'Tube' po~t f~m the second p~cesso~ was not totally 
~eliable and was prone to unacceptable er~~s. 
Frame 1 was used fo~ sto~age of the integ~ated sona~ image data. 
Assuming that a maximum of 256 range cells is used then the 512 elements 
in the X domain could sto~e a maximum of eight 30" secto~s o~ zte• at 
the available 6t samples pe~ 30". A 180" semici~cul~ image displayed 
using t~ame 2 would be well suited to this t~ame fo~t as it would 
require 256 pixels in one domain and 512 in the othe~. Howeve~ the t:3 
aspect ~atio of the stand~ monitor means that the Y dimension must be 
compressed into 170 pixels to obtain a true semici~cle. 
In the final stabilisation processing system a separate memo~ is used 
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for storage of the inte~rated sonar image data leaving the framestore 
available solely for the display of polar images. It is configured in 
the highest resolution mode, 512 by 512 pixels, enabling the display of 
images coverin~ a bearing of the total 360" or displaying twice the 
number of range intervals, i.e. 512, on a 60" sector. To enable correct 
output to the monitor for the display of 512 lines a CRTC capable of 
interleaved scanning was installed in the framestore. 
Modifications to the framestore and a suitable interface were required 
to enable direct accessing of the framestore by the TMS32010. These will 
be described in detail in Chapter 10. 
5.3 THE TMS32010 DSP CARD 
The TMS32010 digital signal processor was already in use in the 
department for signal and image processing. This recent generation 
device has a high processing speed and efficiency. This stems from the 
low average number of clock cycles per instruction (slightly more than 
one) and the relatively simple instruction set. 
A general purpose processing card, based on the TMS32010, had been 
developed for use as a slave processor to the BBC microcomputer (Ref. 
32). Figure 5.2 is a block diagram of the slave processing card. It was 
available as a relatively cheap but extremely fast processing unit 
consisting of the TMS32010 chip, •096 words of program memory (RAM) 
directly accessible by the BBC, interface to the BBC lMHz Bus, and a 
number of TMS32010 16-bit input/output ports. More than one of these 
cards could be used in parallel as they each used a block of four lMHz 
bus addresses. Each TMS32010 card would have a different base address 
which was chosen using bit-switches on the card. The four access 
addresses for each card were used as follows : 
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Base + 0 
Base + 1 
Base + 2 
Base + 3 
SYSTEM HARDWARE COMPOKENTS 
1MHz BUS ADDRESS ALLOCATION 
Read 
Status Word 
Status word 
(8 bits) 
LS Data Byte 
MS Data Byte 
Write 
LS byte of Program Memory Address 
MS 4 Address bits 
4 Control bits 
LS Data Byte 
MS Data Byte 
The TMS32010 has a 16-bit data word hence two lMHz bus addresses are 
required, one tor the most significant byte and one for the least 
significant data byte. As the size of the TMS32010 program memory is 4k 
words, 12 address bits are necessary. The four control bits sent with 
the most significant tour address bits are specified as : 
Bit ol. 
Bit 5 
Bit 6 
Bit 7 
TMS32010 CONTROL REGISTER 
1 (High) 
Run TMS32010 
Enable/Activate 
TMS32010 Interrupt (INT) 
Enable/Activate BIOZ 
Enable BBC Interrupt 
0 (Low) 
Reset TMS32010 & allow 
program memory access by BBC 
The same status word is read by both the addresses shown. Each of its 
bits is defined as follows : 
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TMS~2010 STATUS REGISTER 
Bit 0 BIOZ Status (TMS32010 User Port) 
Bit 1 INT Status (TMS32010 User Port) 
Bit 2 TMS32010 OUT (Port 0) 
Bit 3 TMS32010 IN (Port 0) 
Bit 4 Reset/Run TMS32010 
Bit 5 BIOZ Enable/Activate 
Bit 6 INT Enable/Activate 
Bit 7 BBC Interrupt Enable 
Communication between the BBC and the TMS32010 tor data transfer is 
carried out on Port 0 (PA0) using a TMS32010 IN or OUT instruction. The 
BBC can detect the occurrenceof either of these by reading the status 
word. Because of the difference in processing speeds between the BBC and 
the TMS32010 there should in most cases be some form ot interactive 
handshaking. Timing problems that may occur and their possible 
solutions are as follows 
1. The TMS32010 may perform an IN instruction before the BBC has 
placed the valid data in the data latches. This may be overcome by 
placing the-TMS32010 in a 'wait' loop before an IN instruction which it 
exits on reception of a signal from the BBC that valid data is ready. 
This signal could activate the BIOZ or the INT line of the TMS32010. 
2. The TMS32010 may perform two OUT instructions before the BBC 
accepts the first data word transferred to the data latches. Again 
this may be overcome by using a 'wait' loop. The BBC must send a signal, 
either to indicate that it is ready to receive data, or following the 
reading of a data word from the latches. 
It is obvious that both of these interaction techniques which enable 
correct data transfer, are liable to be extremely inefficient. As the 
transfer of large quantities of data is required tor the processes 
of both image integration and polar display conversion a more efficient 
method ot data transfer is-utilised. This involves using the TMS32010 
program memory as a data store which can be accessed without hesitation 
by the TMS32010. One overhead introduced by using this method is an 
increase in the minimum number of instruction cycles per data word 
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t~ansre~. Fo~ a simple lN o~ OUT inst~uction, two inst~uction cycles ~e 
used. To access p~g~am memo~ a TBLR or TBLW inst~uction is ~qui~ed. 
This is a th~e cycle instruction which ~equi~es the p~g~am memo~ 
add~ess to be ~esident in the accumulato~ p~ior to its execution. To 
load the accumulator is a one cycle instruction giving a total or four 
cycles for each p~cram memo~ ~ead o~ ~ite. Howeve~ because of the 
requi~ement for a •wait' loop when using the IN/OUT instructions the 
numbe~ of inst~uction cycles will usually be much ~ate~ than ro~ the 
access or p~cram memo~. The~ro~e the use or TMS32010 prog~am memo~ 
as an inte~diate data sto~ is the mo~ efficient solution to data 
t~ansfe~ between the BBC and the TMS32010. 
The~ ~ some ru~the~ points which a~e ~elevant in the compa~ison 
between the two methods. Although all the waiting has been eliminated 
while the TMS32010 is p~ocessing the~e is now a fixed pe~iod ~equi~ed 
to~ data t~ansfe~ by the BBC du~ing which time the TMS32010 must be 
~eset. Howeve~ because the se~ate p~ocesses can continue mo~e 
efficiently it is unlikely that this ~set time will be as long as the 
accumulated 'wait' pe~iods that would have ~esulted f~om using IN/OUT 
inst~uctions to BBC data latches. P~cessing and data t~ansfe~ tasks 
pe~formed by the TMS32010 and the BBC will now be less complex as no 
inte~action is necessa~ and so the~e ~e less p~ocessing-time 
const~aints. 
Generally it was found that the speed or the processes being computed by 
the TMS32010 was always limited due to the time consuming data t~ansre~ 
tasks pe~rormed by the BBC mic~ocompute~. As mentioned in the last 
section, by transfe~~ing data di~ctly between the TMS32010 and the 
r~amestore via a suitable inte~face, the BBC can be completely 
eliminated from the p~cesses involved in stabilisation. 
The number of po~ts inhe~ently available on the TMS32010 is eight ror 
input (lN) and eight ro~ output (OUT) decoded using add~ess lines A0-A2. 
On the TMS32010 DSP card only add~ss lines Al and A2 have been decoded 
giving a maximum or fou~ input and rou~ output po~ts (PA0,PA2,PA~.PA6). 
Po~t 0 is dedicated to the BBC leaving only three input and three output 
po~ts available fo~ inte~facing to use~ hardwa~e. The r~amesto~e and the 
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digital 'scan 
peripherals which 
converter' memory of SeaVision are examples of 
could be connected to the TMS32010 ports. Also two 
TMS32010 cards could use these ports to communicate with one another. An 
important use of these ports could be to support a bulk data memory, the 
lack of which is a major limitation of the TMS32010. By using one output 
port to send the required address and another for the data transfer up 
to 64k words could be addressed with only two instructions (4 cycles) 
per access. This could effectively be halved by substituting 
auto-incrementing address counters in place of address latches vastly 
reducing the problem or excess data transfer time. 
It was envisaged that more than the three ports available might be 
required in the final stabilisation processing system. Modifications to 
TMS32010 cards have been carried out to enable the use of all eight 
input and output ports and these will be described in Chapter 10 • 
• 
5.4 THE SONAR- SEAVISION 
The electronic sector scanning sonar which was available to provide 
image data for the stabilisation system, was developed in the Electronic 
and Electrical Engineering 
Technology (Ref. 33). Figure 
typical display. SeaVision 
Department 
5.3 shows 
was used 
tor use 
at Loughborough University or 
the sonar system unit and a 
to obtain the first real sonar 
in the development of the images that were stored on disk 
stabilisation system. It was 
integration processor and used to 
simulated ship motion. 
later interfaced directly to the image 
provide real-time image data with 
SeaVision is a 300kHz, within-pulse sector scanning sonar, the operating 
principles of which are explained in Chapter 3. It has a line 
scan rate or 10kHz and a 15 element receiving transducer array. 
The two-wavelength spacing of the transducers in the array gives a 
maximum scanned beamwidth of approximately 30". The bearing resolution 
resulting from the directivity of the scanned beam is approximately z• 
but the sonar image is quantised into 64 samples in the bearing domain. 
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Figure 5.3a SeaVision - System Unit 
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Figure 5.4 SeaVision - Block Diagram 
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The maximum ranee of the sonar is theoretically 750m corresponding to a 
selected transmit pulse repitition time of one second. Shorter range 
settings may be used with the minimum at 18m. This corresponds to a 
transmit pulse repetition time or frame update time of 25ms. These 
extreme values are the least used in practice. The minimum range is 
used in the University sonar research tank as its size means the walls 
are all within about 5m. However in normal use much longer ranges are 
used to obtain images of larger areas. The maximum range used is 
limited by transmitter power and the detection capabilities of the 
receiver i.e. the ability to separate sicnal from noise. The other 
working ranges are 36m, 72m, 180m and 360m. The one second frame rate 
translates to a line time of 2ms or a sample update time of 
approximately 32·micro-seconds. 
The displayed range resolution is dependent on range setting and is 
limited by the 512 maximum displayed range lines and the transmit 
pulse length. The theoretical maximum range resolution is limited by 
the scan rate to 150mm. However for the loncest ranee setting a range 
resolution ot 1.5m is displayed. The full range resolution can however 
be displayed over a portion of the total range on the expanded image 
display. The proportion of the total range that can be displayed this 
way and its position in the range domain are user selectable. Another 
selectable option is the choice between displaying the tull range image 
in rectangular format or as an approximated polar format. The method 
used to obtain a sector shaped display is a variable compression in the 
X domain of the display. This triangular approximation is accurate to 
2% for a 30• sector. (Ret. 34). 
SeaVision uses a digital scan converter to receive the incoming sonar 
image data and store it in two 64 by 512 display memories. It is then 
displayed at standard video rate as a full range and an expanded range 
image. A block diacram of SeaVision is given in Figure 5.4. 
The sonar may be connected to the BBC microcomputer via the 1MHz Bus. 
This enables the storing of displayed image data on disk tor image 
processing use or for future reference, as images can 
later display on the sonar in its frozen image mode. 
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port is used for the 1nterfae1ng of a TMS32010 to the sonar. 
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IMAGE INTEGRATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Image integration is 
ot sonar combination 
containing 
the term adopted to describe the successive 
image data into an integrated data store 
image. This integrated image store contains a stabilised 
data from a wider sector than that actively interrogated by the sector 
scanning sonar. Image integration is required to utilise all the 
incoming sonar information available due to ship motion and/or manual 
array movement. Integration procedures had been developed using 
simulated sonar images and these were now implemented on a dedicated 
system consisting of a BBC microcomputer, a tramestore and associated 
display monitor, and a TMS32010 slave processing card. A description of 
these system components can be tound in Chapter 5. The framestore 
contained two stored frames. Frame 1 was used to store the integrated 
sonar image data and frame 2 was used to store the geometrically correct 
polar image produced from the data in frame 1, and that which was 
usually displayed. 
6.2 THE IMAGE INTEGRATION PRINCIPLE 
Each incoming sonar image is stored as a data array ot angle (64) 
versus range (512). · Image integration for the production of 180' 
displays used only 256 range intervals, either the first halt or the 
total 512 by averaging each pair of lines together. The principle of 
the image integration technique may be described by considering ship 
motion causing movement in the scanned domain only. 
To illustrate the concept, a succession of 30' sonar images was obtained 
by array rotation in the scanned domain. These are shown in Figure 6.1a. 
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The centre bearing of each image is separated by 15' which would be an 
extreme case of ship motion. It can be seen that the same image 
information is present at the same bearings (on a vertical line down the 
page). There would, of course, be a succession of further images 
between these three but they are adequate to illustrate the concept. On 
the 30' sonar display, with persistence, the previous images will be 
partially retained causing a conglomeration of image information. A 
simulated example of this effect obtained by overlaying these three 
images at the same bearing is shown in Figure 6.1b. If however the same 
three images are combined at their correct bearings, the result is as 
shown in Figure 6.1c. This provides the basis for the image integration 
techniques described in this chapter. 
Rotational movement in the plane of the array face will cause additional 
complexity when performing the integration process. The general effect 
will be for each incoming sonar image to map to a narrower displayed 
sector than that actually scanned by the sonar. 
6.3 SONAR IMAGE DATA 
It was envisaged that the first real sonar image data from SeaVision 
would be stored on disk to be readily retrievable for image processing 
purposes. Therefore the first attempts at image integration on this 
initial image processing system used patterns e.g. chequered, stored on 
disk to model the image data array from a scanned sector. The 
implementation of image integration processing was carried out in 
conjunction with the development of a coordinate conversion algorithm to 
obtain a 180' geometrically correct display. The two processes each 
used a TMS32010 card for the required computation but the BBC 
coordinated the running of each process, and the data transfer 
requirements. Again, the initial implementation was one dimensional, 
assuming movement only in the scanned (bearing) domain~ As soon as the 
image integration was operating satisfactorily the first sonar image 
data was introduced giving spectacular results. 
The first data was collected by panning the array through 180' around 
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Figure 6.1a Sequence of Sonar Images 
resulting from large move-
ment in the Scanned Domain 
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Figure 6.1b Simulated Sonar Display 
without Stabilisation 
-30° 00 
Figure 6.1c Sonar Display with 
Successive Images placed 
at their Correct Bearings 
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the sonar research tank in the department. The dimensions of this 
rectangular tank are 9.0m (length) by 5.5m (width) by 2.0m (depth) and 
the sonar array was situated approximately halfway along its length, 
less than a metre from the tank wall. A diagram showing this is given 
in Figure 6.2. The size and shape or the tank are not ideally suited to 
SeaVision as although it is a short range sonar this normally means 
ranges or up to about 360m. Therefore the images are mainly of the tank 
walls which provide by far the greatest echo. The corners or the tank 
are such strong reflectors that their 30' artifacts have a larger 
amplitude than most other targets. The sonar must operate at its 
shortest range setting and even then the tank walls appear within half 
or the maximum displayed range with multiple echos appearing on the 
display. Sonar images of 30' sectors were saved on disk for stepped 
increments (e.g. 5') in the scanned domain, around the 180' surveyed 
area. These could then be used as required for image integration. 
SONAR RESEARCH TANK 
5.5m 
i 
9m 
Figure 6.2 Diagram of Sonar Research Tank Showing Array Position 
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6.4 THE INTEGRATION PROCEDURE 
The following is a description of the initial implementation of image 
integration, using a TMS32010 and a video framestore, in which image 
data transfer is carried out via a BBC microcomputer. 
For each 30• scanned sector of sonar image data, the BBC first loads the 
sonar image data from disk into its memory. It is assumed that the 
TMS32010 image integration program is already resident in program 
memory. Using the centre bearing value or array training angle of the 
current scanned sector, the BBC then selects the relevant portion from 
the stored integrated. image data in frame 1. 
The correlation of the bearing coordinates or the incoming sonar data 
with those of the integrated image data store, is achieved using the 
current training bearing. The integrated data store contains a maximum 
image width of 180• or 38t bearing samples (by 256 range samples). The 
training bearings are kept within the limits of +1-75• to give the 
maximum sector width of +/-90·. The bearing samples are numbered 0 to 
383 corresponding to -90• to +90·. To calculate the required bearing 
sample corresponding to the left-hand edge of the incoming sector data, 
or the start of the bearing sweep, the following formula, 
Ss is the starting sample number for each line of incoming 
sonar data. 
etr is the training bearing of the current sonar sector, 
ROUND is a function to round the result of the calculation to 
the closest integer value, i.e. a valid sample number. 
This is necessary because of the discrete nature of both the incoming 
sonar data and the integrated data store. The quantisation error 
resulting from this process will be a maximum of +/- half a sample, 
approximately 1/t•, or 1/8 of a bearing resolution cell. The result of 
this process is to map the incoming sonar data to the closest set of 
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samples in the intecrated !mace data store. 
The sequence which is followed to complete an image integration cycle is 
as follows. A fraction of the selected part of the integrated data 
store is transferred into the BBC memo~. This may be all or partly 
null data but the intecration procedure will recognise this and simply 
pass the new sonar data back instead of c~ing out an averaging 
process. The size of the block of data being transferred is determined 
by the space available in the TMS32810 program memo~. Three blocks of 
stored data are required simultaneously by the TMS32010; the 
incoming sonar !mace data, the relevant data from the stabilised image 
store, and the newly calculated integrated data to be transferred back 
to the stabilised image store. Therefore a convenient block size is one 
quarter of the total program memo~, lk words, leaving room for program. 
As two data bytes are stored per word, the integration procedure can 
progress performing 2k calculations during each program run cycle. The 
BBC loads a fraction of the incoming sonar data and the previously 
integrated data into the TMS32010 program memo~ and initiates the 
running of the TMS32010. On completion of the integration by the 
TMS32010 the BBC reads the newly calculated data back from program 
memo~ via the BBC memo~, to the same position in frame 1 from which. 
the old data was retrieved. 
This cycle is repeated eight times to complete the integration of a 
sonar sector image. The total number of calculations equals 64 (bearing) 
x 256 (range) c 16k. As the integrated rectangular image data is stored 
as a video frame it is possible to display it in this geometrically 
incorrect format. Two 180" images in rectangular format are shown in 
Figure 6.3. One contains separate but adjacent 30" sector images whereas 
the other contains a large number of overlapping sonar sector images 
which have been combined using an averaging technique. There is little 
value in this display format for such a wide angle, except for 
interest. The rectangular shape of the tank is extremely difficult to 
interpret due to the geometrical distortion. The geometrically correct 
images displayed from frame 2 however, provide a significant improvement 
in sonar image interpretation. Examples of these with and without image 
integration are shown in Figure 6.4. All subsequent examples of image 
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Figu~e 6 •. 3b Rectangul~ Format 180 Deg~ee Image 
(Time-Biased Ave~age Integ~ation) 
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intesration techniques will be shown in this polar display format. 
Figure 6.ta Adjacent 30" sonar 
Sector Images 
6.5 IMAGE INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS 
Average 
Integration 
The TMS32010 program determines how the incoming sonar image data is 
combined with the existing integrated image data. A variety or methods 
was experimented with and these will be outlined below. A set or real 
sonar images saved on disk was used as working data for experimentation 
during both hardware and software-processing developments. Details of 
the programs used in the final system will be explained in depth in 
Chapter 9. 
The simplest method or filling the integrated image store disregards the 
previously stored image data and overwrites the relevant area or memory 
with the incoming sonar image. It would be incorrect to call this an 
integration technique but it was utilised for obtaining comparison 
images by training the array at 30" intervals in the bearing domain. 
This method has the fastest update rate-but has a number or inadequacies 
when applied to continuously moving imaged areas. As the imaged area 
moves in one direction in the bearing domain, only the trailing edge of 
each sonar image will remain in the integrated image data.store. This 
is because the next overwriting cycle will update the majority or the 
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previously stored ima~e. dependent on the rate ot the movement. The 
displayed ima~e will therefore consist of image data which is most 
likely to contain scannin~ beam pattern artifacts and will subsequently 
be ot poorer quality than the ori~inal sonar ima~e. 
6.5.1 Time-Biased Averaging 
The first proper inte~ration technique implemented on the prototype 
system used a simple aver~ to combine the existin~ integrated ima~e 
data with the incomin~ sonar image. The location in the inte~ated 
ima~ store to which the incomin~ image maps, was calculated by the BBC, 
which then loaded the TMS32010 program memory with corresponding 
incoming and integrated data. The TMS32010 then used the following 
formula to'carry out the combination : 
where, 
at is the result ot the inte~ation procedure, the newly 
calculated integrated image data which is transferred back to the 
location in frame 1 from where the corresponding value at_1 was 
read. 
at_1 is the inte~rated image data from previous inte~ration 
cycles and is retreived from frame 1 for the calculation. 
it is the incomin~ i~e data from the current sonar frame. 
It an inte~ration has not been performed previously at the bearing being 
accessed, the data (at_1 ) from frame 1 will be at its initialised 
value of 0. The program will detect this as invalid data and return a 
result of at = it• This sub-process will be common to all of the 
integration algorithms. 
The 180" displays built up using this technique tend to enhance 
the target ima~es while noise si~nals are suppressed. The improvement 
~ained by using overlappin~ sector images which are inte~rated together 
is shown in Fi~ure 6 •• where a comparison is made with a 180" display 
built up usin~ non-overlappin~ sector ima~es. In this example ot 
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image integration each sonar image is stepped 5" relative to the last. 
This means that there is a maximum number of six data samples integrated 
together to form each stored image data value. The effect of averaging a 
number of overlapping images is to make each data sample more 
representative of the actual image at that point. 
The reason why the integration process enhances the resultant image can 
be explained by first describing some of the characteristics of the 
image produced by the sonar receiver. The amplitude of the same target 
in different sonar images may vary depending on the incident angle of 
the signal onto the reflecting surface. The shading factor (or beam 
shape) will cause a reduced amplitude toward the edges of the sector 
images. For strong targets the scanning beam pattern as described in 
Chapter 3 may cause a target image to appear much wider than the actual 
target and this will have a periodically varying amplitude across the 
bearing domain. 
Differing amplitudes of corresponding samples from the sequence of sonar 
images will cause a reduction of unwanted image information due to the 
lack of correlation. Spurious noise will be largely reduced as it will 
also be uncorrelated. However, correct image information will be 
correlated causing an enhancement of desired images. In the practical 
situation where continuous, random ship motion determines the position 
of the incoming sonar image, the improvements due to the correlation 
effect will be increased. 
Due to the quantisation error introduced during integration, images of 
targets such ss the tank walls appear to be more continuous, an obvious 
enhancement. However, for more structured targets this smoothing effect 
may reduce the image detail. Image integration also degrades the 
bearing resolution by the possible 
+/-0.5x30/6l" or approximately +/-0.23". 
quantisation error, i.e. 
The 30" scanning beam-pattern artifacts (as described in Chapter 3) are 
only slightly suppressed during integration as they are often common to 
more than one image and may be of significnt amplitude. In some cases 
the smoothing effect of the integration process tends to slightly 
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enhance them. In the ease ot a larse target such as the tank walls the 
artifacts become more recognisable and may be ignored by the sonar 
operator. However they may not be so obvious for other types of target. 
The artifacts will always be enhanced to a lesser degree than the 
actual targets due to the tact that they are only predominant near the 
edges ot sector images. 
It is apparent tram Figure 6. 5a that one beam-pattern artifact is 
dominant over the other. This could have been due to various problems 
with the sonar system being used to obtain the images. For example it 
the beam pattern of either the transmitter or receiver array was slewed 
in one direction, the signal would be attenuated on one side with 
respect to the other. If the mechanical mounting ot the transmitter 
array with respect to the receiver array caused a non-alignment of the 
two beams, the same effect would occur. These problems were 
investigated by plotting beam-patterns for both arrays but they appeared 
to be lined up satisfactorily. 
combined was then considered. 
The method in which the images were 
It was discovered that the image 
integration procedure was the cause ot the uneven artifact amplitudes 
due to the tact that the integration is applied to images progressively 
in a clockwise direction. The same technique was applied but using 
successive images in an anticlockwise direction and the opposite 
artifact was dominant in the resultant image. (Ficure 6.5b). 
The mathematics ot sueessive integrations illustrates why the order in 
which the images are averaged is relevant. 
se = ig 
al = ae + il 
2 
= ie + il 
2 
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Figure 6.5a Time-Biased Average 
(Simple) Integration 
_(Clockwise_Rotation) 
. 
Figure 6.5c Correct-Average 
Integration 
(Clockwise Rotation) 
------- ---'--
Figure 6.6a Correct-Average 
Integration 
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Figure 6.5b Time-Biased Average 
(Simple) Integration 
(Anti-Clockwise) 
Figure 6.5d Correct-Average 
Integration 
(Anti-Clockwise) 
Figure 6.6b Bearing-Biased 
Integration 
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~ = a1 + i2 
2 
= ie + i1 
+ i2 
2 
2 
= ia + i1 +2~ 
4 
a3 = a2 + i3 
2 
ia + i1 + 2i2 + 4i3 
8 
It can be seen that the result of each integration is biased toward the 
most recently received sonar image data. This will cause the trailing 
edge of each image in the bearing domain to provide' the most significant 
contribution to the resultant integrated image data. The sonar image 
data used from the bearing domain nearer the leading edge is 
decreasingly less significant on the integrated image. Therefore 
the beam-pattern artifact near the leading edge of the image will be 
suppressed and that near the trailing edge will be enhanced. 
Time-biasing of the integrated image toward the most recent incoming 
data is in fact desirable for continuous processing, providing a type of 
persistence effect. It combines the image enhancement properties of 
integration with the necessity to maintain a display of up to date image 
information. However for the sequential combination of a limited 
number of stored images it is desirable to use a method of averaging 
which gives a correct average for any number of integration cycles. An 
integration technique which did not produce a time bias was developed as 
one of the optional methods of image integration. 
6.5.2 Correct-Average Integration 
To obtain a correct average for any number of overlapping images a count 
must be kept of each successive integration. This requires an extra 
stored word for each image sample. The sequence of equations which is 
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required to obtain a correct average are as follows, each with a 
corresponding equation which is used for the processing. 
alii= illl 
a1 = illl + i1 
2 
= alii + i1 
2 
a2 = illl + i1 + i2 
3 
= 2~ + i2 
3 
a3 = illl + i1 + i2 + i3 
4 
= 3~ + i3 
11 
or in general 
an = nan-1 + in ••• ( 6a) 
n+1 
This formula was implemented on the TMS321111111 giving balanced artifact 
amplitudes as in Figure 6.5c & d which compare clockwise and 
anticlockwise array rotation using the correct-average integration 
process. 
This image integration technique is of little use for the purposes of 
stabilisation as integration is implemented as a continuous process. 
After a large number of successive integrations it can be seen from 
equation 6a above, that the incoming image information will have an 
insignificant effect on the existing integrated image. 
6.5.3 Bearing Biased Integration 
Experimentation was carried out using a bearing biased integration 
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technique in an attempt to reduce the beam-pattern artifacts. It uses 
the fact that the edges of the sector are most likely to contain 
artifacts Whereas at the centre the artifacts are suppressed. The 
shading factor in the scanned domain of the receiver beam already 
applies a similar bias to the sonar image, but it was proposed to 
reduce the artifacts by using a more extreme bias. The bearing biased 
method that was developed did not simply bias the incoming sonar data 
but used information about existing integrated data to maintain the 
most relevant image data. This process provided each bearing of the 
incoming image data with a factor which varied from minimum at the 
sector edges to maximum at the centre. The processor decides whether 
the incoming image data or the previously integrated data has the most 
significance and biases each accordingly before they are combined. 
Finally the newly integrated data is given an updated bias factor for 
use in subsequent integration cycles. An example of an image obtained 
using this technique is shown in Figure 6.6b and can be compared with 
Figure 6.6a Which uses correct-average integration. 
6.6 CONCLUSIONS 
It must be remembered that one of the aims of the stabilisation system 
was to accept the incoming sonar data in real time so that no 
information was lost. It is the image integration stage which is 
synchronised to the sonar and reads the image data from it. 
Therefore, the complexity of the image integration procedure must not 
exclude real time processing on the incoming data. This makes it 
unlikely that the bearing biased technique will be used in practice, 
when performing continuous processing for stabilisation purposes. 
Due to the disadvantages of both the overwriting and the correct-average 
image integration techniques discussed above, it is probable that the 
simple (time-biased) averaging method will be utilised almost 
exclusively for stabilisation when using continuous integration 
processing. 
More complex image processing techniques such as deconvolution of the 
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scanninc beam-pattern have been considered and could be the subject of 
further research into imace enhancement. This research could be 
carried out usinc the present stabilisation system as it has direct 
access to sonar !mace data and the TMS32818 is well suited to imace 
processinc applications. However, althouch the TMS32818 is relatively 
fast, processinc usinc more complicated alcorithms could not be carried 
out with real-time utilisation of the sonar imace data. 
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POLAR DXSPLAY CONVERSXON 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the simulation, display of images stored as arrays of bearing 
versus ranee data was done exclusively in rectangular format. 
However, as the displayed sector is widened, the correct 
interpretation of the shape and position of target images becomes 
increasingly more difficult. The capability of displaying the 30' sector 
images in a ceometrically correct format and at their correct angular 
orientation would significantly improve the image presentation and 
hence the overall system performance. 
The correct terminology to describe the process of coordinate conversion 
which provides a geometrically correct polar or sector-shaped image from 
a rectancular array of bearing versus ranee data, is open to 
misinterpretation. It has often been referred to as scan conversion 
(Refs, 35 & 36), as it is included in a system to convert incoming 
acoustical signals to displayed images at a different scan rate. 
However, scan conversion is also used for systems which are exclusively 
used for receiving signals at one rate and displaying them at another, 
without any form of coordinate conversion, for the provision of a 
geometrically correct image. 
may also be referred to as 
text. 
The 'Polar Display Conversion' process 
coordinate conversion in the subsequent 
The mathematical process required for the chance from a rectangular to a 
polar display format is in fact a polar to rectangular coordinate 
conversion. The use of these two opposite relationships must be 
recognised to avoid confusion in subsequent explanations. 
The sector imaces that are to be displayed by the stabilisation system 
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will have a centre bearing, with respect to the original training angle, 
ot up to +/-15', due to ship motion. In SeaVision, a typical 
electronic sector scanning sonar, an optional geometrically correct 
sector display has been·incorporated. This uses a crude triangular 
approximation of a 30' sector which is obtained by compressing the 
bearing samples together at shorter ranges and linearly reducing the 
compression factor with ranee. The visual error introduced tor a 30" 
sector is minimal, but use of this method would become unacceptable tor 
sectors of greater than 30". Examples of the typical distortion due to 
the rectangular display of polar images are shown in Figure 7.1. It is 
common practice to steadily change the array training angle by 
mechanical means to survey an area of interest. The display of images 
obtained by mechanical array rotation will give a requirement tor 
display of up to 360". If the information from successive sonar images 
can be redisplayed at. the correct spatial position, there will be 
tremendous visual advantages. To perform a simple bearing compression 
along any axes other than 
Therefore, to implement 
a video line would be extremely difficult. 
a display of wider than 30" requires a 
conceptually different technique of converting the scanned sonar data 
into a geometrically correct polar image. 
7.2 COORDIBATE CONVERSIOH THEORY 
The coordinate conversion required to map polar coordinate data onto a 
rectangular pixel grid has been described by Ophir and Maklad (Ref. 37). 
The fundamental principle of most commonly used techniques is 
firstly to calculate the rectangular coordinates of an element in the 
polar image data array. This element is then transferred into the pixel 
location which has the closest mapping to these rectangular 
coordinates. Ficure. 7-2a shows typical image-sample to pixel mapping 
requirements. Most utilisations of this method produce digital artifacts 
which cause patterned visual degradation of the display. 
To convert 
rectangular 
the bearing-range data 
format, into rectangular 
array, commonly displayed 
coordinates tor display in 
in 
the 
geometrically correct format, the mathematical process of polar to 
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0 
30 Degree Sector 
60 Degree Sector 
Figure 7.1 Typical Distortion Due to Rectangular Display 
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rectangular conversion is used. The formulae used to achieve this are 
the straightforward equations : 
X = R sin(9) and 
Y = R cos(9) 
where X is the horizontal axis (pixels) and 
Y is the vertical axis (lines) of the 
display coordinate system. 
R is the range coordinate and 
a is the bearing coordinate (in 30/64" intervals) 
of the sonar image data array. 
However, to achieve a satisfactory image a simple one to one mapping 
cannot be used, The nature of a sector means that at close range there 
will be an attempt to map many bearing samples to one display coordinate 
(pixel). At long ranges there may be too few bearing samples to map 
to all the available pixel locations. These opposing problems are 
illustrated in Figure 7.2b and must be dealt with adequately in the 
coordinate conversion process. 
7.3 PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
The specifications 
the display device 
of t~e sonar image data array and the resolution of 
used for initial experimentation with coordinate 
conversion algorithms are as follows : 
Sonar Image Data Array -
Bearing : 30" divided into 64 samples 
Range : 512 range cells stored and displayed 
Display Framestore (and VDU) -
X 256 pixels 
Y 256 lines 
If the total sector required is only 60" then it is possible to use the 
256 display lines to represent a maximum of 256 range cells. From a 
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256 X 2S6 Pixels 
Aspect Ratio 4: l 
POLAR DISPLAY CONVERSION 
64 8earin11. Samples : 64 Pilttds 
Figure 7.2a General Mapping Requirements Between 
Rectangular and Polar Display Formats 
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Figure 7.2b Detailed Mapping Requirements Between 
Rectangular and Polar Display Formats 
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geometrical analysis ot the sector, the total number ot pixels requi~ed 
in the X direction is also 256. This is assuming a one to one aspect 
ratio ot pixels to lines on the display monitor. As a 4:3 aspect ratio 
is used in practice, the equations to transform between rectangular 
format and polar format must be adJusted accordingly, to ensure 
that a correctly proportioned sector is displayed. The equation tor X 
must include a multiplication factor ot 0.75 which means the total 
sector size may be increased to approximately 80', and 256 ranee cells 
can still be displayed at all bearings. 
At maximum range, the number ot pixels which corresponds to the width of 
the 30' sector is calculated to be 100. Therefore, it a set of 
coordinates is calculated for each ot the 61 bearing samples, almost 
halt the pixels will be left unaddressed. This produces the well known 
visual effect of interference patterns, commonly called the Moire 
effect. To solve this problem, the coordinates for greater than 100 
intervals, 
calculated. 
equally spaced across the bearing domain, must be 
It would appear that 128 intervals at a spacing ot 30/128' 
would tit the requirement, but in practice 256 intervals were needed at 
the furthest ranges. This was due to the non-linearity ot the mapping 
relationship in two dimensional sp~ce, . and shows that the Nyquist 
sampling theorem is as relevant to spatial samplinc as it is to time 
sampling. 
The calculation of 256 sets of coordinates for each ranee cell was only 
performed tor the minimum number or ranee cells to ensure a complete 
polar image. The number of calculation intervals in the bearinc domain 
was successively halved until only the 64 actual sample intervals were 
used at close ranee. With this extra processing to ensure a conticuous 
polar 
pixels. 
pixel 
image, there is inherently, 
The simplest solution to this 
excessive 
problem 
multiple addressing of 
is to overwrite each 
and assume that the last update is a reasonably correct 
representation or the amplitude. Alternatively, the successive updates 
could be averaged with the previous ones to provide a more eorrect pixel 
intensity. This averaging would require at least one extra bit ot 
information to be stored for each pixel to ensure averaging was only 
performed on the second and subsequent updates. It would also mean that 
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the coordinate conversion time would be approximately doubled as each 
stored pixel would have to be accessed twice instead of once. Each pixel 
value would have to be read, averaged and then written back to its 
frame-store location. 
For the initial testing or the scan conversion algorithms, data arrays 
were used which produced chequered patterns in rectangular display 
format. These had square sizes varying from one to eight bearing/range 
resolution cells or 0.5· to 4" in bearing. Examples of polar images 
using both simple and averaged pixel updating, are shown in Figure 7.3a. 
Experimentation was also carried out to 
the polar image. This used a time-biased 
provide a persistence effect to 
average for the updating of 
each pixel, ensuring that the current data had the most relevance, but 
also maintaining a residual effect from the previously displayed polar 
image data. It was more efficient, however, to implement this effect in 
the image integration processing stage. 
7.4 AM ADVANCED COORDINATE CONVERSION ALGORITHM 
An advanced coordinate conversion algorithm for use in medical imaging 
has been developed by Hewlett-Packard (Ref. 36). This uses an 
interpolation technique Whereby the intensity of each pixel is 
calculated from the four surrounding samples of bearing-range data. This 
method is a considerable advancement over the common techniques which 
simply map rectangular samples to the nearest pixel. It is claimed to be 
an essentially error free method of coordinate conversion and the 
mathematics of the algorithm certainly leave little room for 
improvement. The hardware implementation of this "scan conversion" also 
makes it extremely efficient, with a cycle time of 160ns per pixel or 
approximately 500ns per sample. 
This algorithm was modelled using the BBC microcomputer, but the 
processing time to perform the coordinate conversion of a 30" sector (64 
by 256 samples) was over one hour. A number of chequered patterns 
containing different sized squares were processed using this 
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algorithm, and a comparison between this and the coordinate conversion 
method described in the last section is shown in Figure 7.3b. A 
significant difference in image quality was not apparent between these 
two methods. Therefore, because 'of its excessive processing time, it 
seemed unnecessary to use the Hewlett-Packard algorithm. 
7.5 COORDINATE CONVERSION USING THE TMS32010 
The coordinate conversion processing up to this point had all been 
performed on a BBC microcomputer. A combination of assembly language 
(for the 6502 processor) and BASIC was used. The polar to rectangular 
coordinate conversion calculations were written mainly in BASIC which 
has a run-time interpreter and hence a slow processing speed. Assembly 
language was used tor addressing and for the transfer of image data to 
the framestore. The conversion of a 30' sector (64 samples by 256 range 
cells) took over four minutes to perform, and more than double that if 
the pixel update incorporated an averaging procedure. As this was 
prohibitively greater than the sonar frame-time, it would have been 
pointless to have continued experimentation with coordinate conversion 
for polar display using the BBC microcomputer as the processor. 
The TMS32010 digital signal processor card as described in Chapter 5 was 
now utilised to carry out the coordinate conversion calculations. The 
framestore configuration was also altered to provide twice the 
resolution in the X domain. The frame format was now 512 pixels by 
256 lines and a total of two frames could be stored concurrently. The 
choice of this framestore configuration enabled the highest resolution 
display for the geometrically correct polar image, while still leaving 
framestore memory available for the integrated image data. A 180' image 
was well suited to the 211 ratio of display resolution cells with 256 
range cells maximum. The lt3 aspect ratio of the monitor meant that a 
factor had to be applied, in this case to the Y coordinate, to ensure 
that visually, the 180' display was a semicircle. 
The coordinate conversion process developed on the BBC was now 
implemented on the TMS32010 for the provision of a 180' polar image. 
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-------------'----=----=-=---=-=---:::--:---::-:----::------Ficu~e 7.3a 31" Pola~ Display Ficu~e 7.3b 31" Pola~ Display 
Conve~sion With (Left Conve~sion (Left) & 
Two) & Without (Richt Two) Hewlett-Packa~d 
Ave~aced Pixel Updatinc Alco~ithm (Right) 
Ficu~e 7.4a Rectancula~ Display Figu~e 7.4b Pola~ Display Format 
Format - 181" Imag,..e,__ _________ ~t81" Image 
Ficu~e 7.5 l!:xample or 361" 
Display Format 
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Figure 7.4 shows a comparison between a 180" sonar image displayed in 
rectangular format (Figure 7.ta) and the same image in polar display 
format (Figure 7.tb). A detailed description of the program will not 
be given as .this 180" polar image is not used in the final system. A 512 
by 512 frame is used for the stabilisation system display and the final 
coordinate conversion processes will be explained in full in later 
sections. The coordinate conversion implementation on the TMS32010 used 
a lookup table, stored in program memory, to obtain the required 
sine/cosine. Because of the limited data memory of the TMS32010, the 
calculated rectangular coordinates were stored in the program memory 
before being used by the BBC to address the framestore. The 2k words of 
program memory was a small proportion of the total calculated 
coordinates required for a 30" sector, so the coordinate conversion was 
divided into a series of TMS32010 program cycles. During each successive 
run, a block of rectangular coordinates was calculated which were then 
used by the BBC to transfer integrated image data from frame 1 to the 
correct coordinate position in frame 2. The BBC performed a major role 
in the production of the polar display, as it not only initialised and 
controlled the TMS32010 but it also carried out all the data transfer. 
The data transfer tasks performed by the BBC used the majority of the 
. ~ime. taken to produce a 30" polar image •. The actual, processing tim .. of 
the TMS32810 was calculated as approximately 0.6 seconds. Therefore if 
the data transfer bottleneck provided by the BBC could be eliminated, 
the polar display conversion time would be in the order of one second. 
As one second is the maximum frame period of the sonar, a polar image 
produced using the TMS32010 would not significantly reduce the display 
update rate. 
7.6 A 360" POLAR DISPLAY BY SECTORS 
The 360" polar image is in fact the secondary display of the 
stabilisation system. It will be used to display image information 
obtained by mechanical rotation of the array in the scanned domain. The 
images produced using this technique aid the interpretation of the 
target characteristics of large surveyed areas. These displays tend to 
be more impressive than those produced without array rotation, but in 
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practice, image information tor a wide display angle may not always be 
required for the current application of the sonar. This display is 
considered here because it uses the coordinate conversion technique 
described above, Whereas the primary polar display of the stabilisation 
system uses a completely different technique tor the production of a 60' 
polar imace. 
The production of a 360' polar display is conceptually the same as for 
the 180' display. Because the framestore has been reconficured to 
provide a 512 by 512 pixel format. a circular image may be produced, 
while still maintaining the 256 ranee cell resolution. To eliminate the 
requirement tor a multiplication factor to ensure visual correctness of 
the displayed circle, the aspect ratio of the image was chanced to 1:1, 
with minor modifications to the framestore. The framestore had been 
interfaced directly to a TMS32010 user port, Which meant communication 
for image data transfer was very efficient. The integrated image data 
was now stored in dedicated memory boards which were also interfaced to 
user ports of the TMS32010 processor. 
The method used to calculate the rectangular coordinates tor the 
display of the polar image in its geometrically corr.ect format will be 
outlined here. It is conceptually the same as that of the se• and 180' 
displays described previously. A 90' lookup table is used to obtain the 
sine and cosine values for each bearing interval. By determining the 
quadrant in Which the calculated bearing lies, the sign ot the resultant 
X and Y coordinates may be specified. The number of calculations in the 
bearing domain varies from 6t to 256 at maximum range to ensure 
complete pixel addressing of the relevant sector. This method does not 
perform averaging pixel update but simply overwrites the displayed data 
when there is multiple pixel addressing. 
The time required to complete the coordinate conversion of a 30' by 256 
range interval sector, utilising these hardware improvements, is 
approximately 700ma. Continuous conversion processing for stabilisation 
purposes utilises bearing information sent from the image integration 
processor to determine the current minimum and maximum bearings 
requiring conversion to a polar display. An example of a 360' polar 
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image is shown in Ficure 7.5. Further details or the 360' coordinate 
conversion program which is in current use are given in Chapter 9. 
z.z COMPLETE 60' COORDINATE CONVERSION 
This display conversion technique, which was developed following the 
implementation of the stabilisation system hardware, can only be applied 
efficiently to the 61' by 512 ranee cell display format. This is 
because it performs a coordinate conversion for each pixel in the 
rectangular domain, updating the whole display rather than selected 30' 
sectors. The inverse process to the above conversion method is used 
i.e. rectangular to polar coordinate conversion. It calculates the 
corresponding location in the integrated image memory for successive 
pixel coordinates in the X-Y domain of the display framestore. The 
number of calculations performed to update the whole display determines 
the approximate display conversion time. For the original coordinate 
conversion method the numbers of calculations performed are as follows 1 
30' by 256 range cells - ~4000 calculations 
30" by 512 range.cells- 174000 calculations 
The total number of calculations required for the complete 60' 
coordinate conversion, i.e. 512 by 512 
creater than for the conversion of 
pixels, is 262000. This is 
a 30' by 512 ranee cell sector 
but, for a number of reasons, this conversion technique can be 
implemented in only twice the time of the 30' by 256 ranee cell display 
conversion, or approximately 1.3 seconds. This is significantly less 
than the time required for a 30' by 512 range cell conversion, with the 
added advantage that it updates the complete ·display and therefore 
requires no interaction with the imace,intecration process. 
There are two reasons why this coordinate conversion method takes less 
time than expected. Firstly, the complete 512 by 512 pixel array is not 
used, and the rectangular to polar conversion is carried out on a 
reduced number of pixel coordinates at the expense of a slightly more 
complicated process taking more time per pixel. The process increments 
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its X and Y counters selecting pixels in an area only slightly larger 
than the 60" sector. It does this by eliminating ~rom the 
conversion. the areas shown in Ficure 7.6. This reduced area was also 
necessary because o~ the limited memo~ available to store the lookup 
table. The second reason for the efficiency of the technique is that 
the rectangular to polar conversion is achieved using a large lookup 
table (which is stored in the integrated image memo~ boards). 
Therefore, the TMS32010 carries out the minimum of calculations and is 
used as an intelligent and ef~icient data transfer device. This method 
ot display conversion, using a lookup table, can only be used tor the 
60" display because the size or the integrated image data array (128 by 
512) leaves sufficient room for storing the lookup table. As the 
display is symmetrical about its centre bearing, the size of the lookup 
table can be limited to half the number of pixels shown on Figure 7.6, 
and two pixels are updated a~ter each coordinate' conversion. 
Figure 7.7 shows an example of the 60" polar display format. Again, the 
program details of this display conversion technique will be described 
further in Chapter 9. 
Figure 7.6 60" Sector Area used 
~or Display Conversion 
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7.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Two different methods or coordinate conversion for polar display have 
been described and they will both be utilised to provide the required 
display formats for the stabilisation system. They both provide 
complete display updates in the order of one second, which is adequate 
for the majority of applications because or the slow moving nature of 
the sonar scene. However, it is significantly slower than the sonar 
frame update rate at short range settings. 
The subJect of display coordinate conversion for the provision or a 
geometrically correct polar image was not considered until well into the 
research period~ However, it became an important and necessary process 
in the implementation of a stabilisation system for sector scanning 
sonar displays. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Practical implementation of a display stabilisation system based on the 
research outlined in the previous chapters was now instigated. The 
proposed system specification was based on the following criteria: 
The system 
possible, all 
updating the 
display. 
should be capable of real time stabilisation. If 
the incoming sonar image data should be utilised for 
stabilised image store and therefore be available for 
The stabilisation process should be limited so that it only compensates 
for rotational ship motion. This will mean there is no interaction 
between ship motion and the ranga domain of the sonar image, so the 
integration process will be maintained as a simpler, fundamentally one 
dimensional problem. 
The system will have two display modes 1 
A 60' sector by 512 ranee cell image for displaying image data 
obtained purely as a result of ship motion. 
A 360' by 256 ranee cell image for the purpose of building up 
displays of areas ·surveyed using manual array rotation. 
The image data should always start from range • 0, i.e. the reduced 
resolution, full ranee display memory of Seavision. (It may be possible 
to utilise the expanded image data for the 60' display by using a 
modified acan conversion program). 
Intentional ship movement in the heading direction should be monitored 
and the display reinitialised when a predetermined offset has been 
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reached. 
Ho attempt should be made to utilise information about the third 
dimension (i.e. the unscanned axis of the array) as this would 
dramatically increase the processing and storage requirement as well as 
being extremely difficult to display. 
Approximately 18 months was allowed for the development of the 
stabilisation system, including the design and subsequent trials with 
the working system. This meant that designing and building a completely 
new system was not feasible. Therefore, it was necessary to build a 
system from existing equipment. 
Development cost If possible use of existing hardware should be 
made for the system components. The number of processors should be 
limited to a reasonable minimum. 
TMS32010 processor cards will be used for each intensive processing 
stage. 
they 
These have been chosen because of their processing speed, and as 
had already been used, further familiarisation would be 
unnecessary. 
Only one TMS32010 processing card will be used for each process, i.e. 
ship motion analysis, image integration and polar display conversion. 
The problem of providing enough processing power to ensure real-time 
processing for all settings and configurations is extremely difficult 
and will be. explained in a later section. The combinations which need to 
be catered for include a selection of sonar ranee settings (frame 
rates}, and the various image integration processes and display modes 
(display conversion processes}. 
The image integration process must be loosely synchronised with the 
sonar frame rate to maintain validity of the ship motion variables. 
The stabilised image data memory will have a capacity of 192k by 16-bit 
words. The maximum storage needed as required tor the 360' display is 
880 (bearing} by 256 (range} • 201k words. As this display is secondary 
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Figure 8.1 System Control Program Options 
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to the stabilisation use of the system, it was decided to slightly 
reduce the number of range cells to 2l3 and limit the number of memory 
boards to three. 
To eliminate spurious effects on the displayed image, the framestore 
must be updated only during the blanking period. 
8.2 DISPLAY AND PROCESSING OPTIONS 
As the stabilisation system is centred around processing techniques, it 
is possible to change the display format or the image integration 
process simply by changing the software. Ficure 8.1 shows the system 
options which may be chosen using the BBC microcomputer system control 
program. This menu-driven program implements a variety of utility 
programs which control the system. The majority of these utilities load 
the TMS32010-processors with relevant programs which are then run, often 
interactively with the BBC microcomputer, e.g for data transfer to and 
from disk. 
The two optional polar display formats -are a .6it' .by 512 range interval. 
image and .a circular, 360' by 2l3 ranee interval display. Changing 
between these two display formats is the most significant change, as it 
requires the loading of different image integration and display 
conversion programs, as well as the complete reinitialisation of the 
stabilised image data memory in preparation for a different format of 
stored image data. The inherent algorithm of the image integration 
process may remain the same, but the addressing of the stabilised image 
data memory will be completely different. 
A less major chance will involve altering the image integration 
algorithm. This will, however, usually require reinitialisation of the 
stabilised image data memory which is a time consuming process. For 
real-time image integration, the algorithm will normally combine a 
maximum of two image sample values, the incoming sonar data and the 
nearest corresponding previously integrated sample. Differences in the 
method of combination of the two image sample values could involve 
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chancinc only a small po~tion ot the !mace inte~ation p~c~am. A numbe~ 
ot techniques have been discussed in Chapte~ 6, but to~ the pu~poses ot 
stabilisation using continuous p~ocessing, the simple (time-biased) 
ave~acinc inte~ation technique will be used almost exclusively, with 
the ove~iting method available as an option to~ compa~ison. 
Anothe~ option which is only necessa~ in the 360" display mode is the 
choice between displaying the closest half of the available 512 ~ange 
cells, or ave~aging eve~y two lines and displaying the ranee dimension 
with reduced resolution. The stabilised !mace memc~ must acain be 
reinitialised at this option· chance as there will be a 
lack ot co~~espondence in the range domain between incoming data and 
that previously sto~ed. The main ~equi~ement tor this option is at the 
ext~emes ot the sonar range settings, e.g. images of the Unive~sity 
sonar research tank only use half the total ranee at the minimum range 
setting. 
The BBC microcomputer, which is used to implement any changes to the 
stabilisation system software, will also monito~ each p~cessor to check 
to~ er~r flags which have been built into the sottwa~e to check to~ 
p~blems with- synch~nisation or e~~~s due to variables which are 
out-of-bounds. 
The~e are a number of utility p~oc~ams which have been developed 
especially to~ the stabilisation system. All ot these utilities ~equi~e 
interaction with a TMS32810 p~ocessinc ea~ as the tramestore, the sonar 
and the memory boa~ds are all interfaced to p~cessinc ca~ds and can not 
be accessed directly f~m the BBC microcompute~. 
utilities is civen below. 
A list of the system 
Initialise and Clear Framesto~e 
' Save F~amestore Imace to Disk 
Load Image t~om Disk to Framestore 
Save Sonar Image to Disk 
Load Image from Disk to Sonar 
Load TMS32010 P~oc~am Memo~ 
List TMS32010 Prog~am Memo~y 
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TMS32010 Control Procram 
Write Data to MemoF,Y Boards 
List Contents of Memory Boards 
8.3 MULTIPLE PROCESSORS 
The requirement for real-time processinc by the stabilisation system 
posed a number of problems. There are three processes required tor 
stabilisation and these had each been implemented on a TMS32010 to 
assimilate their processinc cycle times. Ideally, the !mace 
intecration and the polar display conversion processes should be capable 
of completinc their processinc cycles within a sonar frame period. Of 
these two, the display conversion of a 3e• by 256 ranee interval !mace 
has the loncest processinc cycle time, approximately 700ms. This is of 
a similar order to the sonar frame period at commonly used ranee 
set tines. 
There are a number of problems that would be involved in attemptinc to 
run the two processes of !mace intecration and display conversion on 
one processor. Firstly, 
maximum sonar frame 
processes outlined in 
the overall processinc time would exceed the 
period. Neither ot the display conversion 
Chapter 7 can be synchronised with sonar image 
lines, whereas the !mace intecration process must be synchronised with 
the incominc sonar !mace data. Therefore, the two processes could only 
be performed by the same processor usinc a shadow processinc technique, 
requirinc a complex time-sharinc process. Also, due to the conflictinc 
use of the intecrated !mace memoF,Y by the two processes, the 
auto-increment facility of the memoF,Y boards interface could not be used 
as efficiently. Therefore it would be necessary tor each process to 
setup the memoF,Y address much more frequently, slowinc down the 
processinc cycles. The only time that the two processes could be 
synchronised would be at the end or each frame. However, it is 
unnecessary to synchronise the display conversion process with the sonar 
frame rate other than to ensure that the display update rate is not too 
slow. 
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The obvious solution to the above problems is to implement the two 
processes usine separate processors in a 'task-~arming' multi-processor 
con~iguration. This is a series con~iguration in which the data is 
normally passed from one processor to the next, but it is convenient in 
this case to include the integrated image store between the processors 
as a type or buffer memory. 
The third process, ship motion analysis, has a shorter processing cycle 
time but must be updated much more frequently than each sonar frame 
period. This process is of a completely different nature to that of 
image inteeration and display conversion. The latter processes perform 
a relatively simple task many thousand times durine each processine 
cycle, whereas the ship motion analysis process carries out a sequence 
of complicated calculations to ·provide one resultant transformation 
matrix. One calculation cycle takes in the order of ten milli-seconds 
which is compatible with the rate of change or the ship motion 
variables (18./second max.). To ensure that the accuracy is maintained 
within the 0.5• resolution of the sonar, the ship motion variable should 
be updated in excess of 36 times per second, or preferably twice this 
rate (eve:ry 13mB). Therefore, it is also necessary to implement this 
process on a separate processor to maintain the required accuracy.. As 
this process does not use the sonar image data, it is carried out in 
' ' parallel to the main image processing pipe-line. 
It was stated above that both the image integration and the display 
conversion processes should have cycle times of less than the sonar 
frame period. However, as the sonar frame period may be varied by the 
operator, from 25ms to 1 second, this becomes difficult to achieve in 
practice. The sonar ~rame period is equal to the transmit pulse 
repetition period which determines the maximum ranee of the displayed 
sonar image. For longer ranees (up to 750m), the ~rame period is 
correspondinely lone. For short ranees, the frame period is much 
shorter but these ranges are less used in practice. To ensure that the 
processing could be carried out within the shortest sonar frame 
period, approximately 30 times the minimum processing power would 
be required. 
implemented 
This parallel processing would be most efficiently 
using a 'data-farming' multi-processor con~iguration. 
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However, for most applications, the maximum frame period (1 second) 
provides an adequate update rate for the slowly chancing sonar scene. 
Therefore, provided that the processes perform complete updates within 
this time period little useful information will be lost from the 
display. 
For shorter frame periods, the !mace integration processor can perform 
an interleaved updating process to further reduce any effects or 
inadequate updating. This would involve updating every nth line while 
maintaining synchronism with the sonar frame and subsequently updating 
every (n+l)th line and so on. This interleaving method is also 
necessary to maintain validity of the ship motion analysis variables 
which are relevant to the currently received sonar image data only. The 
display conversion process would be satisfactory providing that the 
display update time was comparable with the maximum sonar frame period. 
Therefore, for both the image integration and display conversion 
process, the number of processors was limited to one. It would require 
many more processors to significantly increase the systems real-time 
processing capabilities but there would still be cases where extra 
processing power was required. Making a decision with regard to the 
number of extra processors which should be incorporated would be 
difficult, taking into 
complexity and cost. 
consideration the 
8.t SYNCHRONISATION OF THE INTEGRATION PROCESS 
advantaces, the extra 
During experimentation with the stabilisation system software, the 
processing cycle for each frame was not time-constrained, as the sonar 
array and image remained stable. The one dimensional movement or the 
array was always reinitialised after each processing cycle had been 
completed. However, during realistic ship motion, the changes would 
occur continuously throughout the sonar image update. Therefore, to 
maintain correlation between the calculated ship motion variables and 
the incoming sonar image data, the sonar display memory should be read 
immediately after it has been updated by the receiver. As the ship 
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motion variables are only valid at the time ot reception, the 
stabilisation system must only read data that has been recently updated. 
If the read address precedes the sonar update address, the ship motion 
variables will be significantly incorrect, as movement during one extra 
frame period will be included which will not be relevant to the data 
being read. If the read address lags by a small period in time, there 
will be little effect as long as that period is small compared with the 
rate of chance of the ship motion. 
It is intended to maintain the read address approximately one line 
(displayed ranee cell) behind the current sonar line being updated. The 
!mace integration process will be synchronised to the line period of the 
sonar using the TMS32010 interrupt line. The sonar frame period will 
also be used to synchronise the processing and will be connected to both 
the interrupt line and the 'soft interrupt', the TMS32010 BIOZ input. 
Synchronisation at frame rate is essential tor the maintenance of 
accurate ship motion variables. Line synchronisation does not have to 
be this exact as the line being read can be up to 13mB behind the line 
being updated by the receiver. This time interval corresponds to a 
varying number of lines dependent on the sonar range setting. 
The image integration programs have been designed with adaptive 
capabilities which are utilised if the process becomes unsynchronised 
with the sonar receiver update. If the sonar range setting and the 
current !mace integration algorithm are not compatible for real-time 
processing, the sonar frame synchronisation pulse will interrupt the 
integration process before it has completed its cycle. The image 
integration process will recognise this problem and initiate 
interleaved updating as described in the previous section. If the !mace 
integration process runs taster than the sonar update rate a simple 
wait-loop will be entered, comparing the integration process line 
counter with the sonar line counter, which is incremented by the 
interrupt routine (sonar line sync). 
If a complicated and extremely time consuming !mace integration process 
was to be implemented, it would have to process frozen frames from the 
sonar. This would mean that synchronisation with the sonar could be 
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completely 
processing 
ignored 
or image 
and the system would become an experimental image 
enhancement tool. There is a wide scope for 
non-real-time image processing. 
For close range trials in the small University sonar research tank 
interleaved updating will be necessary. This will enable frame 
synchronised processing, but update of the complete image will be 
slower than the sonar image update. 
8.5 SCANNED SECTOR WIDTH 
The sector being actively scanned by the sonar has previously been 
referred to as a 30' sector with the assumption of a linear relationship 
with e. Detailed consideration of the theory of sector scanning sonars 
(Ref. 6) revealed that the scanned domain has a true linear relationship 
with ~ where ~ = 4~.sine. Therefore, the exact sector width can 
be calculated to be +/-14.477' or just less than 29". Analysis of the 
errors due to the non-linear mapping of the 64 bearing samples with e, 
showed that the maximum error using a 30' sector was 4.7%, whereas for a 
29' ·sector it was reduced to 1.23%. However, it was also discovered 
that by employing a 28.8' sector, the maximum mapping error could be 
further reduced to 0.535%. Therefore, a 28.8' sector has been adopted 
for the implementation of the stabilisation system, to ensure maximum 
accuracy of the sample mapping being carried out by the image 
integration process. The number of bearing samples required for a 360' 
image using this sector width is now increased to 800. 
8.6 IMAGE DATA STORAGE 
A prototype system described in earlier chapters used half of the 
framestore memory for the storage of stabilised rectangular image data 
and the other half for the displayed polar image. Although the maximum 
number of range cells which could be displayed using this configuration 
was only 256, the 180' polar display obtained using this system provided 
images which bad a significant amount ot extra information than the 
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original 3e• sonar imaces. The main disadvantage of the system was the 
time wasted in transferring tramestore data via the BBC micro-computer. 
Even the transfer between the two frames of the display framestore was 
via the BBC, which meant that the display conversion could not possibly 
be performed in real time. Even with a dedicated interface to a TMS32e1e 
the transfer between the two frames is still relatively inefficient. 
Therefore, to increase the data transfer speed and because a higher 
resolution frame would provide greater display versatility, it was 
decided to use a separate stabilised rectangular imace data memory. A 
general purpose memory board was designed and built with the intention 
that it should be compatible tor use with the TMS32e1e card. It is 
based on 8k x 8-bit SRAMs and was configured as 6tk x 16-bit words using 
16-bit address and data buses. As well as the write-enable and 
output-enable control lines, there are two lines which can select either 
the. high or the low data byte using a chip-select input. It has no 
on-board buffering and may be simply interfaced to a TMS32e1e using only 
a 16-bit address latch or counter to enable auto-incrementing of the 
address. 
The two optional display formats available in the current stabilisation 
system require completely different storage formats and memory capacity. 
The 60" by 512 range cell display will require 128 by 512 = 6tk words 
of memory for storage in rectangular format. The 36e" by 243 range cell 
display will require see by 243 = 192k words of memory. As the image 
data word-length is a maximum of 8 bits, it would be possible to use one 
and a half memory boards as a bare minimum of storage. However, three 
memory boards have been used in the system providing 192k by 16-bit 
words, for the following reasons : 
1. For certain image integration p~cesses, extra data is required tor 
each sample e.g. Correct Average Integration. This memory capacity will 
provide tor 16-bit words per sample. 
2. A 36e" by 512 range cell image could be stored for the possibility of 
changing between the two display modes without reinitialising and losing 
the previously integrated data. 
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3. In general, desicn to the minimum requirement leaves less scope tor 
future development. This was proven by the later requirement tor lookup 
table memory space tor the hich-speed 60• display conversion process. 
8.7 DATA TRANSFER 
The transfer of data between the various system components is an 
important consideration in the system desicn. The transfer of large 
amounts or data must be performed as efficiently as possible to maintain 
the maximum processing speed. As was shown during development of the 
display conversion process, inefficient data transfer accounted for 
approximately 90% of the actual display conversion time. That was 
because data transfer between the TMS32010 processing cards, and the 
display frame-store was via the BBC micro-computer. The same applied to 
transfers to and from the sonar. An essential task for the 
implementation of a real-time system was to provide direct access to the 
sonar and the display tramestore, by the processors. Prototype 
interfaces were built tor both of these system components and the 
framestore was slichtly modified to provide more efficient addressing. 
As both units were previously connected to the BBC microcomputers lMHz. 
bus, their fundamental read/write cycle periods were 1 micro-second. 
8.7.1 Sonar Memory Access 
Due to the desi~ of the sonars input/output circuitry, it was necessary 
to provide read/write cycles ot greater than the TMS32010 400ns IN/OUT 
time. 
i.e. 
This was achieved by sending two instructions 
I . 
OUT3-ouT2 or OUT1-IN where the subscript 
for each access, 
refers to the 
value of two data lines decoded by the interface hardware. To increase 
the transfer speed as much as possible, hardware counters were used on 
the interface, and these were automatically incremented after each read 
(or write) access. Because the sonar display memory is conficured from 
maximum to minimum ranee, the ranee counter is in fact decremented by 
the output from the bearinc counter. It is also possible to load any 
range (line) value into the range counter, at the same time resetting 
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the bearing counter to zero. 
8.7.2 Framestore Access 
The framestore also has a minimum cycle time of one micro-second 
determined by the specification of the CRTC. The cycle time of the 
CRTC not only controls the reading and writing of data but also the 
loading of the address registers which are resident in the CRTC. When 
using a 512 by 512 configuration, the 9-bit X and Y addresses are each 
stored in two registers. This meant that to access an individual 
pixel required tour address register loads, a read/write strobe and the 
data transfer, i.e. six clock cycles. This extreme of six micro-seconds 
for a 1MHz clock would be realistic for the random addressing used by 
the stepped scan conversion algorithm. As part of the modifications to 
the framestore tor interfacing it to the TMS32010 card, the read/write 
strobe was activated by the hardware, saving one clock cycle. Also, all 
nine bits of each of the X and Y addresses could be loaded as one into 
the CRTC registers. This meant a two or three cycle access was now 
available. As the CRTC clock had to be derived from the TMS32010 
CLKOUT, it was divided by four . and an - 800ns clock cycle used. This 
proved to work satisfactorily and cave a welcome increase in speed. 
The software required to access the framestore became more complicated 
because of the stringent timing requirements.· The 1.25MHz CRTC clock 
was attached to the BIOZ input of the TMS32010 and the OUT/IN 
instructions synchronised to this by waiting fo~ the correct edge of the 
clock. The number of registers in the CRTC which were to be accessed 
meant that a separate TMS32t10 port could not be used for each. 
Instead, one OUT port was used and the top six data bits used tor 
addressing the registers and enabling the framestore. 
The format of the data word sent by the TMS32010 to the tramestore 
during an OUT instruction is as follows : 
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CRTC Rei!tister Base Address Data Ranl!te Data Out12ut 
X Address HU.IIIIII HIII-H1FF HU.IIIIII-Hl5FP' 
y Address HlCIIIIII HIII-Hll'l" HlCIIIIII-HlDFF 
Data out H64111111 HIII-H3F H6tiiiiii-H6431" 
Control Address Register H781110 HIII-H13 H78111111-H7813 
Control Data Re~~:ister H7CIII0 HIII-HP'I" H7CIIIIII-H7CFI" 
The hardware implementation of the framestore memory requires that the 
address re~~:isters are loaded in synchronism with the CRTC clock. 
This means that there would be little speed advanta~~:e gained by having 
hardware counters in the interface, providinlt the capability of 
automatic address increment. Furthermore, the benefits of address 
auto-incrementinlt would be wasted due to the random nature with which 
the framestore is addressed when using the 
al~torithm. 
8.7.3 Memory Board Access 
3111' display conversion 
The three memory boards in the stabilisation system must be accessed by 
both the. image integration processor and the display conversion 
processor. The protocol to achieve this dual accessing with the least 
number of overheads, will be explained below. There are a number of 
ways in which the system could have been configured to ensure that there 
was,no clashing of memory accesses. 
1. Direct Memory Access i.e. the memory is accessed directly during 
the TMS321111111 IN/OUT cycle. Possible protocols to ensure time separation 
between the two TMS321111111 cards for this type of accessing are as 
fOllOWS 
a) The two TMS321111111 cards could communicate via a latch which will 
store a BUSY/READY flag for the availability of the memory. This could 
be achieved using only one way signalling and appropriate time 
delays, or two way signalling, but both methods make inefficient use of 
processing time. 
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b) The TMS32tte teens IN/OUT cycles must be interleaved so that each 
TMS32ete has access to the memory for 2eens. Once the two processors are 
synchronised, this may be achieved in two ways. The number of TMS32ete 
2eens clock cycles between each access must be an even number to 
maintain synchronism, or before each access instruction the TMS32ete 
must be synchronised acainst a teens clock. As both the INT and BIOZ 
inputs are already being used on both processors, there are no inputs 
available for this synchronisation clock. 
2. Indirect Memory Access, i.e. the data is transferred to or from the 
memory via a latch at a convenient time. Separate latches are allocated 
to each TMS32ete which may be read from or written to at any time by the 
respective TMS32ete. The latches are written to by the memory on an 
interleaved basis so that each latch is updated every teens during a 
zeens memory output-Enable cycle. To perform a write to the memory, the 
TMS32e1e writes the data into a latch, but the Write-Enable strobe is 
delayed until the appropriate half of the interleaving cycle. 
The interleaving clock also controls the multiplexing of the addresses 
from the two TMS32e1e cards Which are stored in counters so that they 
may be auto-incremented or decremented. The memory card selected by 
each TMS32e1e is stored in latches which are also multiplexed by the 
interleaving clock. The accessing or the memory is performed by a 
single IN/OUT instruction of the TMS32e1e with a teens access time when 
using auto-incrementing or decrementing. The only limitation caused by 
timing constraints is that one instruction 
between downloading a new address and reading in 
address. 
cycle 
the data 
is required 
from that 
It is this interleaving method which has been implemented for the 
stabilisation system, as it provides much more efficient memory 
accessing although the hardware design is more involved due to timing 
complexity. 
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8.8 STABILISED DISPLAY 
The 512 by 512 maximum resolution display format of the tramestore is 
ideal tor the display of 1ma~es from the stab111sat1on system. The 
one to one p1xel-11ne ratio makes two !mace formats possible. The first 
is a sector usinc all the.512 stored ran~e lines from the sonar display 
memory which has a width of at least twice the actively scanned sector 
of the sonar. This will be used exclusively for the display of 
stabilised images with only the effects ot ship motion to be accounted 
' for. As the maximum expected displacement of any of the ship motion 
variables is +/-15", a sector of 60" is adequate. 
Secondly, a 360" !mace usinc a maximum of 2l3 ranee cells could be used. 
This would be ideal for displaying areas surveyed by the sonar by 
rotation of the array in the scanned domain using the manual pan motor. 
Compensation for ship motion would also be included in this mode of 
operation. 
The 413 standard video aspect ratio causes a number of conflicting 
problems. Assuming the 60" sector and the circular !mace are to be 
displ!!.yed as .their geometrically correct shapes, a multiplication 
factor would have to be applied durinc the display conversion 
calculation of.the X coordinates. This factor would mean that there 
was a chance in ranee resolution for different bearincs. This effect 
would be more marked on the 360" image as the displayed ranee resolution 
would be 256 pixels in the Y domain but reduced to 192 pixels in the X 
domain. With a 4:3 aspect ratio, the stabilised sector image could be 
displayed as a maximum of 90" but it is unlikely that the extra width 
would be used if the information was only obtained due to ship motion. 
It is possible to procram the CRTC to obtain a 111 aspect ratio using 
512 pixels in each direction. This is done at framestore initialisation 
when a number of registers are programmed with numerical information. 
By increasing the total line lencth with respect to the displayed 
lencth, a 111 displayed aspect ratio is achieved. The framestores 
internal character clock must also be adJusted to maintain the standard 
line time of 64 micro-seconds which is required by the video monitor. 
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This change has been implemented and the system display has a 1:1 aspect 
ratio capable of displaying a 60• sector with 512 range cells or a 360• 
by 243 range cell image. 
Because display conversion has 
process, the effects of updating 
been implemented as a continuous 
the framestore will be apparent as 
interference or 'snow' around the edges of displayed images. Therefore, 
synchronism of image data transfer with the frsmestore blanking period 
has been used to overcome this problem. 
When the horizontal synchronization pulse indicates the start of the 
blanking periOd by interrupting the TMS32010, the background task takes 
over and writes the stored image data to the framestore memory. The 
number of pixels which may be updated during each write cycle is limited 
by the length of the blanking periOd. When the CRTC was configured tor 
a 4:3 aspect ratio the display time and blanking times 'were 52 
micro-seconds and 12 micro-seconds respectively. The write cycle to the 
tramestore is typically 1.6 micro-seconds, assuming only the X 
coordinate is updated. With the time delays in obtaining synchronism 
from the horizontal synchronisation pulse it was found that only four 
pixel locations could be updated during each blanking periOd. This 
reduced the update rate of the complete image, compared with 
unsynchronised display conversion. 
However, with a 111 aspect ratio the blanking period 
micro-seconds enabling the display update rate to 
available was 24 
be doubled. This 
provided an optimum foreground - background processing ratio. As there 
is a fixed ratio of calculation time to framestore access time, an 
optimum number of calculation cycles must be performed during each 
video line periOd to complete the total update .in the minimum time. 
After implementation of video synchronisation with the display 
conversion process, it was found that the total display update rate had 
hardly.changed, implying that little time was wasted in the display 
conversion process, either in the coordinate calculation period or the 
image data transfer period. 
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8.9 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has discussed all the design concepts which were necessary 
tor the implementation ot the present system. A block diagram ot the 
stabilisation system is shown in Figure 8.2. Further details of the 
system processing software are given in Chapter 9, and Chapter 10 
contains a detailed hardware description. 
Decisions taken during the research period were influential to the final 
system configuration. For example, the initial implementation or image 
integration used image data arrays stored in polar coordinates, which 
were displayed as rectangular images. This meant that a subsequent polar 
display conversion stage was required which was completely separate trom 
the image integration process. This excluded the possibility of 
compensation for any translational components ot ship motion. Chapter 
12 includes a section ot suggestions tor further research which will 
discuss the stabilisation for translational ship motion as well as the 
capabilities of the system tor image enhancement processing. 
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Figure 8.2 Stabilisation System Block Diagram 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Three TMS32010 digital signal processing cards carry out all the 
necessary processing Yor the stabilisation system. A BBC microcomputer 
is also a necessary part of the system, as it loads the programs from 
disk to TMS32010 program memory as well as loading any lookup data 
required. It initialises the running of all the TMS32010 processors, 
and selects the processing options for image integration and polar 
display conversion. 
9.2 SHIP MOTION ANALYSIS 
The processor which . performs the ship motion analysis us~s the ship 
motion values, roll, pitch and yaw and also the manual array rotation 
values, pan and tilt, as input variables to the process. It performs a 
series of matrix calculations on the sine and cosine values of these 
variables. A 
image position 
set of rectangular coordinates describing the incoming 
is obtained from the matrix transformation. The 
resultant angular variables are calculated using the arc-tangent of the 
ratio of these rectangular coordinates. Both the sine/cosine and 
arc-tangent are obtained using lookup tables. A flow diagram of the 
ship motion analysis program is given in Figure 9.1. 
The polar coordinates of the incoming image position are calculated for 
the two bearing extremes of the sector. The scanned domain coordinate 
of the first coordinate set provides the most important value for the 
image integration process. This is the initial bearing to which the 
incoming sonar image data maps, in the stabilised image store. For a 
sector having no motion applied to it, the two pairs of coordinates will 
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( SHIP MOTION ANALYSIS - START ) 
I 
READ NE~ VALUES .FOR ARRAY PAN l TILT 
1 NE~ SHIP MOTION ANGULAR VALUES - YA~. PITCH, ROLL 
I 
CONVERT INPUT VARIABLE ANGLES TO COSINE 1 SINE 
VALUES USING LOOKUP TABLE 
' 
I 
PRODUCE 3x3 MATRICES FOR EACH INPUT VARIABLE 
CONTAINING COSINE 1 SINE VALUES 
I 
PERFORM A SERIES OF MATRIX MULTIPLICATIONS ON 3x3 MATRICES 
TO OBTAIN A TRANSFORMATION MATRIX RELATING INCOMING SONAR IMAGE INFORMATION 
TO STABILISED SONAR IMAGE DATA STORE COORDINATES 
I 
PERFORM TRANSFORMATION !MATRIX MULT.) ON RECTANGULAR COORDINATE MATRICES 
OF EXTREMITIES OF THE RECEIVED SECTOR IMAGE 
I 
CONVERT RESULTANT RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SETS 10 POLAR COORDINATE SETS 
BY TAKING !HE ARCTANGENT OF THE RATIO OF PAIRS OF THE COORDINATES 
I 
CHECK THE POLAR COORDINATE IN THE UNSCANNEO DOMAIN ~ITH THE LIMIT 
IMPOSED BY THE USER AND SE! BIT-FLAG ACCORDINGLY 
I 
CALCULATE THE DIFFERENCE BET~EEN THE INCOMING SONAR IMAGE BEARING SAMPLES 
AND THE NUMBER OF CORRESPONDING BEARING CELLS IN THE STABILISED IMAGE STORE 
I 
OUTPUT REQUIRED VARIABLE TO 16-bct LATCH FOR IMAGE INTEGRATION PROCESSOR 
INDICATING THE MAPPING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INCOMING SONAR IMAGE DATA 
AND THE STABILISED IMAGE STORE 
I ( SHIP MOTION ANALYSIS -END 
Figure 9.1 Flow Diagram of Ship Motion Analysis 
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be (-31,0) and (+31,0) where the first coordinate is the angle in the 
scanned domain (in 28.8/6l' intervals) and the second coordinate is the 
angle in the unscanned domain (in 28.8/64' intervals). The range 
coordinate is always assumed to remain unchanged due to the purely 
rotational transformation, The 64 bearing samples from the sonar image 
are all included in this range as there is a +0 and a -0 provided 
because of addressing requirements. 
If there are less than 64 samples between the two extremes in the 
scanned domain, an interpolation technique is implemented as part of 
the image integration process. This uses a variable provided by the ship 
motion analysis which is the difference between the supplied 64 samples 
and the actual number of cells to which they map. 
The two coordinates of the unscanned domain are important in determining 
the width from which information is received in this domain. For a 
stable receiver beam, the unscanned beamwidth is approximately 8'. The 
user is offered a choice of maximum angle in this domain outside which 
the image integration process will ignore the incoming sonar data. On 
the assumption that there is a significant amount of ship motion 
present, if too small a value is chosen it will make the stabilisation 
system practically useless. This is because the update rate of the 
image will be reduced and a significant proportion or the incoming sonar 
image data will be lost. The system would then take on the 
characteristics of a discontinuous transmission stabilisation system as 
described in Chapter 2. It however the acceptable angle in the 
unscanned domain is left unbounded, the difference in image data between 
various frames due to the effects or ship motion may be significant. 
This will produce a stabilised image that will be constantly 
changing and have similar (but reduced) interpretation problems to the 
unstabilised sonar display. A compromise must be sought which will be 
dependent on the range of ship motion expected, the image precision 
required, and the rate of change of the sonar scene. The ship motion 
analysis program simply determines whether or not the calculated values 
of the unscanned domain coordinates are outside the value chosen by the 
user. 
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A single 16-bit data word is sent by the ship motion analysis program to 
a data latch at the completion or each calculation cycle which can be 
read at any time by the image integration processor. 
this 16-bit word are as follows : 
The contents of 
Bits 0-9 
Bit 15 
Bit 10 
Bits 11-13 
Bit 1~ 
Magnitude of the scanned domain coordinate at 
the left-hand edge of the sector. 
Sign or the scanned domain coordinate at the 
left-hand edge of the sector. 
Flag bit showing whether the incoming sonar data 
is inside or outside the limits ot the unscanned 
domain. 
Variable giving the difference between the normal 
6A bearing samples of a sonar scanned sector and 
the calculated width ot the current sector in the 
scanned domain. 
Unused. 
This data provides the information necessary to map the incoming sonar 
image data into the stabilised image data array. 
9.3 IMAGE INTEGRATION 
This stage of the stabilisation system performs image processing on the 
incoming sonar data before storing it ready for display. Although 
simple image integration routines have been developed for stabilisation 
use, more complicated image enhancement processes may be easily 
introduced into the system by a change of program. The main 
disadvantage of this is the increase in processing time which will mean 
a significant loss of active sonar image data. 
There are two related problems to be overcome during the implementation 
ot image integration tor stabilisation purposes. One is to ensure that 
the maximum possible amount of active sonar image data is used by the 
system so that the minimum quantity of information is lost. The second 
is to ensure that the reading or the sonar image data by the image 
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integration processor is synchronised to the sonar frame rate, 
maintaining correlation between the calculated ship motion variables and 
the current sonar image data. 
For the reasons discussed in Chapter 8, only one processor is used to 
carry out the i~e integration process. To ensure the most efficient 
and complete data update when the sonar frame time is less than the 
processing cycle period, adaptive software techniques are used. For 
the longer range settings, real-time integration of the complete sonar 
i~e frame is possible. 
With reference to Figure 9.2, a description of the image integration 
process is given below. 
The complete sonar image frame must be utilised by the process, and the 
way this is done depends on the sonar frame rate and the update rate of 
the integration process. For longer range settings, the length of 
the sonar frame period allows the integration process to complete each 
sample integration within the sonar sample update time. Therefore only 
one integration cycle is required for a complete frame integration. 
However, .for shorter sonar frame periods, more than one integration 
cycle may be required to maintain synchronism of the integration process 
with the sonar image update process. Therefore in the initial stages of 
integration, the program continually checks for correspondence between 
the sonar line counter and the integration process line counter. 
It the image integration lags too far behind the sonar image update, the 
integration line step variable is incremented (its initial value is 
1), and the integration process is reinitialised. This process will 
continue (especially for shorter ranee settincs) until the line step 
enables the integration process to remain in synchronism with the sonar 
update process. The integration line step variable also determines the 
number of integration cycles that are required to perform an integration 
ot a complete sonar image frame. Once the line step size has been 
optimised, it remains the same for the remainder of the continuous image 
integration process. The cycle variable, which is initially 0, is 
incremented at the end of each integration cycle until it equals the 
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step size. This ensures that each line ot the sonar image has been 
utilised and forms a complete sonar image frame integration. The 
process is then repeated with the cycle variable reset to 0 again. and 
this provides a continuous image integration. 
The integration process must also be prevented trom progressing taster 
than the sonar updating process. It this were to occur, the current 
ship motion calculations would not be applicable to the image data being 
used tor integration, as the image data would have been received one 
frame period previously. Therefore the program again compares the sonar 
line counter and the integration line counter, and waits in a small 
'check loop' until the sonar image update precedes the integration line. 
To maintain synchronism between the sonar update and the integration 
process the program must wait for the sonar frame synchronisation pulse 
before each integration cycle. This pulse is received as the BIOZ input 
(soft interrupt) to the TMS32010, and is also connected to the IHT input 
(interrupt) in conjunction with the sonar line synchronisation pulse. 
The integration cycle waits until the end of the frame synchronisation 
pulse before restarting. 
Each integration cycle consists of a number ot pairs of line 
integrations. The sonar image lines are integrated in pairs because the 
method of addressing sonar image memory uses line pairs. Between each 
line pair integration, the current ship motion analysis word is read 
from the latch and separated into its three variables for use by the 
integration process. 
The interrupt routine is entered on receipt of either a sonar line or 
frame synchronisation pulse. After saving the status and accumulator 
values, the routine ascertains the cause ot the interrupt by checking 
the BIOZ line. If the interrupt is due to a line synchronisation pulse, 
the sonar line counter is incremented and the program returns to the 
main process where it left off. If the interrupt is due to a frame 
synchronisation pulse, the interrupt routine does one of two things. If 
the sonar line counter is significantly greater than the integration 
line counter, the line step value is incremented as described above. 
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The inte~ation process is then reinitialised, If the inte~ation line 
counter is comparable to the sonar line counter, a software flag is set 
to indicate that a frame synchronisation pulse has been received. The 
main process is then re-entered and the integration cycle completed. At 
the end of the cycle, if the frame synchronisation flag is set, the 
program does not wait for the next frame synchronisation pulse (BIOZ) 
but continues with the next inte~ation cycle. 
The detailed integration processes for each line and sample are similar 
to those described in Chapter 6. One peculiarity which should be 
noted, is that for the LUT SeaVision, only 63 bearing samples are used 
for the integration process. The first sample of each line is 
disregarded because it contains the range markers. This produces 
erroneous patterns on the display, which take the appearance of 
processing errors, but which could easily be confused as target images. 
9.1 POLAR DISPLAY CONVERSION 
The coordinate conversion processing stage provides the option of two 
different, . g.eometrically. correct, .polar display forms.ts. There is no 
necessity for the displayed polar image update to be synchronised to the 
sonar image update, but it is important that the display update rate 
resulting from the display conversion process is similar to the frame 
rate of the sonar. Experimentation as detailed in Chapter 7 showed that 
it is possible to achieve update times in the order of one second using 
one TMS32010 processor. This is an acceptable display update time for 
the system in view of the fact that the target information of most sonar 
scenes changes slowly. The use of only one processor makes it 
imperative that the most efficient process is used and that programming 
techniques are optimised for speed. 
One aspect of the display conversion process, not considered until 
continuous display updating was implemented, involves synchronisation of 
the video horizontal blanking period with the writing 
by the TMS32010. This is necessary because the 
to the framestore 
design of the 
frames tore is such that the data being written to the framestore 
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memory is shown on the VDU at the current display location. Continuous 
writin~ to the framestore gives the effect described as 'snow' on the 
display. If writing only occurs during blanking periods this effect is 
eliminated. The display conversion software has been tailor-made to 
utilise the blanking period to the full, by using a pro~ammin~ 
technique with foreground and background tasks. The coordinate 
conversion calculations are the main fore~ound task. Storage of both 
the image data waiting to be transferred to the framestore and their 
calculated memory location coordinates are additional fore~round tasks. 
An optimum number of coordinate conversion calculations are carried out 
before the foreground process enables the interrupts to check for a line 
synchronisation pulse. On receipt of this interrupt, the data transfer 
procedure is synchronised to the framestore clock using the processors 
BIOZ input. Subsequently, the sets of X and Y addresses and the image 
data are transferred to the framestore, after which coordinate 
conversion is begun for the next set of samples. 
To obtain the two display formats used in the stabilisation system, two 
very different coordinate conversion processes are implemented. 
Descriptions of each of these programs are given in the following 
sections. 
9.t.1 60' Coordinate Conversion 
The 60' sector i~e is updated completely during each display 
conversion cycle. This takes sli~htly more than 1 second and is limited 
by the access time of the framestore. The number of coordinate 
calculations required for the complete 60' ima~e using rectangular to 
polar conversion is similar to the number required for a 30' by 512 
range cell conversion using the inverse process. Therefore it is much 
more efficient, When using this display format, to perform the complete 
update. 
On the selection of this display mode, the BBC microcomputer initiates 
the loading of the large lookup table from disk into the integrated 
image memory boards. Once the lookup table has been transferred, the 
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BBC loads and runs the display conversion program which then updates 
the polar image continuously without further interaction. 
Figure 9.3 is a flow diagram of the program which shows the simplicity 
of this display conversion method. The shape of the area for which the 
coordinate calculations are carried out is shown in Figure 7.6 and the 
lookup table is tailored to this. The program uses an X and & Y counter 
and carries out a coordinate conversion tor each displayed pixel. The X 
domain is divided into two symmetrical areas, one corresponding to the 
negative bearings and one to the positive bearings, For each counter 
increment, two corresponding pi~els are updated, one from the negative 
integrated image memory board, and one from the positive integrated 
image memory board. The X counter is incremented to & value determined 
by the variable X-END, after which X is reset and Y is incremented. At 
the end of every eighth line, X-END is incremented by four up to its 
maximum of 256. Y is incremented for 512 lines. This sequence produces 
X and Y values corresponding to those shown in Figure 7.6. The value 
read from the lookup table is the address, in the integrated image 
memory, of the image data which maps to the current X and Y values. The 
image data for both negative and positive bearings are read from the 
integrated image. store and stored in TMS32010 d&ta memory awaiting 
output to the framestore during the line blanking period. This 
background, data transfer process is similar for both display conversion 
processes and was described in the last section. 
9.A.2 360' Coordinate Conversion 
When using the 360' display format, it is more efficient to perform 
display conversion on only the sector that has been most recently 
updated by the image integration process. This method requires many 
more calculations to update the complete image, but the coordinate 
conversion process closely follows the image 
only performs polar display conversion on 
technique used to determine which sector is 
integration 
necessary 
updated by 
process, and 
sectors. The 
the display 
conversion process ensures that it is never more,than one sector, (i.e. 
0.7 second) behind the image integration process. The sector width, as 
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explained in Chapter 8, is 28.8' for the sonars 64 bearing samples. 
The method which the display conversion process uses to decide which 
area requires updating was slightly limited by the hardware 
configuration of the 'system. Minimum and maximum bearings used by the 
image integration process are stored in the integrated image memory 
boards for use by the display conversion process. These must be updated 
periodically once the display conversion process has utilised them. 
Unfortunately the display conversion TMS32010 has only read access to 
the memory boards, and· therefore could not indicate whether it had used 
the current bearing values. 
Therefore a more complex method of ensuring that all the relevant areas 
were display converted was implemented. This cyclically updates the 
minimum and maximum stored bearings, ensuring that the display processor 
has had at least had sufficient time to read the values before they are 
updated by the integration processor. The display conversion process 
contains a routine which sets its minimum and maximum bearings for 
coordinate conversion and updates these when it has completed a display 
conversion across a sector from the minimum to the maximum bearing. 
Periodically during.the conversion process, it reads the stored bearing 
values to ensure it does not miss a bearing extreme sent by the image 
integration processor. As well as ensuring that the total required area 
is updated, the routine must also maintain maximum efficiency by 
keeping the sector to be converted to a minimum. Once a sector has been 
display converted, it does not require the process to be repeated until 
the integration process has provided an update in the integrated image 
memory for at least part of that area. 
This loose synchronism 
adequately fast polar 
domain due to natural 
with the image integration process provides an 
image update. Image movement in the bearing 
ship motion and due to array movement by 
mechanical means is slower than the display update rate provided. This 
means that it is impossible for targets to move across the 30' sector in 
less than the display update time, ensuring that target images cannot be 
missed by the display process. 
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A description of the current 36e• display conversion process, as shown 
in Figure 9.t is given below. 
The program begins by reading in the minimum and maximum integrated 
bearings from their locations in the integrated image store. It then 
initiates a sequence of 28.8· sector display conversions from the 
minimum to the maximum bearing in 28.8• steps. In the event that 28.8' 
does not divide equally into the total required width, the last sector 
to be display converted will still step 28.8' from the preceding one, 
and may perform the coordinate conversion on an area which has no image 
information. However, there is a 50% chance that movement of the image 
will require this extra area to be subsequently updated, and so there is 
a possibility of displaying relevant image information in the extra 
width being converted. 
The coordinate conversion cycles begin at range = m and perform 6t 
conversions in the bearing domain for the first 6t range intervals. 
For the next 52 range intervals, 128 coordinate conversions are 
calculated across the bearing domain. For the last 1tm range intervals, 
256 calculations are carried out in the bearing domain. The processor 
firstly determine~ which quadrant the current bearing sample is in, from 
which it calculates the addresses in a sine lookup table to obtain both 
the sine and cosine of the bearing. The information about the current 
quadrant is retained for use in determining the signs of the resultant X 
and Y pixel addresses. The sine and cosine values from the lookup table 
are multiplied by the range to produce the X and Y values respectively. 
These are then stored with the intensity data of the image until 8 sets 
have been calculated. The background, data transfer process is then 
entered after waiting for the framestore line blanking pulse. 
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Chapter Ten 
HARDWARE DETAILS 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
With reference to the system block diagram (Figure 10.1), and the 
relevant circuit diagrams and timing diagrams, the workings or all the 
system hardware will be explained in depth. 
The chapter· is aimed mainly at future users, perhaps attempting to 
modify the system hardware. It will also be useful if a hardware fault 
should develop. 
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10.2 TMS32010 INTERFACING 
10.2.1 TMS32010 Card Modifications 
For the required synchronised accessing of both the sonar and the 
framestore, the TMS32010 instruction cycle clock is used. Called 
CLKOUT, it has a 200ns cycle which is produced by the TMS32010 processor 
from the 20MHz crystal frequency input. This has been taken directly 
from the TMS32010 CLKOUT pin to the cards user-port connector at Pin 20. 
To enable the use of all eight user ports available on the TMS32010 
chip, the decoding performed on the processor card was dispensed with 
and the necessary address lines and control lines brought off the card 
using the six lines previously used for the port-address strobes. Only 
two address lines were decoded previously but all three (A0-A2) are used 
for the off card decoding. The three control lines that are used are 
DEN, WE and LA. DEN or Data-Enable is only valid (LOW) during an IN 
instruction cycle. WE or Write-Enable is valid during an OUT or a TBLW 
instruction cycle. Therefore LA (or Low-Address) which is derived 
externally to the TMS32010 is used to differentiate between an OUT and a 
TBLW instruction. LA is only.valid (LOW) when address lines A3-A11 are 
all LOW. As well as the obvious patching to obtain these signals at 
the external connector, address line A0 has been connected to an enable 
pin of the on-card 3 to 8 decoder. This ensures that the output of the 
decoder which goes to the FLIP-FLOP attached to the Status Register will 
be activated for Port PA0 only. This is used to flag the BBC 
microcomputer which controls all the TMS32010 cards. A table showing 
the modified TMS32010 card user port connector usage is given below : 
Pin/Line Number Usage Original Usage 
1 BIOZ Same 
2 INT Same 
3 D7 (DATA BUS) Same 
4 D6 Same 
5 D14 Same 
6 D15 Same 
7 D13 Same 
8 D5 Same 
9 D12 Same 
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1111 D4 Same 
11 Dll Same 
12 D3 Same 
13 D111l Same 
14 D2 Same 
15 D9 Same 
16 D1 Same 
17 D8 Same 
18 Dill Same 
19 GROUND Same 
2111 CLKOUT GROUND 
21 DEN PA6/7 - OUT STROBE 
22 WE PA6/7 - IN STROBE 
23 LA PA4/5 - OUT STROBE 
24 A2 (ADDRESS PA4/5 - IN STROBE 
25 A1 LINES) PA2/3 - OUT STROBE 
26 Alii PA2/3 - IN STROBE 
Table 1111.1 TMS32111111l Use~ Po~t Allocation 
All th~ee TMS32111111l ca~ds have CLKOUT to Pin 2111 but onl~ the image 
integration and the display conve~sion p~ocessing ca~ds have the mo~e 
majo~ modifications. This is because the ship motion p~ocesso~ does not 
need to access as many pe~iphe~als as the othe~ p~ocesso~s and so the 
th~ee IN and th~ee OUT Po~ts available will suffice. 
1111.2.2 TMS32111111l Modified Po~t Decoding 
The decoding of eight IN and eight OUT po~t-add~ess st~obes fo~ the 
image integ~ation and the displa~ conve~sion TMS32111111l p~ocesso~s is 
implemented on the system interface boa~d. The ha~dwa~e is the same fo~ 
both TMS32111111l po~t decode~s (Figu~e 1111.2a), each using two 3 to 8 
decode~ integ~ated ci~cuits. These decode~s a~e t~pe 74S138 and one is 
used to decode the eight IN lines while the othe~ decodes the eight OUT 
··lines. The IN decode~ uses the th~ee add~ess lines· Alll-A2 as its inputs 
and the DEN line as its only active enable input. Of the eight IN 
st~obe lines PAIII(IN) must not be utilised as it is dedicated on the 
TMS32111111l card fo~ the p~ovision of a flag to the BBC mic~ocompute~. The 
OUT decode~ also uses the th~ee add~ess lines and the WE and LA as 
decode~ enable inputs. The LA signal was. ext~emely susceptible to noise 
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and therefore has been buffered on the system interface board before 
reaching the decoder. All eight OUT strobe lines are available for use 
for allocating TMS32010 data output. Timing diagrams for IN and OUT 
decoding are shown in Figures 10.2b & c. 
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As outlined in Chapter 8, a general purpose memory board suitable for 
interfacing to the user ports of the TMS32010 card, was designed 
specifically for use in the stabilisation system. Figure 10.3 is a 
circuit diagram of the·memory board. It uses 16 static random access 
memories {SRAM) on a standard double-Euro size {233mm by 160mm) board. 
The SRAMs each contain 8k by 8 bits of storage and are type Hitachi 6264 
or any pin-compatible SRAM. They are available with three access time 
specifications 1011lns, 120ns or 150ns. For use when directly 
interfaced to a TMS32010 card,· the 150ns versions are adequate, but for 
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the mo~e st~ingent timing ~equi~ements of the stabilisation system 
100ns, SRAMs a~e used. 
Thei~ basic configu~ation is as 64k by 16-bit wo~ds using 16-bit add~ess 
and data buses. The uppe~ th~ee lines of the add~ess bus a~e decoded 
using a 3 to 8 decode~ (74S138) so that each of the eight decoded 
outputs selects two memory chips, o~ the low and high data bytes. Two 
additional lines, LS and HS may be used to enable/disable all the low 
data byte chips and/o~ all high data byte chips ~espectively. This 
p~ovides fo~ use of the memo~y in a 128k by 8 bit configu~ation. 
Also, as the whole boa~d can be disabled using these lines, it is 
possible to use a numbe~ of them in pa~allel. Jumpe~ connections on the 
boa~d a~e used to select the memo~y configu~ation and to select whethe~ 
the boa~d is pe~anently enabled o~ exte~nally enabled/disabled. 
The two control signals required fo~ accessing the memory are WE (Write 
Enable) and OE (Output Enable). These a~e b~ought to all the memo~y ICs 
th~ough the data bus connecto~. As these signals are utilised by all 
the memory ICs and are not buffered on the memory boards, it is 
recommended that they be buffered with a high cur~ent driver as part of 
the interface. 
Two edge-connectors have been used for external connection. One 
contains the 16 data lines and the two control lines, WE and OE. The 
othe~ contains the 16 address lines and the two memo~y bank enable 
lines, LS and HS. The layout of the holes for the edge-connectors is 
intended to make it possible to use either 40-way DIL ribbon-cable 
connectors or 64-way DIN 41612 standard Euro-ca~d connectors. 
allocation for the ribbon-cable connectors is given below. 
ADDRESS BUS CONNECTOlr PIN, NUMBER DATA BUS CONNECTOR 
Ground Even Pins Ground 
Ground 1 Ground 
A0 3 OE (Output Enable) 
A1 5 WE· (W~i te Enable) 
A2 7 D0 
A3 9 D1 
M 11 D2 
A5 13 D3 
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A6 15 D4 
A7 17 D5 
A8 19 D6 
A9 21 D7 
A10 23 DB 
All 25 D9 
A12 27 D10 
A13 29 Dll 
AU 31 D12 
A15 33 D13 
LS (Low Byte-Bank Enable) 35 DU 
HS (High Byte-Bank Enable) 37 D15 
Ground 39 Ground 
Table 10.2 Memory Board Connector Line Allocation 
10.3.1 Memory Boards Interface 
Reference should be made to the circuit diagram of Figure 10.4a and the 
timing diagrams of Figures 10.4b,c,d. The address and data buses are 
common to all three memory boards, as are the two control lines WE and 
OE. Each board is configured for 16-bit data words and requires one 
externally controllable enable line. The two available lines LS and HS 
are used as enable lines for boards 1 and 2 and a modification has been. 
implemented to allow a separate enable line to board 3. This has been 
achieved by offsetting the address bus connector giving a modified 
connector pin usage as shown below. 
ADDRESS BUS CONNECTOR PIN NUMBER ADDRESS BUS CONNECTOR 
(Original usage) (Modified Usage) 
Ground Even Pins Ground 
Ground 1 A0 
A0 3 Al 
Al 5 A2 
A2 7 A3 
A3 9 A4 
A4 11 A5 
AS 13 A6 
A6 15 A7 
A7 17 A8 
A8 19 A9 
A9 21 A10 
Al0 23 All 
All 25 A12 
A12 27 A13 
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A13 29 AU 
Alii 31 A15 
A15 33 MSl (Memory Board 
LS 35 MS2 Select/Enable) 
HS 37 Ground 
Ground 39 MS3 
Table 10.~ Modified Memor::t: Board Address Bus 
Each TMS32010 has a similar- set of interface components on the system 
interface board. 16-bit address counters (four 74LS193) are used which 
can be either incremented, decremented or loaded with any required 
16-bit address using a TMS32010 user port. Bit-latches are used to hold 
the current value of each of the three memory board select lines. Only 
one of the three latches should be enabled (HIGH) at any one time to 
avoid contention on the data bus. The latches are set whenever an 
address is loaded into the address counters from the TMS32010. Any one 
of ports 1,2 or 3 may be used to load the address counters, but each of 
these port address lines is connected to a different memory board select 
latch. The port address lines are latched in by the address counter 
load signal which is valid if any of the port address lines are valid 
(LOW)·. An inversion ·is· applied ·to -the· port address lines to obtain the· 
correct high-enable levels for the memory board selects. 
Both TMS32010 interfaces use 16~bit data latches (two 74LS374) to 
transfer data from the memory to the TMS32010. These are required 
because the memory read cycle is asynchronous to the TMS32010 IN 
instruction. The latches output-enable (OE) inputs are controlled by 
the TMS32010 IN port address lines, and the contents of the latches may 
be read at any time by the TMS32010 user port. Any one of three ports 
may be used to INput the data to the TMS32010. Port address lines A, 5 
or 6 will all validate the latches output-enables. 
The reason for using more than one port is to allow a choice between 
subsequent auto-increment or auto-decrement of the address counters or 
to retain the same address. Port 4, if used, has no effect on the 
·. address · counters. Port address line 5 (-auto~increment). activates the 
count-up input of the address counter supplying the least significant 
- 1A8 -
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a sho~t delay to ensu~e that the data transfe~ 
address line 6 (auto-dec~ement) activates the 
count-down input of the add~ess counte~ supplying the least significant 
nibble. The fou~ counte~s necessa~y to achieve a 16-bit add~ess wo~d 
have thei~ count-up and count-down inputs 'daisy-chained' togethe~. The 
ca~~y-out (CO) f~om the least significant counte~ is connected to the 
count-up input of the next and the same fo~ the succeeding stages. The 
bor~ow-out (BO) f~om the least significant counte~ is connected to the 
count-down input of the next, and so on. The inte~face fo~ the image 
integ~ation p~ocesso~ which both ~eads f~om and writes to the memo~y. 
has some ext~a components compa~ed with the display conve~sion 
p~ocesso~ inte~face, which only ~eads f~om the memo~y. When using the 
image integ~ation p~ocesso~. the add~ess counte~ count-up input can be 
activated by po~t add~ess lines 5(IN) o~ 5(0UT) and the count-down input 
by po~t add~ess lines 6(IN) or 6(0UT). 
The latch enable (EN) cont~ol inputs to the data latches a~e activated 
asynch~onously to the TMS32010 IN inst~uction. An inte~leaving p~ocess 
is used to ~ead the ~elevant data fo~ each TMS32010 into its respective 
data latch using an inte~leaving clock (!CLOCK). The ~ead (IN) timing 
fo~ both p~ocesso~s with ~espect to the memory boards inte~leaving clock 
is illust~ated in Figu~e 10.4b. A 400ns clock is used allowing 200ns 
fo~ each ~ead cycle and p~oviding update pe~iods of 400ns fo~ each of 
the two latches. The ~!sing edge of the inte~leaving clock is used to 
activate the latch enable or the image integ~ation p~ocesso~ data 
latch. whe~eas the falling edge latches data into the display conversion 
p~ocesso~ data latch. The output enable fo~ the memo~ chips is LOW at 
all times so that the selected memo~y add~ess will p~vide data out 
except when the memo~y boa~d is disabled o~ when the memo~y w~ite-enable 
(WE) input is active (LOW). 
The inte~leaving clock also cont~ols the select input of a numbe~ of 2 
to 1 multiplexe~s (74LS157). Fou~ multiplexe~s a~e used to select the 
16 add~ess bits f~om eithe~ the image integ~ation p~ocesso~ add~ess 
counte~s o~ the display conve~sion p~ocesso~ add~ess counte~s. Anothe~ 
multiplexe~ selects the th~ee memo~y boa~d select values, again f~om 
eithe~ the image integration p~ocesso~ memo~y select latches o~ the 
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display conversion processor memory select latches. This ensures that 
the correct memory board select line and the correct address are valid 
when data is read from the memory and latched into the relevant data 
latches. 
The length of the interleaving clock cycle means that there will be a 
maximum of A00ns between setting up a new memory address either by 
loading or incrementing/decrementing the counters and the updating of 
the data latch. Because the interleaving clock is not synchronised to 
the display conversion processor instruction cycle, problems can occur 
when using IN instructions. If the memory address is loaded, 
auto-incremented or auto-decremented and an IN instruction performed 
immediately, in certain cases of cycle alignment the latch data will not 
have been updated from the new address. It is possible to 
completely avoid this possibility by ensuring that the two possible 
instruction sequences which are shown here are not used in the display 
conversion program : 
OUT Address,PA1 (or PA2 or PA3) 
IN Data,PA4 (or PAS or PA6) 
or 
IN D~ta,PAS (or PA6) 
IN Data,PA4 (or PAS or PA6) 
In general it should be possible to include useful instructions between 
these if they occur, thereby ensuring that no processing time is wasted. 
The writing of data from the image integration TMS32010 to the memory is 
slightly more complicated than the read process., The OUTput of data by 
the TMS32010 to the write latch may be performed at any time, but the 
transfer from the latch to the memory must be carried out during the 
correct half-cycle of the interleaving clock. This ensures that the 
data is written to the memory board and address specified by the image 
integration processor only. To achieve this synchronisation two D-type 
Flip-Flops are used in series to effectively delay an OUT pulse (for 
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port 4, 5 or 6). This task is simplified due to the fact that the 
interleaving 
CLKOUT. The 
clock is 
position 
derived from the image integration processors 
of the OUT instruction with respect to the 
interleaving clock is therefore known and will be in one of two places 
as shown in Figures 10.4c & d. 
The output-enable pulse which is used to transfer data from the write 
latch to the memory, must be positioned correctly with respect to the 
TMS32010 CLKOUT. This is achieved using delays and is necessary to 
ensure correct system operation with the minimum time constraints. 
Any one of three OUT ports may be used for writing data to the memory, 
to enable address auto-incrementing or decrementing. A separate 
Flip-Flop must be used for each port address line so that they are kept 
separate for the purpose of auto-incrementing or decrementing. They are 
combined before the second stage of synchronisation Flip-Flops providing 
one output enable (OE) for the write latches and one write enable (WE) 
signal for the memory. Because thE> write enable supplies the inputs of 
48 memory chips, it is buffered by a high current driver on the system 
interface board. 
10.4 SONAR INTERFACING 
10.4.1 SeaVision Modifications 
A prototype interface to Seavision was implemented without any 
modifications being required to the sonar itself. However, to attain 
synchronisation of the sonar refresh cycle and the image integration 
process, both the sonar frame synchronisation clock and the line 
synchronisation clock are required on the system interface. These were 
readily available in Seavision and are each buffered at source. The 
port used for connection to the BBC microcomputer 1MHz Bus is used by 
the stabilisation system interface, and modifications were included in 
the sonar to enable the port to be used with the stabilisation 
system or th.,__ BBC micro computer.. A method was adopted to aqow the 
synchronisation clocks to be connected to the bus when the stabilisation 
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system was attached, but not when the BBC microcomputer was attached. 
This was achieved using Tri-state buffers which are enabled when a line 
which is normally ground for the 1MHz Bus, is taken HIGH by the 
stabilisation system interface. 
10.4.2 Sonar Interface Hardware 
The main purpose of the interface between the sonar and the TMS32010 is 
to enable the reading of image data from the sonar display memory by the 
image integration processor. For completeness, it also provides for the 
writing of sonar data back to the display memory. This provision is so 
that sonar images stored on disk may be reloaded into the sonar by the 
stabilisation system rather than using the BBC microcomputer lMHz Bus. 
The latter would require physical reconfiguration of the cable 
connections to the sonar. 
The interface, which is shown in Figure 10.5a, attempts to.simulate the 
BBC microcomputer 1MHz Bus which has an 8-bit address bus, an 8-bit data 
bus and various control lines. These consist of a Read/Write (R/W) 
line, a 1MHz clock, and two page-select· lines, NPGFC and NPGFD. When · 
NPGFC is active (LOW) and the 8-bit address is FF(Hex), the 8-bits of 
data are latched into the sonars range address latch. As there are 512 
range cells in the sonar display memory, each of these 8-bit addresses 
corresponds to two displayed lines. The bearing address uses its lower 
six bits to address the 64 bearing samples per line, and the seventh bit 
to address every second range cell. The eighth bit is unused. Once a 
range address has been set up, reading or writing to the display memory 
is straightforward. When NPGFD is active (LOW) the address bus supplies 
the bearing address and data is transferred across the data bus, its 
direction being dependent on the .R/W line. 
Read and write cycles of 400ns were used initially to provide minimum 
access time for the TMS32010. Although the sonar display memory 
integrated circuits had a fast, 55ns access time, the complexity of the 
·sonar display memory formatter·output interface~logic, meant that it was 
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impossible to achieve a 400ns cycle time without maJor modification to 
the sonar. The necessity tor long pulses to ensure correct 
initialisation and completion of read and write processes meant that 
dual instructions were sent by the TMS32010 tor both reading and 
writing. The first of the dual instructions was an OUT instruction and 
the most significant two data lines were decoded to determine which 
interface hardware they activated. A table of the possible signals 
from the TMS3211lllll and their purpose is given below. 
TMS32010 Port Address D15 DU Purpose 
Port 7 - 'ouT Ill Ill Load Range Address 
Ill 1 Initialise Data INput 
1 Ill Data OUTput Completion 
1 1 Initialise Data OUTput 
Port 7 - IN Data INput Completion 
Table 10.4 Sonar Access Instructions 
The results of these dual instruction sequences are shown in the timing 
diagrams of Figure 10.5b. 
Besides enabling the transfer of data, the sonar interface contains 
counters so that both the bearing and range addresses are automatically 
incremented after each read or write. This will save any sonar address 
calculation by the image integration processor, thereby speeding up the 
overall process. The bearing counter is incremented by the trailing 
edge of the NPGFD signal. The seventh bit of the bearing counter is 
inverted to . ensure the correct order of range cell because the range 
addresses start at maximum range increasing towards minimum range. The 
reading and writing of sonar images by the BBC microcomputer was carried 
out by incrementing the range address and sav~ng the image data 
'upside-down'. However, the image integration process must use the 
image data in its. correct <lrde.r, in sychronism with the receiver . 
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update, to 
the output or 
ensure that the ship motion variables are valid. Therefore 
the bearing counter 
counter. Subsequent to the range 
automatically decrements the range 
counter being decremented, the 
interface hardware sends the new range address to the sonar range 
address latch. This is achieved by producing a NPGFC signal, and a Low 
R/W signal. At the same time FF(Hex) is placed on the address bus and 
the output of the range counters on the data bus. Processing time 
must be allowed between access cycles to permit this address update. 
The eight bits of data that are received by the TMS32010 consist of four 
bits of full range data and four bits of expanded image data. Only the 
full range image data is normally used by the image integration process. 
The grey scale is configured so that minimum intensity is F(Hex) and 
maximum intensity is 0. This is inverted and shifted left by four bits 
to give 8-bit precision for the image integration calculations. 
10.5 FRAMESTORE INTERFACE 
10.5.1 Framestore Modifications 
The modifications carried out on the display framestore were significant 
as the addressing structure was changed to reduce the number of 
instruction cycles per access. The internal method of addressing and 
accessing the framestore memory is determined by the CRTC, but the 
technique used to load the CRTC registers has been modified. For random 
access to an individual pixel location in a 512 by 512 frame, using the 
BBC microcomputer, a maximum of six CRTC access cycles was required. 
Two cycles were needed to load the Y-address registers, two to load the 
X-address registers, one to load a read or write signal into the R/W 
register initialising the access by the CRTC, and one to perform the 
data transfer to the data register of the CRTC. The CRTC performed the 
actual accessing of the framestore memory by using this set of 
registers. The way in which the registers were loaded was modified when 
using the TMS32010, as all nine bits of X or Y address could be supplied 
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at once. Therefore both XL and XH registers or YL and YH registers are 
loaded concurrently. It is also possible to load the R/W register 
during the same instruction cycle as the data register is accessed. 
This gives a one-half reduction in the number of CRTC cycles required 
for the accessing of a pixel storage location. 
A hardware modification was made to allow the line synchronisation pulse 
to appear on an external connector line. This allows synchronisation of 
the line blanking period with data transfers from the TMS32010, to 
eliminate interference on the display. The aspect ratio of the 
framestore was changed to 1:1 to provide visually correct images using 
the full frame resolution. This was achieved by loading different 
initialisation values into the CRTC, but also required an adjustment to 
the framestore video clock to maintain the standard 64 micro-second line 
period. A different CRTC was installed when the frame configuration 
was changed to 512 by 512 pixels. This was a Motorola MC6845 which was 
additionally capable of an interlaced video mode to provide the required 
512 lines. 
10.5.2 Framestore Interface Hardware 
The CRTC access cycle period 
microcomputer 1MHz Bus, but 
accesses, derived from the 
was 1 microsecond when using the BBC 
an 800ns cycle was used for TMS32010 
200ns CLKOUT signal. To ensure correct 
synchronisation between IN or OUT instructions and the 800ns CRTC clock, 
a software synchronisation technique was implemented, using the BIOZ 
input. 
Although image data transfer to the framestore memory by the display 
conversion process was the main requirement of the interface, the 
capability of reading the displayed image data was included for the 
purpose of saving framestore images on disk. 
Of the sixteen data bits available on the TMS32010 user port, the six 
most significant were required as control and address lines inside the 
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framestore. Three were used to enable the framestore and three were 
decoded to select the register being accessed. The least significant 
nine bits were used as data for the X or Y address. In the case of a 
read or write instruction, the least significant six bits were used for 
pixel data. 
Because the X and Y addresses have to be loaded during a separate CRTC 
access c~cle, there would be little time saved if the hardware performed 
these register loads. Also, the random framestore addressing carried 
out b~ the 30" displ~ conversion process meant that there would be no 
advantage in implementing hardware counters to automaticall~ increment 
through the frames tore memocy addresses. However, if address 
auto-incrementing had been present, there would have been some advantage 
for the 60" displa~ conversion method which was developed after the 
interface hardware. 
The interface beween the TMS32010 card and the framestore is extreme!~ 
simple and is shown in Figure 10.6a. The main component is a counter to 
divide the CLKOUT signal into the 800ns CRTC clock. Other than 
that, there is some logic to produce a 100ns pulse with an 800ns 
c~cle. this is connected to the TMS320111J BIOZ input--"-for the -
s~nchronisation of the access instructions with the CRTC clock. The 
timing of the CRTC clock and the TMS3211J10 instruction c~cle is shown in 
Figure 111J.6b. 
The line s~nchronisation pulse is brought to the TMS3211J10 interrupt line 
through a D-t~pe Flip-flop which s~nchronises the interrupt pulse to the 
TMS32010 CLKOUT c~cle. 
10.6 SHIP MOTION PROCESSOR COMMUNICATION 
The ship motion processor has a number of input values on which a series 
of matrix calculations are performed, giving one or more variables to be 
passed to the image integration processor. The input values are of two 
t~pes: 
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The ship motion rotational values ; Roll, Pitch and Yaw. 
The transducer array training values; Pan and Tilt. 
The ship motion values would normally come from the ships gyroscopes and 
they must be provided in digital form to the THS3201~. They should be 
updated at no less than 10ms intervals and stored in three 16-bit 
latches which can be interrogated as required by the processors three 
INput user ports. 
on the other hand, the transducer array 
available from the BBC microcomputer, as 
training values will be 
this is normally used to 
control the pan and tilt stepper motors. At initialisation of an 
integration cycle, the array training values wi11 be stored as reference 
values. Between each subsequent calculation of the ship motion 
variables, the array training values will be updated so that the change 
in array training direction can be included in the calculations. 
When simulating ship motion 
variables Roll, Pitch and 
microcomputer. 
using 
Yaw 
the 
will 
array training 
be available 
motors, the 
from the BBC 
The resultant variable from the ship motion analysis processor will be 
stored in a 16-bit latch located on the system interface board. 
will be read as required by the image integration processor. 
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11.1 INTRODUCTION 
The numerous results obtained using the stabilisation system will be 
presented here, showing the capabilities for both stabilisation and 
image enhancement. The first section will contain early images obtained 
during the development of the system. The remainder of the results will 
be those obtained using simulated ship motion with all the processes 
running in a continuous fashion. 
11.2 DEVELOPMENTAL RESULTS 
The images obtained during the development of the system were produced 
using non-continuous processing for both image integration and display 
conversion. The image integration.and .display conversion.processes were 
performed on complete 30' sectors whilst the array was trained in a 
fixed direction. They utilised movement of the array in the scanned 
domain only, but were useful for showing the advantages of the 
integration process for image enhancement, 
depth in Chapter 6. 
The six images shown in Figure 11.1 compare 
quality for three different range settings. 
which .has been discussed in 
the difference in image 
The image is of a Victorian 
reservoir near Cheltenham, from where the majority of the results were 
obtained. Figures ll.la,c,e were obtained without any integration of 
the displayed image data, i.e. the centre bearing of each sector image 
was separated by 28.8'. In contrast, the images shown in Figures 
11.1b,d,f used overlapping sectors 
together to obtain the improvement in 
and the image data was integrated 
image quality shown. The centre 
bearings of the sector images used for the integration were separated by 
7.2' giving an integration of four sonar image data samples for each 
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Figure ll.la Reservoir (Range•320m) 
Overwriting 
Fi~ure ll.lc Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Overwriting 
Figure ll.le Reservoir (Range=80m) 
OVerwri ting 
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Figure ll.lb Reservoir (Range•320) 
Averaging Integration 
Flgure-f:l.Tc! ___ Reservoir (Range=160) 
Averagin~ Inte~ration 
Figure 11.1r Reservoir (Range=80m) 
Avera~in~ Integration 
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resultant image sample. 
11.3 SYSTEM INITIATION 
The remaining images were obtained using the stabilisation system in 
conjunction with ship motion, simulated using the array training 
motors. Control of the system was achieved using a BBC microcomputer 
which was used to select the various utilities and processing options 
available (Figure 11.2). Trials of the system using simulated ship 
motion were carried out at two locations, the University sonar research 
tank and the Victorian reservoir mentioned previously. It should be 
noted that the limitations of using still images for the purposes of 
this thesis has two drawbacks. Firstly, the continually changing nature 
of the stabilised display cannot be shown fully with a limited number of 
figures. This means that it is hard to give a proper appreciation of 
the problematical effects of rotational ship motion. Secondly, it is 
impossible to conclusively show that the resultant images are 
satisfactorily stabilised. 
The coordinate conversion process for the display· of polar images is 
initiated separately by the BBC microcomputer and must be selected as 
either a 60• or a circular display. This display initialisation must 
also setup the integrated image store by loading the maximum intensity 
value, and load lookup data tables from disk. These are both time 
consuming processes. However, once the process is active, any image 
data written into the integrated image store will be subsequently 
displayed in its geometrically correct, polar form. 
The required image integration process must also be selected prior to 
the initiation of the simulated ship motion. As- well as the displayed 
sector width, 60· or 360•, the user must decide whether an image 
integration process is required and if not, the overwriting technique 
must be used. For the 360· display, the way in which the sonar image 
lines are used to produce the 243 displayed range intervals must also be 
selected. In the close quarters of the sonar research tank, only . the. 
first 243 range intervals are used (on the closest range setting}. For 
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, 60" Polar Display Initialisation 
Initialise Framestore and Sonar Interface 
Load Coordinate Conversion Lookup Data Table 
from Disk to Memory Boards 
...V 
Load Inte~rated Image Store with Maximum Intensity I 
l 
, Initialise Continuous Coordinate Conversion 
/ Process for 60" Polar Display 
' 
BBC Circular Displa~ Initialisation 
MICRO- Initialise Framestore and Sonar Interface 
COMPUTER Load Integrated Image Store with Maximum Intensity 
Perform 360" Display Update using Coordinate 
Conversion for Range Cells 0-255 
CONTROL Initialise Continuous Display Coordinate 
/ Conversion for Range Cells 12 253 
PROGRAM ' ~60" Ima~e Integration Process 
Choose Between Half and Full Displayed Range 
Choose Between Averaging Line Pairs and 
Using Every Second Line 
' "L 60" Imal!'ie Intel!'iration Process I 
J_ 
Choose Between OVerwri ting and Averas:ing 
Image Integration Techniques 
' 
t 
Ship Motion Simulation Control Prol!'iram 
' 
Utili ties 
Figure 111.2 System Control Program Options 
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normal target ranges however, the total 500 or 512 range intervals will 
be required. This can be achieved by averaging every two lines, or for 
extra efficiency, using every second line. The storage limit of 243 
range intervals means that 13 must be disregarded. Normally, the 
closest range intervals are not used, as the displayed information at 
the apex of the sector is uninterpretable. If close range images are 
required, the sonar range setting can always be reduced. 
After selection of the image integration process the ship motion 
simulation must be initialised (See Figure 11.3). The selection of the 
ship motion which will be simulated by each of the pan and tilt motors, 
is dependent on the mechanical configuration of the array with respect 
to the motors. 
Ship Motion Simulation Control Program Initialisation 
Select Rotational Ship Motion (Yaw, Pitch, Roll) 
to be Simulated using Pan Motor. 
<>•••• ,..,,,.,, •• "''''][" - ,,, •• ,,, •/_,, ..... 
Select Rotational Ship Motion (Yaw, Pitch, Roll) 
to be Simulated using Tilt Motor. 
Choose Oscillation Amplitude - Typically +/-15' max. 
1 
Choose Angular Limit in Unscanned Domain. 
1 Input Initial Pan Angle Value. 
1 
Input Initial Tilt Angle Value. 
Figure 11.3 Ship Motion Simulation Control Program Initialisation 
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11.3.1 Ship Motion Simulation 
Figure 11.3 shows the choices required by the operator for the 
initialisation of the simulated ship motion, and the ship motion 
analysis process. As there are only two rotational domains provided by 
the array training motors, a series of combinations of these rotations 
is required for the simulation of all aspects of rotational ship motion. 
The number of possibilities can be reduced if the practical effects of 
the ship motion are considered. 
Rotational ship motion will have different effects on the three angular 
domains of the sonar array or image. These three domains are the 
scanned domain of the sonar, the unscanned domain across the array face 
perpendicular to the scanned domain, and rotation about an axis 
perpendicular to and in the plane of the array face. 
the sonar will determine which domain is affected 
ship motion component, i.e. yaw, pitch and roll. 
The mode of use of 
by each rotational 
The mode chosen as 
standard uses the array in the horizontal mode, with pan and tilt values 
of 0". The result of this configuration is that yaw corresponds to 
rotation in the scanned domain, pitch corresponds to rotation in the 
unscanned domain, and roll corresponds to rotation in the plane of the 
array face. It should be noted that· other configurations will cause 
different relationships e.g. for side-scan sonars with the array in the 
vertical mode, ship roll will produce movement in the scanned domain 
causing a significant effect. As the effects of the simulation on the 
resultant images will be discussed with respect to rotation in the image 
domain rather than in the geographical domain the effects of all 
possibilities of ship motion, on all modes of use of the sonar, will be 
accounted for. 
By mechanically mounting the transducer arrays in a number of different 
configurations with respect to the rotational axes of the array training 
motors it is possible to simulate ship motion in all three rotational 
domains of the array. It was subsequently found that the motors could 
not cope with their own weight and so the combination of rotations in 
the unscanned domain and in the plane of the array face, has not been 
used for simulation. Therefore two combinations of rotation are used to 
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produce simulated ship motion and these 
indication of the systems capabilities. 
RESULTS 
should provide an adequate 
The two combinations of 
continuous oscillatory rotation use the following image domains : 
1. The scanned and unscanned domains. 
2. The scanned domain and rotation in the plane of the array face. 
The ship motion analysis control program allows the operator to select 
one of : yaw, pitch and roll, to be simulated using the pan motor and 
to choose its oscillatory amplitude. A similar selection must also be 
made for the tilt motor. The amplitude should be a maximum of +/-15" to 
cater for the simulation of all expected ship motion. However to 
obtain complete displays, the oscillation amplitude in the scanned 
domain was commonly +/-22" for the 60" image and +/-170" for the 
circular image format. The rotational velocity was the same for both 
the pan and tilt motors. It was set to the maximum attainable while 
ensuring that the motors would not stall, and this was approximately 
half the maximum velocity expected due to the roll component of ship 
motion. It was a number of times faster than the velocity expected for 
the yaw component of ship motion. Initial values of pan and tilt 
angle, for the ship motion analysis process, may be entered at this 
stage. Lastly, the angle in the unscanned domain, outside which the 
image integration process will disregard incoming image information, 
must be chosen. This value, as referred to in the subsequent text, is 
the angle of rotation in the unscanned domain and does not include the 
beam-width in the unscanned domain. This will effectively add another 
s· to the actual sector from within which image information is obtained. 
The effects of different choices of this angle will be discussed with 
reference to various sets of resultant images. 
When all the optional selections have been made, the operator can 
rotate the array to any desired initial training direction. On 
initiation of the simulated ship motion, the ship motion analysis 
process is started and subsequently on completion of the first ship 
motion analysis calculation cycle the image integration process is 
initialised. The display conversion process is assumed to be 
running continuously prior to this. 
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11.2 STABILISATION RESULTS 
11.2.1 Rotation in the Scanned Domain 
The effect of rotation in the scanned domain is the most obvious and has 
already been demonstrated at length. Most of the images obtained using 
the stabilisation system contain movement in the scanned domain and 
utilise the extra image information available. Figures 11.a and 11.5 
show 60" polar images incorporating movement in the scanned domain only. 
Figure 11.a is a set of images of the far end of the reservoir, at range 
settings of 320m and 160m, and compares the averaging and the 
overwriting image integration techniques. Figures 11.ae & f show a 
reduced image width after rotation of only +/-11" in the scanned domain. 
Figures 11.5a & b show some detailed targets in the reservoir, Figure 
11.5a is an image of some steps and Figure 11.5b is a square drainage 
sump on the bottom of the reservoir. Figures 11.5c & d are 60" polar 
images of a corner of the University sonar research tank comparing the 
averaging and overwriting integration methods, 
Figure 11.6 is a set of circular images of the whole reservoir. Figures 
11.6a,b,c,d,f show different range settings and again compare averaging 
and overwriting integration. Figure 11.6e shows an image where only 
every second line has been used to produce the integrated image. All 
the other circular images use another technique to produce the 243 range 
intervals. This more representative method, averages pairs of range 
lines together to form each range cell required for the integrated data 
store. Figure 11.7 is a set of circular images of the sonar research 
tank. Besides comparing the averaging and overwriting integration 
techniques, the effect of the direction of continuous rotation in the 
scanned domain is shown. Figures 11.7a & b are images where the 
processing has been halted after a clockwise circular rotation. The 30" 
beam scanning ambiguities are not of equal amplitude in this case, one 
is reduced while the other is accentuated. Figures 11.7c & dare images 
where the processing has been halted after an anticlockwise circular 
rotation. The opposite effect, which should be apparent, is not obvious 
here, perhaps because of some effect due to the fact that the sequence 
of 30" polar display conversions is always carried out in a clockwise 
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Figure 11.4a Reservoir {Range=320m) 
Averaging Integration 
Figure 11. ac:: -Reservoir -<Range~320m) 
___ _.,()y_E!~_lting ____ _ 
Figure 11.4e Reservoir {Range=320m) 
Rotation in Scanned 
Domain Limited to 11" 
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Figure 11.4b Reservoir {Range=160) 
Averaging Integration 
Figure 11.4d Reservoir {Range=160) 
Overwritipg ____ 
1 
Figure 11.4f Reservoir {Range=160m) 
Rotation in Scanned 
Domain Limited to 11" 
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Figure 11.5a Reservoir Steps 
(Range=40m) 
Figure 11.5c Corner of sonar Tank 
Averaging Integration 
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Figure 11.5b Reservoir Sump 
(Range=40m) 
Figure 11.5d Corner of Sonar Tank 
overwri t1ng 
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Figure 11.6a Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Averaging Integration 
-
Figure 11.6c Reservoir (Range=160m) 
Averaging Integration 
Figure 11.6e Reservoir (Range=160m) 
Every Second Range Line 
Used for Integration 
RESULTS 
Fi~ure 11.6b Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Ovel'W!'i ting 
-
Figure 11.6d Reservoir (Range=160m) 
Overwri ting 
Figure 11.6f Reservoir (Range=80m) 
Ovel'W!'i ting 
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Figure 11.7a Sonar Research Tank 
Averaging Integration 
After Clockwise Rot. 
Figure 11.7c Sonar Research Tank 
Averaging Integration 
Anti-Clockwise Rot. 
Figure 11.7e Sonar Research Tank 
Averaging Integration 
Both Rotations Present 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.7b Sonar Research Tank 
Overwri ting · 
After Clockwise Rot. 
Figure 11.7d Sonar Research Tank 
Overwri ting 
Anti-Clockwise Rot. 
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direction. These two images are similar to Figure 11.7e where the 
processing has been stopped in the middle of a rotation, so that half of 
the display has been produced with a clockwise and half with an 
anticlockwise array rotation. 
The images of the sonar research tank contain more background noise 
because of the close range and the signal to noise characteristics of 
the University sonar receiver. 
The difference between images obtained using overwriting and using an 
averaging integration method is much less obvious with continuous image 
motion and continuous processing techniques. This occurs because 
previous images obtained using overwriting image integration, also used 
sector images separated by the complete sector width. The effect of the 
continuous movement in the scanned domain means that the sonar image 
data remaining for display after overwriting integration is only that 
from one edge of 
continuous image as 
the received sector. This tends to give a more 
the display is effectively produced from the 
combination of a large number of very narrow sectors. The sector edge 
which is left for display is determined by the direction of array 
rotation. This will have an undesirable effect as the image data near 
the sector edges is more likely to contain beam pattern artifacts. 
The averaging image integration technique will also contain this effect 
to some extent, as the most recently integrated data (and the most 
significant), left for display due to the continuation of rotation, will 
also always be from near a sector edge. 
11.1.2 Rotation in the Unscanned Domain 
The images contained in this section will be used to illustrate the 
visual advantages that may be gained with stabilisation for rotational 
movement in the unscanned domain. Figure 11.8 is a set of images 
obtained with rotation in the unscanned domain only, to show the 
problems caused by this movement and the improvement after 
stabilisation. The remaining sets of images contain a combination of 
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oscillatory rotations in both the scanned and unscanned domains. 
Figure 11.8a shows a 30' sector image obtained with no rotation in any 
domain. Figures 11.8b,c,d show images at various angles in the 
unscanned domain during continuous oscillatory rotation. They show the 
variety of possible image information which may be viewed in the 
presence of this motion. Figure 11.8b is similar to Figure 11.8a 
whereas Figures 11.8c & d have lost a significant proportion of the 
image information. Figures 11.8e & f show images where the angle in the 
unscanned domain has been limited to 4". This means that image 
information that is received when the rotation has caused movement 
outside this angle, is disregarded by the image integration process. 
This caused an obvious improvement in the image quality as the variation 
in image content was much reduced. Figures 11.8e & fare examples of 
these more static images, obtained using averaging and overwriting 
integration, respectively. 
Figures 11.9a-f & 11.10a-f are similar sets of 60' polar images, 
i.e. also containing rotation in the scanned domain. They show the 
effects of movement in the unscanned domain for the two range settings 
of 320m & 160m, obtained for the following conditions 
a) 0 • rotation in unscanned domain. 
b) All image data utilised within +/-11' in unscanned domain. 
c) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Image sample 1) 
d) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Image sample 2) 
e) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Averaging Integration) 
f) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Overwriting Integration) 
Figure 11.11 is a set of 60' polar images of the reservoir sump, 
obtained in the presence of rotation in the unscanned domain, with the 
following conditions : 
a) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain. 
b) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Image sample 1) 
c) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Image sample 2) 
d) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Averaging Integration) 
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e) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Overwriting Integration) 
f) All image data utilised within +/-2' 
The improvement achieved by limiting the angle in the unscanned domain 
is gained at the expense of useful image information, which is 
disregarded by the image integration process. For the continuous 
oscillatory rotations used to simulate ship motion there was no problem 
with updating the complete display but under conditions of real ship 
motion an extremely narrow limit in the unscanned domain may result in 
an incomplete image display. 
Figure 11.12 is a set of circular images of the whole reservoir, with 
rotation in the unscanned domain, as follows 
a) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Range 320m) 
b) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Range = 160m) 
c) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Range = 320m) 
d) All image data utilised within +/-8' (Range = 160m) 
e) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Range = 320m) 
f) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Range 160m) 
\ 
Figure 11.13 is a set of 60' polar images of a corner of the sonar 
research tank, with rotation in the unscanned domain, as follows : 
a) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Averaging Integration) 
b) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Overwriting Integration) 
c) All image data utilised within +/-11' (Averaging Integration) 
d) All image data utilised within +/-11' (Overwriting Integration) 
e) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Averaging Integration} 
f) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Overwriting Integration} 
Figure 11.14 is a set of circular images of the sonar research· tank, in 
the presence of rotation in the unscanned domain, as follows : 
a} 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Averaging Integration} 
b) 0' rotation in the unscanned domain (Overwriting Integration) 
c) ·All image data utilised within +/-11' (Averaging Integration) 
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Figure 11.8a Reservoir (Range=320m) 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
Figure 11. Se Reservoir (Rani:e~320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
.-----------~•~1-8" __________ ~, 
Figure 11.8e Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Averaging Int.) 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.8b Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure 11. 8d Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure 11.8f Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Overwriting) 
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Figure 11. 9a 
Ffiure 11.9c 
Reservoir (Range=320m) 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure 11.9e Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Averaging Int.) 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.9b Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-11" 
------------------
Figure 11.9d Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure 11.9f Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4"'(0verwriting) 
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Figure 11.10a Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
-- ---
Figure ll.l0c Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure ll.l0e Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unsoanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Averaging Int.) 
RESULTS 
Figure ll.l0b Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-11. 
Figure ll.l0d Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure ll.l0f Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Overwriting) 
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Figure 11.11a Reservoir Sump 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.11b Reservoir sump 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" (Overwriting) 
Figure 11.l:lc Reservoir Sump Figure 11.11d Reservoir Sump 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
,-------------~+_c/_--=11~·-(overwri ting) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
,--------------~+~/_-~8~-~(~A~ve_r_a~ing_Int.) 
Figure 11.11e Reservoir Sump Figure 11.11f 
Unscanned Domain Limit· 
+I-ll" (Averaging Int.) 
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Figure 11.12a Reservoir (Range=320m) Figure 11.12b Reservoir (Range•l60m) 
No Rotation in No Rotation in 
Unseanned Domain 
Figure 11.12e Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unseanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
Figure 11.12e Reservoir (Range=320m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" 
Unscanned Domain 
Figure 11.12d Reservoir (Range•l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-8" 
·---·--·---------
Figure 11.12f Reservoir (Range=l60m) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" 
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Figure 11.13a Sonar Research Tank 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.13b Sonar Research Tank 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
Figure 11.13c Sonar Research Tank Figure 11.13d Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-11• (Overwriting) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-11• (Averaging Int.) 
Figure 11.13e Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Averaging Int.) 
Figure l1.13f Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (OVerwriting) 
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Figure 11.14a Tank (Averaging) 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.14b Tank (Overwriting) 
No Rotation in 
Unscanned Domain 
Figure 11.14c Sonar Research Tank Figure 11.14d Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-11" (Overwriting) 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
~-----~--~-+/:l_l__"__lAveraging Int.) 
Figure 11.14e Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Averaging Int.) 
Figure 11.14f Sonar Research Tank 
Unscanned Domain Limit 
+/-4" (Overwriting) 
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d) All image data utilised within +/-11' (Overwriting Integration) 
e) All image data utilised within +/-4' (Averaging Integration) 
f) All image data utilised within +/-a' (Overwriting Integration) 
All of the above image sets showed an improvement in image stability 
when using a limit in the unscanned domain, compared with images which 
were not processed by the stabilisation system. 
Further experimentation would be desirable to-determine minimum 
values. of this angular limit in the unscanned domain for various 
conditions of ship motion. This should include the use of different 
rotational velocities for each motor with the maximum available 
velocity, comparable to the maximum expected due to rotational ship 
motion. 
As mentioned previously, these still images will not demonstrate the 
variety of images obtained by rotation in the unscanned domain. Nor can 
they exhibit conclusively, the stabilised result achieved in the 
presence of this two dimensional rotation in the scanned and unscanned 
domains. 
11.1.3 Rotation in the Plane of the Array Face 
The effects of rotation in this domain with and without stabilisation 
are shown in the following images. It was demonstrated in Chapter a, 
that the effect of ship motion, in the plane of the array face, will 
cause a maximum compression of the sector image by 62/6a in the scanned 
domain. The resultant images indicate that this effect is neglible as 
there is little obvious difference between most of the images of each 
set. However, they have been included for completeness. Figures 
11.15a & b are two similar images where Figure 11.15b has· a fixed 
rotation of 16' in the plane of the array face. The image width should 
theoretically be narrower in Figure 11.15b but as this is not obvious 
the improvements introduced by the stabilisation system will also be 
unnoticeable. The results after stabilisation, with +/-16' continuous 
oscillatory rotation in the plane of the array face, are shown in 
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Figures 11.15c & d. Figure 11.15c uses averaging integration and Figure 
11.15d, overwriting. This set of images contains no rotation in the 
scanned domain, so is limited to a 30" sector. 
Figure 11.16 is a set of 60" polar images of the reservoir at 320m and 
160m range settings. Figure 11.16a & c contain no rotation in the plane 
of the array face, to be used as comparisons for Figures 11.16b & d 
which have +/-16" oscillatory rotation. Figure 11.17 contains a set of 
circular images of the reservoir for range settings of 320m, 160m and 
80m. Figures 11.17b,d,f, which were produced with +/-16" rotation in 
the plane of the array face, are compared with Figures 11.17a,c,e. 
Figure 11.18 contains 30" polar images of a corner of the sonar research 
tank, i.e. no rotation in the scanned domain. Using averaging and 
overwriting integration they compare the following movement in the plane 
of the array face. Figures 11.18a & b contain no rotation in the plane 
of the array face. Figures 11.18c & d have a fixed rotation of 16" to 
attempt to show the worst case of rotation in this domain. Figures 
11.18e & fare stabilised results after +/-16" continuous oscillatory 
rotation has been applied. Figure 11.19 incorporates rotation in the 
scanned domain as well. Figures 11.19a & bare 60" images with no 
rotation in the plane of the array face, and Figures 11.19c & d have 
+/-16" oscillatory rotation. Figures 11.19e & fare circular images of 
the tank comparing Figure 11.19e with Figure 11.19f, which contains 
rotation in the plane of the array face. 
The lack of significant visual change was just as apparent when viewing 
the continually updating stabilised display, as in the results within 
this , section. Whether to include compensation for rotation in this 
domain is now subject to question, but again, further experimentation 
should be carried out, for a wider range of targets, before a reasonable 
judgement can be made. Little processing speed is likely to be gained if 
this compensation is eliminated. Obviously, stabilisation in this 
domain should be retained if possible as the effects of seemingly 
insignificant image degradation could accumulate to cause noticeable 
image deterioration. 
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Figure 11.15a Reservoir {Range=320m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.15c Reservoir {Averaging) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.15b Reservoir {Range=320m) 
16" Fixed Angle in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.15d Reservoir {Overwriting) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
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Figure 11.16a Reservoir (Range=320m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.16c Reservoir (Range=160m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
RESULTS 
Figure ii:-16b Reservoir (Range=320m) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.16d Reservoir (Range=160m) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
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Figure 11.17a Reservoir (Range=320m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.17c Reservoir (Range=160m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.17e Reservoir (Range=80m) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.17b Reservoir (Range=320m) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.17d Reservoir (Range=160m) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.17f Reservoir (Range=80) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
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Figure 11.18a Tank (Averaging) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.18c Tank (Averaging) 
16• Fixed Angle in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.18e Tank (Averaging) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
RESULTS 
Figure 11.18b Tank (Overwriting) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
----
Figure- 11. 18d Tank (Overwri ting) 
16" Fixed Angle in 
Plane of Array Face 
----
Figure 11.18f Tank (Overwriting) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
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Figure 11.19a Tank (Averaging) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figu-re 11.19c Tank (Averaging) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.19e Sonar Research Tank 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
RESULTS 
Figure ll.19b Tank (OVerwriting) 
No Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Fiiure-1Ll9d Tank (ove..Writing) 
+/-16" Rotation in 
Plane of Array Face 
Figure 11.19f Sonar Research Tank 
+/-16" Rotation in · 
Plane of Array Face 
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Chapter T~elve 
CONCLUSION 
12.1 REVIEW 
The aim of this research project was to. investigate and if possible, 
implement e. practical electronic ste.bilise.tion 
scanning sonar displays. 
system for sector 
The investigation was carried out with the aid of e. series of 
simule.tions on the University central computing fe.cili ty. This 
culminated in the proposal to develop e. ste.bilisation system based on 
image processing techniques. 
A photograph of the ste.bilise.tion system equipment is shown in Figure 
12.1._ -
1\/~, 
IJl ; 
Figure 12.1 Ste.bilise.tion System Equipment 
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The system which has been implemented has three major processing stages 
and required both hardware and software development. The system uses 
sonar image data acquired directly from SeaVision, an electronic sector 
scanning sonar. Three TMS32010 digital signal processors carry out the 
necessary processing and a large digital memory array stores the 
processed image data. Display of the stabilised images in a 
geometrically correct format is achieved using a video framestore. 
The resultant images may be displayed as either a 60" by 512 range 
interval stabilised sector, or a 360" (circular), by 256 range interval 
image. The first optional display format is capable of displaying the 
available image information, usually due to ship motion only, and 
includes all the range intervals stored by the sonar. The second 
display type can be used to include image information made available by 
the rotation of the transducer array in the scanned domain. This 
mode is only capable of displaying half the range resolution of the 
previous mode but provides some of the most impressive images. 
However, the manual rotation used to obtain these images is often not 
required, or available and so the majority of the display may remain 
unused. 
12.2 RESULTS 
The previous Chapter provided various sets- of results using the 
stabilisation system, but the only way to appreciate the full effect of 
stabilisation is to 
resultant stabilised 
compare 
image 
the standard SeaVision display and the 
display, during continuous processing and 
image update. The results are divided into three sections according to 
the rotations in the three perpendicular domains of the array, assuming 
that these can be caused by any one or a combination of the ship motion 
rotations. 
Rotation in the scanned domain is dealt with fully by the stabilisation 
system and depending on the amplitude of the rotational movement, may 
require a 60" sector or a 360" display. Quantisation error due to the 
discrete intervals in the scanned domain causes some loss of bearing 
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resolution. The accuracy of the ship motion analysis calculations is 
dependent mainly on the precision in which the angular rotation values 
can be provided, either the array motor angular readings or from a ships 
gyroscopes. The resultant images show the advantages gained by using 
the image integration process to compensate for motion in this domain. 
Rotation in the unscanned domain is catered for by the stabilisation 
system, using a selective image data utilisation technique. Although 
this reduces the amount of actual sonar image data used to produce the 
stabilised image, the angle in the unscanned domain is user selectable, 
allowing the utilisation 'of all the incoming information but with a 
poorer quality image, It was found by experimentation using simulated 
continuous oscillatory ship motion, that the image could be improved by 
limiting the unscanned domain. The update rate of the complete image 
remained acceptable when these limits were applied. The results attempt 
to show the image quality before stabilisation and the subsequent 
improvements gained due to the stabilisation system. 
Rotation in the plane of the array face is also dealt with by the image 
integration process but the mapping accuracy required in the scanned 
domain is ·limited due to the discrete sampling intervals. The 
rotational effect in this domain, due to the maximum expected ship 
motion is small and the results did not show any significant degradation 
due to this rotation, or improvement as a result of stabilisati~n. 
12.3 CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the stabilisation system achieves what it was designed to do. 
It would be an acceptable replacement to the mechanically stabilised 
platform, providing compensation for the rotational components of ship 
motion. The stabilisation for. rotation in the unscanned domain is 
achieved using fundamentally different technique to the 
stabilised platform with the possibility of some loss of incoming image 
data. Besides the saving in equipment cost, the extra image information 
which can be displayed using the stabilisation system provides a 
significant improvement over a sonar system using a stabilised 
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platform. The lar~er viewed area enables a marked improvement in ima~e 
interpretation. 
The capability of providing 'in-line' ima~e processing, althou~h little 
utilised, provides a base for further research. The versatility of the 
system, due to the fact that it uses processing techniques, means that 
it may be utilised for further image processing. The ima~e processing 
which has been performed, demonstrates some of the advantages that may 
be achieved by using the system, but there is wide scope for further 
image processing. There is a significant reduction in 'background 
noise' due to the correlating effect of the image integration process. 
Tar~et ima~es, notably the walls of the sonar research tank, are 
enhanced by the image integration process, resultin~ in more conti~uous 
images. Another advantage is the improved ability to recognise 
scanning beam-pattern ambiguities. 
The limited trials, in terms of realistic simulation of ship motion for 
practical sonar applications, need to be extended, to perhaps include 
sea trials of the system. 
While using the stabilisation system, a number Of inadequacies have 
become apparent. Solutions to these, and other system improvements will 
be discussed in the next section. Various directions for the 
continuation of research, using the system, are also suggested. 
12.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present stabilisation system could provide a replacement to the 
stabilised platform with comparable stabilisation capabilities. There 
are three areas in which the system could be improved to provide a 
more superior stabilisation system. 
Firstly, the inclusion of 
has become more relevant 
used allow information 
compensation for translational motion, which 
because the ima~e inte~ration techniques 
to remain displayed over a lon~ time 
period. To achieve stabilisation for translational motion usin~ the 
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stabilised image stored in polar coordinates would pose two major 
obstacles. The ship motion analysis would have to be performed for 
every image data sample in bearing and range, which would be prohibitive 
in terms of processing time, and there would be mapping problems between 
the incoming sonar data and the stabilised image store. Therefore to 
achieve compensation for translational motion it would be best to carry 
out the polar display conversion process on the incoming sonar image 
data and to perform the image integration process on a stabilised image, 
stored in rectangular coordinates. This would slightly simplify the 
ship motion analysis for rotational motion but there would of course be 
the added complexity due to the inclusion of the translational ship 
motion components. It would be- possible to include the offset of the 
array from the ships centre of rotation in this analysis. The major 
problem then, would be the mapping of the polar image data onto the 
rectangular data array. Depending on which part of the sector is being 
integrated into the stabilised image store, one of the mapping problems 
described in Chapter 7 (polar display conversion) will be present. 
However the problems will be worsened due 
translational motion. 
to the inclusion of 
The second aspect of research which could be continued using the present 
stabilisation syste~ is digital image processing for further enhancement 
of the sonar images. This could either use correlation and 
· deconvolution techniques or utilise image pattern recognition methods to 
reduce the scanning beam pattern ~--ambiguities. The processing 
limitations of the current system would necessitate any complex 
processing to be carried out on 'frozen' image frames unless the 
processors were upgraded and/or duplicated. It may also be possible to 
use image recognition to gain information about the current 'ship motion. 
This information could then be used instead of gyroscope angle values in 
the image integration process for stabilisation. 
The third possibility which could be pursued in further research was 
experimented with briefly during the simulation period of research. 
This is the utilisation of the third polar domain, the unscanned domain, 
of the sonar image system. This could overcome the problem of loss of 
information when stabilising for movement in the unscanned domain and 
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could provide a wealth of further information for the sonar user. A 
major obstacle is the display of three dimensional images as well as the 
processing and storage of the extra dimension of image data. 
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